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astern has seen an unordinary year. 
We said hello to a new president, and goodbye to 261 
employees as positions were eliminated because of  a state 
budget impasse.
As the year went on, we created lasting memories. We celebrat-
ed the 100th anniversary of  Homecoming and we came together 
to speak our minds at the Fund EIU rally. 
We gave back to Charleston through numerous cultural and 
civic events. We came to Eastern with our different backgrounds 
and created a community. 
We proved this year that our Eastern family is focused on the 
bigger picture: the importance of  uniting. Now more than ever, we 
found an unbreakable pride for our education, and realized it is 
worth fighting for.
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Student Life
Editors Note: Jack Cruikshank, a junior political sciences 
major, wrote this first-hand account of  the Alternative 
Spring Break trip to Lumpkin, Ga.
As I stood on a rural Georgia farm, poised to kill 
and clean a chicken for my night’s dinner, I started 
to understand the variety of  lives one can lead within 
the borders of  the United States.
As I walked through the gate at Stewart Detention 
Center in Lumpkin, Ga., ultimately allowing a guard 
to lock me in the medium-security detention facility, 
I realized the people detained in that facility are no 
different than me.
Finally, as I sat in Ebenezer Baptist Church and 
listened to a recording of  the Reverend Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr., in the very church where he gave 
some of  his most powerful sermons, I felt humbled as 
all of  the week’s experiences culminated into a desire 
for not only civil rights under the law, but also a 
respect for the decency of  every human in the hearts 
and minds of  compatriots.
This trip through Georgia’s modern-day struggle 
for equity under the law was one of  nine Alternative 
Spring Break trips that were sponsored by the New-
man Catholic Center.
For the six trip participants, the first stop for three 
days at Koinonia Farm in Americus, Ga., was the 
most interesting part of  the trip.
Koinonia is a communal pecan and animal farm 
that has a history of  assimilating itself  into the civil 
rights struggle of  the southern United States through-
out the last century.
When the farm’s owners allowed the racial in-
tegration of  the farm from its onset in 1942, local 
residents became violent at the idea of  the integration 
of  races; shots being fired at the farm was not a rare 
occurrence for the first 20-plus years of  the radical 
community.
The group of  students helped around the farm by 
feeding [and killing] animals, helping with construc-
tion work on a new building and learning about the 
unique history that Koinonia Farm has played in the 
quest for racial acceptance in the South.
While she pondered Koinonia’s policy of  shared 
communal living, site leader Rachel Dorris, a senior 
chemistry major, found the lifestyle to be an interest-
ing alternative to life on a college campus.
“I liked the time we spent at Koinonia because it 
reminded me of  the importance of  the simple things 
in life,” Dorris said. “The farm had a very friendly 
and calm atmosphere, which I think comes from the 
simplicity of  the lives of  the permanent residents of  
the farm.”
When contemplating whether they could remain 
as residents at the farm for longer periods of  time, 
both Dorris and freshman chemistry major, Rebecca 
Nelson, said they would not immediately commit to 
long-term living in the community.
“I am not sure how long I could last at the com-
munal farm,” Nelson said. “The amount of  together-
ness and reliability that the system takes is extreme. 
Everyone relies on each other to live, sharing every-
thing with the entire group, when I was raised that if  
you work harder, you can spend more money.”
After spending three days working with animals as 
well as preparing for the year’s pecan crop, the group 
traveled to Alterna, which is “a Christian communi-
ty comprised of  U.S. citizens and immigrants from 
Latin America.”
The Alterna community is organized by Anton 
Flores, a former college professor, who works full 
time to reform immigration processes within the 
United States.
For the ASB group, Flores took the six to Stewart 
Detention Center in order for them to meet with a 
detainee and learn more about the entire process of  
immigrants’ rights.
Two of  the ASB participants, Nelson and senior 
elementary education major, Evie Bellendir, spoke 
with an undocumented immigrant from Rwanda, 
who was using his time detained to study English to 
assist himself  with his civil defense.
Nelson said the experience at Stewart Detention 
Center helped her realize how vastly different one’s 
life can be because of  one’s country of  birth.
“[Visiting the undocumented immigrant] really 
helped me to contemplate bigger issues than I am 
used to thinking about over spring break,” Nelson 
said. “Listening to a man, who was scared for his life 
in his home country and fled to America, was very 
thought provoking. It put a face with the everyday 
issues that this country deals with.”
For the final day of  the trip, the group toured 
King’s final resting place in Atlanta as a culmination 
of  the week’s civil rights experiences.
Nelson said the trip was “an eye-opening experi-
ence” and that she is looking forward to whatever 
experiences next year’s ASB trip will bring.
Story and Photos by Jack Cruikshank
Design by Dominic Baima
Alternative Spring Break 
delves into civil rights history
While touring downtown LaGrange, Ga., members of  an 
Alternative Spring Break trip through Georgia learn about 
local resource conservation. That day, the group also had 
the chance to visit a Confederate cemetery after exploring the 
racially divided town.
During their Alternative Spring Break trip, seniors Evie Bellendir and Rachel Dorris paint one of  the residential buildings at Koinonia Farm in Americus, Ga. Founded in 1942 as “a 
community of  believers sharing their lives and resources” amid tense racial divides, Koinonia has served as a safe haven for people of  all walks of  life, and provides a model of  communal 
living that survives to this day.
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HOLI
Eastern students participated in Holi: A Festival of  Color on Friday, April 23, 
2015, in the Library Quad. Holi is a festival celebrated in parts of  Asia with 
roots in the Hindu religion. It has been celebrated at Eastern since 2012 and 
is hosted by the Office of  Study Abroad. Students were given a cup and threw 
water and colored powder on each other.
 Photos and Design by Dominic Baima
Mac Miller greeted the standing audience with the sudden 
wave of  a heavy and familiar bass line, and lyrics from his 2014 
album “Faces.”
The now 23-year-old released his first mixtape, “But My 
Mackin’ Ain’t Easy,” in 2007 at just 14 years old, and has since 
amassed a net worth of  roughly $10 million. 
The crowd reacted most to Miller’s performances “Best Day 
Ever” and his final encore performance “Donald Trump.” 
Stevie Roberson, a sophomore art major who won free meet 
and greet passes during the reveal of  the performing artist in late 
March, said she has been listening to Miller since 2011. Al-
though she enjoyed the show, she wished he would have played 
his older music. 
“I would maybe see him again if  he was going to play older 
songs because I didn’t know a lot of  the newer ones,” she said. 
“If  he was at a musical festival or something that I was at, I 
would definitely go watch him.” 
Although the arena was arranged with seating for the au-
dience, the University Board members were quickly forced to 
remove chairs when crowd members crawled over the seats and 
stacked them on top of  one another to create standing room.
One audience member jumped from the balcony seating onto 
the arena floor to make his way closer to the stage.
Although the audience was under Miller’s command to keep 
their hands up throughout most of  the concert, the artist shifted 
moods momentarily to take to the piano and play “Youforia,” 
the song Miller said is his favorite to perform.
Dressed in a tie-dye T-shirt and a snapback hat, the rapper 
took a moment to talk music with the audience. 
“My favorite music is the kind that takes you away from 
where you are currently – that takes you to a different place,” he 
said. 
Roberson estimated about 15 people attended the meet-and-
greet after the show, although she said she could not help but 
feel disappointed with the little interaction fans were able to have 
with the artist. 
“We all walked into a classroom and then they posed us for a 
picture and then he came in for a minute and posed with us and 
then left,” she said. 
“I was a little bit (disappointed) but then again I don’t really 
know what I would have said to him.” 
Although Roberson might have found herself  speechless, local 
businesses have been reaching out to the rapper through social 
media throughout the last few days. 
When local bars caught word that Eastern’s University Board 
could not provide the artist with the tobacco and alcohol he 
asked for in his contract, establishments were quick to tweet at 
Miller, although there was no confirmation of  Miller attending 
any of  the town bars after show. 
Ike’s bar tweeted, “EIU couldn’t come through for you, but 
we did. @MacMiller – excited to meet you after the show,” 
along with a photo of  two meet and greet passes and an assort-
ment of  alcoholic and tobacco products. 
Story by Katie Smith
Design by Lauren McQueen
Mac Miller performed Saturday, April 25, 2015, in Lantz Arena as the 
spring concert headliner.  Photos by Danielle Tadlock
Mac miller brings  
spring concert to new high
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from eastern to
recent graduate lands job at fortune 500 company
W
hen 23-year-old Mitch Gurick was a child, he want-
ed to be a teacher.
“I used to play pretend like I was a teacher teach-
ing a classroom, and it was always by myself,” he said.
Now, as a 2015 graduate with a bachelor of  science for busi-
ness education from Eastern, Gurick has moved away from his 
hometown in Hinsdale, Ill., to California. 
However, Gurick did not land just any job. He landed a job 
at one of  the most competitive and fasting growing companies: 
Google.
The tech giant is a Fortune 500 company and ranks as 
Fortune’s No. 1 best place to work for its sixth-straight year. 
The company holds its ranking by offering some of  the most 
competitive employee benefits. Employees have unlimited sick 
days, laundry service, napping pods and more.
“All the perks you hear about are true,” he said. “There’s 
always free food. I got a massage earlier this week. Basically, 
there’s anything you can imagine.”
The company sees more than 1.2 million job applications 
annually and has nearly 45,000 U.S. employees, according to 
fortune.com.
Gurick beat the vying odds and applied on a whim.
 “I randomly applied, and the next thing I know I’m being 
flown in to do two interviews,” he said. “I kept thinking, ‘This 
is unbelievable.’”
Gurick acquired a position as an operations coordinator. He 
said his job includes writing training materials and supporting 
the human resources process.
“My main focus is to look at a process and find ways to 
make it better, creating a better employee experience,” he said.
Gurick said he is used to being passionate in his work, and it 
is his passion that drives him to utmost success. He said Google 
has a mission that excites him.
“Fundamentally they have what I value,” he said. “Google 
wants to make technology accessible. I’d rather work for a tech 
company that is changing the world.”
Each Wednesday, Gurick helps one of  Google’s missions by 
being a part of  an outreach team, which teaches to underprivi-
leged middle school students. 
Gurick said the “West Coast way” is much different than his 
Midwestern home front.
“It’s totally different here,” he said. “In the Midwest, every-
one’s first question is ‘What do you do?’ as in, a career sense. 
Here, everyone asks ‘What do you do for fun?’ They ask about 
your family, your interests. It’s refreshing.”
Gurick said he is slowly visiting the local areas, and might 
pick up some local hobbies such as surfing.
Gurick also had to adjust to his position and the size of  
Google.
“My peer group comes from Ivy League schools,” he said. 
“I’m working with some of  the smartest people in the world. 
Eastern prepared me really well.”
Gurick said he is realistic, and knows he made the right 
decision.
“Google is Google,” he said. “It will still operate if  I’m 
not there. But I get to be a part of  something that is making a 
difference.”
Story and Design by Megan Ivey
Illustration by Deanna Tadlock
Mitch Gurick, a 2015 graduate from Eastern, works in Mountain 
View, Ca. at Google. While at Eastern, Gurick was the Student Sen-
ate's Executive Vice President. Submitted Photo
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He rides a Harley, he’s been on TV, worked with the FBI, likes 
to study dead bodies and now is the president of  Eastern Illinois 
University.
David Glassman became Eastern’s 12th president in June 2015 
and has used the skills he learned and knowledge of  anthropology 
throughout his career as he worked his way into the role of  univer-
sity president.
Glassman is a first generation college student who never imag-
ined he would become the president of  a university when he started 
college.
Glassman started at Arizona State and graduated from Minne-
sota State with a bachelor’s degree in anthropology with no inten-
tion of  going to graduate school. 
After graduation he worked in Mexico doing excavations and 
studying skeletons, where he decided to pursue graduate school.
Glassman was accepted at the University of  Tennessee at Knox-
ville where he studied bio archeology and forensic anthropology.
Glassman began his career in education teaching at several uni-
versities and then moving to administration. 
His move to administration was because of  his desire to impact 
more students.
“I knew that as a faculty member I touched an x number of  
students,” Glassman said. “As a department chair I could affect the 
life of  more students and try and help a larger number (of  stu-
dents).” 
Glassman says that he misses teaching and being in the class-
room now that he is president, but has plans to teach a course at 
Eastern, most likely in forensic anthropology.
During his time teaching, Glassman assisted the FBI on some 
investigations and appeared on several television shows, including 
"Forensic Files" and "America’s Most Wanted" as an expert in 
cases that he assisted with. 
“People occasionally tell me, even while I’ve been here at East-
ern, 'I think I saw you on TV last night, except you were younger 
and had hair,’” Glassman said.
Glassman says there are many things from anthropology that 
transfer to being a university president. 
The ability to look at a person’s history and experiences and 
understand the differences between people is something Glassman 
learned through studying anthropology. 
“(Anthropology) gives me a perspective where I am able to lis-
ten, observe and respect every individual and help them succeed to 
the best of  their abilities.” 
The budget crisis that Eastern has faced during Glassman’s first 
year has caused him a lot of  stress. 
Glassman says that having great people surrounding him 
through the campus and the Charleston community have helped 
him while he has made the difficult year easier.
One of  Glassman’s favorite ways to reduce stress and take his 
mind off  of  work is to ride his Harley Davidson motorcycle. 
“Not even sleep takes my mind off  of  work, I dream about 
work, when I’m eating I'm thinking about work, but somehow 
when I’m riding a motorcycle, probably because it’s dangerous, I 
stop thinking about work and I just kind of  relax adn watch the 
road,” Glassman said.
Glassman has plans for Eastern’s future which focus on making 
sure Eastern is friendly to all learners through expansion of  out 
of  state and international student programs as well as more adult 
education programs. 
An improved infrastructure is also in Glassman’s sights, especial-
ly a new science building. 
Even though the first year has been very tough, Glassman said 
he is glad he has the opportunity to lead Eastern.
“There’s been no university like Eastern Illinois, even during this 
most challenging year that we’ve had here, that doesn’t take away 
from that same spirit of  family, support and friendliness.”
Story, Photos and Design by Dominic Baima
Eastern President David Glassman stands next to his Harley Davidson motorcycle in the administration parking lot. Glassman said he likes riding his motorcycle because it takes 
his mind off  of  work.
Meet the President
Glassman talks about his journey to Eastern
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Greek Life
GREEK WEEK 2015
Members of  the Interfraternity Council and the 
Panhellenic Council participated in the 2015 Greek 
Week. The overall winners were the Delta Zeta sorority 
and the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity.
Pictured: Sigma Kappa, Delta Zeta, Kappa Delta, Delta 
Delta Delta, Alpha Gamma Delta, Sigma Chi, Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Pi Kappa Alpha, Phi 
Kappa Theta.
Photos by Dominic Baima and Danielle Tadlock
Design by Megan Ivey 
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unmasked As an alpha
O
n a night when one would think 
the newest members of  Alpha Phi 
Alpha Fraternity Incorporated 
would be nervous or feel unfamiliar with 
the current members, there was a sense of  
calm and comfort from everyone, including 
the ‘Neos’, to be announced.
Current and older members of  Alpha Phi 
Alpha talked and laughed with their new 
brothers, creating an atmosphere of  com-
munity within their home. Later, the mem-
bers of  the new Alpha line, S.S. D.E.A.T.H. 
Before Dishonor, would describe this at-
mosphere of  brotherhood as what attracted 
them to this fraternity and got them through 
the hard work it takes to become an “Alpha 
Man.”
Alpha Phi Alpha is an African American 
fraternity that promotes brotherhood, aca-
demic excellence, service and leadership.
Tylen Elliot, a junior communication 
major, said, “Out of  any of  the fraternities 
on campus, [the Alphas] were the ones that 
made me feel most welcome.”
On the night before they were to be pre-
sented to the campus, the newest members 
of  the fraternity discuss their journey of  
how they crossed into "Greekdom." 
“Hard work” is what the newest mem-
bers of  Alpha Phi Alpha describe as a com-
ponent to becoming a member and a part 
of  being a member. Although the young 
men worked hard before their initiation into 
the Greek organization, they all seem to be 
aware that there is more work afterward. 
“More people put you on a pedestal, and 
now you have to uphold that [and] remain 
a positive role model for everybody, not just 
your organization, but for the campus as a 
whole,” Daniel Wallace, a junior psycholo-
gy major, said.
Pleasant Singleton, a psychology  major, 
said, “The work never stops… [becoming 
an Alpha] is something that you work for, 
it just isn’t handed to you. You definitely 
have to put in work and always have to be 
thinking on your toes."
 Another component that the newest 
Alphas hit on is family. 
“You should never leave your brother 
hanging,” Singleton said.
Justin Earls, a junior sociology major, 
even sees the strong bond between the 
Alphas from visiting older members, called 
“the old heads.”
“This is a home. When they come here 
from Chicago or St. Louis or wherever, they 
don’t have to worry about other places to 
stay. They already know, ‘my brother has 
my back,’” he said.
The bond of  brotherhood “begins before 
anything – when you’re first interested 
because you’re beginning to get to know 
[the Alphas] and you build that bond and 
connection immediately,” Elliott said.
Singleton said he thinks highly of  his 
brothers and that he can put them first. He 
said they have earned that and their bond 
has come from, “being around them so 
much, having fun with them, learning with 
them and growing with each other.”  
The night of  their probate, the 10 young 
men were presented to the campus as Al-
phas.
As their masks that hid their identity 
were taken off, they were surrounded by 
current members and older members of  
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Incorporated.
They stood beside one another and some-
times stole glances at each other. One could 
see the pride on their faces from what they 
had accomplished.
However, the pride was not about the 
accomplishment of  doing it alone, it was 
about doing it alongside their brothers.
“Even now, this is why I did it, because 
of  the brotherhood,” Wallace said.
Story by Hillary Fuller
Design by Lauren McQueen
The newest members of  the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Incorporated participated 
in probate before being unmasked.
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Incorporated initiates await their unmasking during 
probate on Friday, Nov 6, 2015, in the South Quad.
Newly announced members of  the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Incorporated watch as other new members are unmasked on Friday, Nov. 6, 2015, in the South Quad during Probate, an event 
where the new Alphas are presented to campus.   Photos by Dominic Baima
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To go Greek or not to go Greek…that is the question many in-
coming college students ask themselves as they think about how they 
want to spend their time while in school. What they don’t realize is 
all the planning that starts from before they even register to go Greek 
to when they officially get initiated. 
Like many other universities, Eastern has three Greek councils 
with different sororities and fraternities being a part of  them. And 
just like the National Pan-Hellenic Council and Interfraternity Coun-
cil have their own recruitment processes, the Panhellenic Council 
also plans out their formal recruitment with their main goal being to 
help girls find which one of  the nine sororities on the council they are 
meant to be a part of. 
According to Dani Burden, president of  the Panhellenic Council, 
PHC follows a structured process that comes with a formal outline. 
The variation they bring in each year is choosing a different theme; 
this year’s theme was “Sweet to be Greek,” so throughout, they gave 
out different sweets and got t-shirts with sayings on them. 
One of  the girls who went through the formal recruitment process 
during fall 2015 was Chelsey Milligan, a freshman marketing major.
“I was a cheerleader in high school. My school was really close, we 
were like sisters, and I wanted that bond in college,” Milligan said.
But just as the pressure was on her and the other girls to find a 
sorority that would be their perfect fit, the chapters themselves were 
doing their own investigating to find out who would be the perfect fit 
for them.
“I didn’t really know what to expect,” Milligan said. “They try to 
explain it, but you don’t really know until you’re there. Not everyone 
gets to see what the house looks like inside, so that was pretty cool.”
The girls and chapters had four days to narrow down which girl 
would end up in what sorority. The potential members started off  on 
the first day by going to all nine chapters and then eliminating the 
two they did not care for at the end of  the day. The same went for the 
day two of  recruitment week, and on day three the girls ranked the 
chapters in order and got rid of  three. Each day, the chapters showed 
them the different aspects they had to offer such as specific philan-
thropies they worked with and how their different ceremonies ran.
The chapters were doing the same on their end, ranking the girls 
each day. To keep it all organized, PHC uses the intercollegiate sys-
tem that makes sure there is mutual selection between both sides. 
Each day the computer system printed out a schedule for the 
potential members based on what they ranked and what the houses 
ranked. 
“I was worried about running out of  things to talk about,” Milli-
gan said. “(There was) pressure to look a certain way in some houses. 
Some ones (chapters) you knew they weren’t going to pick you.” 
On the fourth day, the girls get to spend time with their top two 
houses before they went to the Grand Ballroom to accept their bids 
from chapters and sign with the sorority they wanted, but Milligan 
was only given one bid and it wasn’t from a sorority in her top choic-
es.
“I was upset, I had my heart set on one house,” Milligan said. “But 
at that point in time it wasn’t a meant to be thing.” So while everyone 
was signing, she walked away.
A week later, she was contacted by Alpha Sigma Alpha, which still 
had open seats. While she had lunch with them to get more of  a feel, 
she thought of  something a recruitment counselor had told her: “Pick 
a house that you can see yourself  walking in without makeup on and 
your hair up and still feel at home.” And as she processed that, she 
realized ASA is where she felt that.
“I feel like I ended up where I was supposed to. It was meant to be 
that way,” Milligan said. 
Story by Shirmeen Ahmad
Design by Megan Ivey
Freshman finds special bond 
through greek recruitment
Chelsey Milligan, a freshman marketing major, makes herself  at home after receiving her bid into the Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority. Milligan plans to move into the chapter house her sopho-
more year.  Photo by Dominic Baima
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“One situation won’t define you,” states Dionte McWillis, senior his-
tory major and member of  Phi Beta Sigma. Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity 
Incorporated was suspended on Eastern's campus in fall 2013 for what 
upperclassmen might remember as “The Barn Party.” The men of  Phi 
Beta Sigma hosted the Barn Party that ended in shootings and injuries 
of  attendees. Phi Beta Sigma was tried twice and although found not 
guilty, according to McWillis, during their first trial, was eventually 
charged with seven violations and convicted of  three, resulting in a 
suspension that won’t be lifted until 2019. 
There are only a handful of  Phi Beta Sigma members left on East-
ern’s campus, all of  which will be graduating soon. McWillis said after 
2016, there will be only one member left. However, McWillis responds 
to that as, “You can kill us off; yeah you suspended the chapter, but [Phi 
Beta Sigma] has very deep historical roots here at EIU.” McWillis goes 
on to say that the Barn Party incident allowed for him and his brothers 
to get even closer. He called it, “a true strength of  brotherhood,” where 
in the darkest times he and his fraternity brothers came together and 
“aren’t bound by any school laws.” 
Through everything Phi Beta Sigma has endured since 2013, he said 
that his fraternity brothers have been his biggest support, along with Phi 
Beta Sigma’s sister Sorority, Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Incorporated. He 
names this sorority as one of  the few reasons as to why he isn’t worried 
about sustaining membership of  Phi Beta Sigma on Eastern’s campus. 
What he is worried about is the kind of  campus that Phi Beta Sigma 
will come back to and how the campus will be able to handle his frater-
nity after its absence.
Another strong opinion McWillis has is his relationship to the school 
after seeing his fraternity suspended. 
“I want to show the school that even though you suspended my 
fraternity, with the work I’m doing on campus, I’m still representing my 
fraternity,” he said.
 He explains that once you become a member of  an organization, 
you’ll always be labeled as a part of  that organization. So the fraternity 
focused less on Eastern and more on themselves with the premise of  “if  
you better yourself, you better the fraternity.” 
Although he was hurt by Eastern’s final judgement of  Phi Beta Sig-
ma, he still wants to see it thrive. 
“I want to see EIU be successful. I want to be able to have a campus 
to visit. I want my children to probably attend EIU." 
McWillis, confident in Phi Beta Sigma’s return to Eastern, advises 
that those interested in joining the organization should just keep wait-
ing, stating that it will definitely be worth the wait. 
He took pride in his fraternity stating, “We’re a vanguard organiza-
tion. “[We’re] on the EIU football stadium, Ray McElroy – member of  
Phi Beta Sigma, the first black journalist of  The DEN – Phi Beta Sig-
ma, first black Homecoming King – Phi Beta Sigma. Just look at us.” 
McWillis takes comfort in the success that his fraternity has accom-
plished and sees the happenings of  2013 as "a case of  bad luck."
 The Delta Chi  Phi Beta Sigma chapter has paid its $2,000 fine and 
done all of  the required community service as part of  their suspension 
from campus. All there is left for the fraternity to do is wait, but accord-
ing to McWillis, Eastern will be waiting for something big from the 
fraternity. 
“We have 250,000 [members] today; 101 years old so I’m pretty sure 
it doesn’t stop here.” 
Story by Hillary Fuller
Design by Kristen Ed
True Strength of 
BrotherhooD
Dionte McWillis, a senior history major, and Jajuan Jeffries, a junior health studies major, are a couple of  the remaining members of  Phi Beta Sigma Fra-
ternity Incorporated, which was suspended following a shooting at what came to be known as "The Barn Party" in on Sept. 15, 2013. Photo by Dominic 
Baima
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It’s a traditional childhood memory – pulling a rope 
against another child’s weight during the ever-anticipat-
ed Field Day, little feet planted firmly in the schoolyard 
grass, the springtime sun high in the sky.
Now just add water.
Also, mud.
These are tugs, a staple of  Eastern’s annual Greek 
Week competitions. Once a year in early April, the 
various fraternities and sororities across campus come 
together in friendly rivalry, each vying for superiority in 
various fields, including singing, balancing, racing, and, 
yes, strength.
With two teams of  eight men or 10 women standing 
across the Campus Pond near the athletic fields, each vy-
ing for the chance to soak the other, this is hardly child’s 
play.  These men and women are prepared to get down 
and dirty.
There are rules, of  course. The competitors are not al-
lowed to begin training until February begins. They must 
meet weight requirements measured at three mandatory 
weigh-ins. Missing just one of  these weigh-ins means 
automatic disqualification. They must not lose more than 
10 pounds in a single week.
This is no game, especially between fraternities. “The 
men get more competitive,” said Kate Quill, who ended 
a year-long term as president of  Alpha Gamma Delta 
in February. According to Quill, this fierce competition 
divides fraternities into two separate categories – little 
men and big men.
The men of  Phi Kappa Theta have everything down 
to a science.  With nobody small enough to compete in 
the little men’s league, eight wide-shouldered, muscular 
men have been training since the beginning of  February 
for April’s event. “We try to practice three to five times a 
week,” Jim Bosonetta and Ian Stanley said.  Bosonetta, 
a junior chemistry major, had competed last year and 
knows what to expect. Sophomore and recreation admin-
istration major Stanley, however, is new to the game but 
is well-instructed enough to explain it in detail.
“We have the rope across the pond,” he said, drawing 
a rough sketch of  a circle with a line through it. “Each 
team is going to come in a little bit towards the pond, 
and so we’re all going to wind up once.”  
All 16 or 20 competitors turn around and bolt in the 
opposite direction until the rope is secure.  This will then 
whip them into place. The horn blares, and the game 
begins.
Everything depends on staying in a straight line. It is 
the duty of  the anchor – the person at the very back, tied 
to the rope – to maintain this line. In their long-antici-
pated attempt to bring down the opposition, Bosonetta, 
Stanley and their six teammates have developed their 
own special form, in which they tuck the rope under their 
arms, hold it close and make a point of  never bending 
their legs. With a rope in their basement, Stanley and 
Bosonetta practice this routine regularly and, alongside 
their teammates, work to improve their strength and 
endurance before the big games, tentatively set to begin 
April 2.
Story by Mallory Kutnick
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Pulling their weight
Members of  Phi Kappa Theta pratice for Tugs on Saturday, April 2, 2016, in the Sigma Kappa field next to Textbook Rental. The team has been practicing since February and members have 
had to follow rules that include weigh-ins. 
Tugs Teams prepare for competition
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alpha gamma delta alpha sigma alpha
Members: Dena Abdelaziz, Kelsie Abolt, Taylor Badal, Sam Barileau-Zamora, Allie Bohnstengel, Sara Bongratz, Hannah Brockmeyer, Kathleen Broussard, 
Abbey Buerkett, Kaely Cantua, Kendall Carstens, Meghan  Cebula, Jenny Cisneros, Kerrie  Coughlin, Sarah  Cowger, Brittany Dalcorobbo, Allison Doelker, 
Elizabeth Dyche, Angela  Engebretson, Stevie Fanale, Angela Ferruzza, Lauren Grosso, Madison Harrawood, Bree Hasenstab, Taylor  Hatfield, Abby 
Hellrigel, Megan Hernandez, Hayley Hess, Lillian Hicks, Rachel Hollings, Emma Hollister, Mary  Johnson, Bree Johnson, Alexa Jones, Clariza Kotsovos, 
Allison Kraz, Kendall Leander, Meagan Luptak, Brittney Malouf, Jamie Martin, Alexis Mason, Alicia Matusiak, Zoey McCormick, Stephanie Meier, Karlie 
Mirabelli, Audrey Moreno, Maralea Negron, Dori Oconnell, Cassi Palan, Morgan Parise, Natalie Paulsen, Kaila Phelps, Abigail Piper, Ashlen Powles, Katie 
Pratl, Tara Puterbaugh, Kate Quill, Sarah Reader, Jenny Reid, Morgan Retzer, Kellyn Roos, Katie Ruane, Maria Sakellaris, Nora Santschi, Elise Schall,  Sa-
vannah Schofield, Peyton Scholl, Mar Smith, Jacqueline Spaniol, Chloe Strandberg, Renee Taylor, Hailey Tellier, Shannon Thodos, Nicole Tomaselli, Laura 
Trost, Kiona Webber, Jade Welgat, Maggie White, Madeline Wilson, Catie Witt, Tracy Taylor, Emily Mehrkens, Jaclyn Nicasio, Chelsea Sjoken
Members: Alicia Miller-Rojas, Alison Metzler, Allison Melton, Alyssa Andrea, Alyssa Young, Amanda Carroll, Amanda Ramsey, Arelis Ortiz, Arely Mo-
rales, Ariel Enlow, Biaggotti Johnson, Brooke Gatto, Carole Hodorowicz, Casey Repplinger, Cassandra DeStefano, Cassie Nelson, Charlee Caudill, Chelsey 
Milligan, Cheyenne Gardner, Christina Grossi, Christina Lauff, Claire Terveer, Daylea Conway, Denise Killian, Elisa Perez, Emily Lynn Mitchell, Emma 
Martinus, Grace Narcisi, Haley Muller, Jenna Burke, Jess Nolan, Jessica Pelegrino, Jessica Slater, Jocelyn Herrera, Jordan Bess, Jordan Rowe, Kadarah 
Jackson, Kaitlin O'Hern, Kari Ard, Kasey Melendy, Katie Callahan, Kayla Fonseca, Kelly Essig, Kelly Isaacson, Kena Bocek, Krisha Palanca, Kristie Bagus, 
Lacey Jenkins, Mackenzie Murphy, Madelyne Rodosky, Maegan Cady, McKynzi Fuson, Megan Carroll, Megan Tolan, Molly Lucas, Molly Milnamow, 
Monic Harrison, Nicole Kuyper, Nikki Breese, Paige Fanok, Rose Sliwa, Samantha Potter, Samantha Re, Sarah Canty, Selena Alonso
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delta sigma theta Interfraternity Council
Front Row (Left to Right): Shelaina Reid, Kelsey Hosea, Kathryn McIntosh, Shavon Francis, Ashley Howard, Toi Wiley, Gaibriel Wilkins
Back Row: Kristen Lewis, Paulette Horton (Financial Secretary), Javiera Green, Dr. Shawn D. Peoples (Primary Adviser)
First Row (Left to Right): Henry Schmidt, Samuel Nusbaum, Joe Lombardo, Michael Hartung
Back Row: Phil Krueger, Nathan Gayheart, Jacob Jevitz, Christian Ruiz
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All nine resident assistants of  Carman Hall 
walked into their usual meeting room, confused 
as to why they had been called in. Together, 
along with their supervisors and residents, they 
were one big family living in the hall that always 
held the connotations of  being “too far” and 
“the freshman dorm.” But that didn’t stop them 
from making the building as fun as it could be 
and making the most of  their time there. 
But their time with the building had become 
limited. That evening, the RAs received the 
news that Carman Hall would be closing, and 
would probably not open for another two years. 
Three years have passed and there is still no sign 
as to when Carman’s doors will be open again. 
Carman closed because there was more space 
in the other residence halls to accommodate the 
residents currently living in Carman. The idea 
was to assess the facilities and do renovations 
on the hall while it was closed, but due to the 
lack of  funding, no renovations have happened. 
“It closed because I had enough room to 
house people in campus,” said Mark Hudson, 
director of  housing and dining. “It was more 
capacity than I needed.”
Carman opened in 1970 with only one of  its 
towers. Later when the other tower was ready to 
be lived in, it became a coed residence hall. In 
2005, it was a full building with over 12 thou-
sand students attending the university and then 
the numbers began to drop in 2008. According 
to Hudson, the current prediction is the num-
bers will continue to drop. 
Many of  the previous residents say they miss 
the comradely that existed within the building, 
created mainly because it was so far away from 
everything else on campus. On weekends, or 
rainy days, many of  the students stayed inside 
and hung out with each other. 
“It was just very welcoming, it felt like 
home,” Jessica Nunez, a previous RA of  Car-
man recalls of  the atmosphere there. “It’s like 
when you go to see your parents and your dog 
greets you. That is what it was like when you 
walked into Carman.”
Another thing missed about Carman is its 
dining hall, which housed “Grilled Cheese 
Wednesdays,” “Jump Asian,” an ice cream 
bar, chicken cordon bleu in bread bowls and an 
endless amount of  cereal options. The sign, “It’s 
worth the wok” that hung over the dining en-
trance was accurate for the students who would 
come from other areas on campus just to enjoy 
a good meal. 
Since then, much of  the furniture has been 
taken out of  the rooms to be stored in the lobby 
area or replaced with other furniture from the 
halls around campus. Mattresses line the walls 
of  the lobby, chairs and desks are stacked on top 
of  one another, lamps sit in a pile, and a picture 
of  Ruth Carman, the namesake of  the hall, is 
hidden behind all of  it. 
It is hard to picture the bustling lobby that 
once was when students called Carman their 
home. 
Story by Shirmeen Ahmad
Design by Megan Ivey
The empty corner 
Three years ago, this would be a student's view from the top floors of  Carman Hall. Carman was closed in 2013 to assess the facilities and do renovations but no renovations have started 
because of  lack of  funding and a drop in enrollment. Photos by Dominic Baima
The interior of  
Carman has been left 
as it was when it was 
closed with some fur-
niture moved to the 
lobby to be sorted and 
utilized in other parts 
of  campus. Carman's 
closure saves Eastern 
one million dollars 
a year according to 
Mark Hudson, the 
director of  Housing 
and Dining.
Carman remains closed for third year
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Kappa Delta National Pan-Hellenic Council
Members: Brianna Eggebrecht, Carrie Gibbons, Jillian Colletti, Taryn Linke, Paige Darnell, Dana Fachie, Lexi Malkusak, Gabbi Numi, Katey Brown, Al-
ycia Winterman, Morgan Andreoni, Melanie Kaderabek, Jenna Santacaterina, Kelly Svoboda, Hannah Yarnell, Katie Colletti, Bridget DeLaurentis, Ashley 
Renkor, Emily Adair, Carly Bell, Stephanie Blessman, Kelcey Bruen, Cheyenne Creek, Alli Dart, Annie Gorman, Taylor Huerta, Becca Jambrone, Jade 
Mallaney, Marissa Mesnard, Jess Munkvold, Jamie Murphy, Alexys Opel, Jenny Pierce, Sara Rediehs, Anna Renkert, Kayla Tutor, Alli Henrichs, Stephanie 
Lamb, Taylor Lyman, Molly Newland, Deanna Schumacher, Dolly Shishodia, Alicia Bastidas, Lauren Bayless, Shannon Brannigan, Rachel Brown, Jamie 
DeLaurentis, Paige Franzen, Natalie Kotulski, Melissa McNanna, Emily Whitney, Bianca Wiemeyer, Michaela Crabtree, Lindsey Perkes, Katie Proctor, Me-
gan Richardson, Karrigan Cowan, Emily Fitzpatrick, Michelle Fuehne, Bridget Gorman, Olivia Hagerman, Kelsey Hanson, Hannah Horan, Lauren Lewin, 
Claire Litzenburg, Kelsey Lomprez, Tiffany Mefford, Sofia Monteon, Nikki Salazar, Marissa Sanford, Allie Sylvester, Bailey Taylor, Cat Ward, Delaney 
Workman, Masyn Conley, Jesselyn Herder, Rachel Kaiser, Stephanie May, Erin Siekmann, Earleesha Stoxstell, Amanda Wetzel 
First Row (Left to Right): Lamarcus Cotton, Maliya Smith, Ashley Howard, DaNeya Burnett
Back Row: Majarrie Marshall, Kelsey Hosea, Marcus Curtis
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omega psi phi phi kappa Theta
Front Row (Left to Right): Oladiran UniQue Anibaba, Darron Harrison, Julian Robertson, Jarrett Moore First Row (Left to Right): Tom Yimet, Samuel Nusbaum, Allen Potter, Hugo Escobar, Niko Nardi 
Second Row: Ryan Naples, Jacob Rix, Scott Sheahan, Mark Mellnick, Ben Mancera, Mike Kahn
Back Row: Everett Henderson, Ian Stanley, Jim Bosonetta, Erik Eckberg, Matthew Horacek, Kyle Cooke, Nathan Gayheart
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Sigma Gamma Rho Sigma Kappa 
First Row (Left to Right): DaNeya Burnett, Rajae’ White, Amanda White
Back Row: Brittney Rule, Myesha Johnson, Shavon Goner, Regime Billingsly, JaLisa Smith
Members: Rachel Albrecht, Brianna Barajas, Lauren Barry, Jessica Bates, Hannah Baysingar, Julia Bellinger, Michelle Bentkowski, Ashley Bobak, Heather 
Brand, Jordan Brown, Kailey Carey, Lauren Cramer, Holly Deckelman, Victoria Dereszkiewicz, Angel Dezutter, Emma Diedrich, Madeline Doody, Sydney 
Earl, Nicole Ellement, Jennifer Ellinghausen, Sam Eppenstein, Madisson Gillespie, Aisling Glenn, Meagan Gonyon, Olivia Hamilton, Rachyl Haseltine, 
Emily Homrighausen, Jess Householder, Jessi Hrymak, Tiffani Hubbard, Krista Jensen, Sunny Joiner, Danielle Jones, Nicole Judd, Alexis Kilros, Jenn 
Konrad, Stephanie Koska, Christina Kwartnik, Elizabeth Lawson, Carli Llyod, Cheyenne Lohman, Melanie Lohman, Olivia Mangin, Kayla Maxwell, Me-
gan McDonald, Cierra Mckee, Mary Miller, Morgan Molitor, Gracie Morris, Abigayl Naranjo, Rebecca Nation, Kayley O'Connell, Bradi O'Rourke, Alexis 
Parrent, Jaden Patterson, Addison Pavlick, Laura Pellegrino, Peyton Pelletier, Korie Poe, Carly Quick, Courtney Quinn, Michaela Rund, Sydney Ryan, Syd-
ney Schuldt, Katie Shanahan, Alexis Sheehy, Nicole Stevenson, Courtney Strole, Kelly Szafranski, Jamie Taaffe, Kaitlin Trone, Lyndsey Trump, Amanda 
Tulipano, Erika Van Buren, Karlee Weissenhofer, Chole White, Taylor Wilken, Kendall Willis, Alania Wozniak, Jacki Yarber, Diana Zendejas
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Athletics
Anyone can look at the stat sheet and see that 
April Markowski had a strong junior season at 
the plate with a .349 batting average that she 
posted in the 2015 season. But the stat sheet 
cannot show something else she is talented at, 
dancing. 
Her dancing is not the most serious style 
dancing, she just has fun doing it. 
Before every game, if  you look down on the 
field, there is about a 100 percent chance you 
will catch her dancing. Sometimes if  you look 
out in the outfield during a game, you might 
catch her dancing out there, too. 
Markowski said she does it because it helps 
her stay loose as well as her teammates. 
“That’s my way of  staying focused and calm,” 
Markowski said. “All the girls will kind of  join 
in and do their own little thing. I’m definitely the 
person to loosen people up when they’re getting 
too tense.” 
One teammate that would join in was Bailey 
O’Dell, one of  Markowski’s very close friends. 
O’Dell graduated in the spring of  2015. 
“April (Markowski) just has that personality 
where she doesn’t get embarrassed by much and 
it can be kind of  contagious at times,” O’Dell 
said. “It got my mind off  of  the ‘what ifs’ of  the 
game and made you focus on the here and now 
and just being silly.” 
Markowski said that all the dancing began by 
just messing around the house with her dad and 
it continued to Eastern with her friends in the 
dorms. While at Eastern, Markowski is majoring 
in sociology. 
“My dad’s like a big weird dancer so we kind 
of  just dance around the house all weirdly,” 
Markowski said. “It’s my thing.” 
The goofy dancing around her house with her 
dad started when she was young, but she still 
continues to dance around with him when she’s 
home. 
She said that while she was living in the 
dorms, her and her friends made funny videos of  
them dancing. 
The dancing seemed to help Markowski loos-
en up, as her .349 batting average was the second 
highest on the team. She was tied for the team 
lead in hits with 53 and also added six homeruns 
as well. 
There is not just one song that she dances to. 
She dances during the entire pregame playlist 
for the team. If  there is no music, she will start 
singing and dancing too. 
She said her and fellow senior Katie Watson 
will occasionally sing on the bus and make up 
their own songs, annoying everyone else in the 
process. 
While the dancing for Markowski is a lot of  
fun, she said she knows when and when not to 
do it. 
“I won't be too stupid with it,” she said. “Oc-
casionally you’ll catch me dancing in the out-
field if  there’s a soccer game or something going 
on with the music. I know when to be focused.” 
Markowski and O’Dell have a great relation-
ship off  the field and O’Dell said it was the same 
way on the field. 
“We made sure we had fun and brought oth-
ers along the way,” O’Dell said. “We knew when 
to be serious, mostly me, and when to have fun 
and do embarrassing things, mostly (Markows-
ki).” 
Story by Sean Hastings
Design by Megan Ivey
Markowski shakes off the tension
April Markowski, a senior outfielder, says that dancing helps her stay focus and calm during games. Markowski had a .349 batting average during her junior year. Photos by Dominic 
Baima
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Markowski said she knows when it is time to dance, 
and when it is time to put her full attention into the 
game.
Jared Woodson comes from Hilton Head, S.C., where 
the weather is warm and the waves crash on the beach 
from the Atlantic Ocean.
Woodson, a sophomore marketing major, came to 
Eastern to play tennis and saw that everything changed 
from the weather, the scenery and his style of  play. He 
had to adjust to a new style of  life. 
“I’m by the beach (in South Carolina), the weather is 
the biggest part of  the adjustment,” Woodson said. “It’s 
windy in South Carolina, but here in Illinois it’s so windy 
that you can hit a ball that on a regular day goes to the 
middle of  the court but when the wind blows it can go 
out of  the fence.”
But to his surprise, Woodson has adjusted very well.
In South Carolina the air is thinner, which makes it 
easier to hit the ball harder and faster, Woodson said.  
“In Illinois, with the air and the colder weather, the 
ball is going to be hard. It’s going to take more mental 
toughness to stay in each point and each match,” Wood-
son said. 
Woodson said patience is key for the weather in Illi-
nois.
“It probably only took me a good four months to get 
adjusted, so much gets thrown at you,” Woodson said. “I 
didn’t think I would get adjusted that fast.” 
When Woodson came to Eastern he had no idea what 
he was in for.
Woodson was only concerned with winning and get-
ting along with the team. Weather was the last thing on 
his mind. 
Woodson played in two matches at No. 5 singles. He 
won his only doubles match of  the season with teammate 
David Constantinescu. 
“I have so much fun in doubles,” Woodson said. “I’ve 
always had love for a team sport.” 
Woodson and his teammates are good friends and 
that is what makes the experience on the tennis court, 
bonding with each other, more fun for Woodson and his 
teammates when they win.
“You could win with a partner, but not only a partner, 
your teammate. I love my teammates,” Woodson said. 
Coach Sam Kercheval said the team is a close-knit 
group and spends a lot of  time together on and off  the 
court.
“(Woodson) is funny, passionate and energetic,” Ker-
cheval said. “You will often find him dancing or singing 
while on the court as well.”
Woodson said he is trying to improve his winning 
percentage from his freshman year and Kercheval is moti-
vating him to get better on the court and off  it as well and 
makes everything a learning experience. 
“I feel that my freshman year was a learning experi-
ence,” Woodson said. “The best thing you can possibly 
do is learn from every possible thing you can as in match 
play, practice and preparation.” 
Woodson said he learned more about himself  person-
ally and about the game. 
Story by Tyler McCluskey
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Jared Woodson, a sophomore marketing major from Hilton 
Head, S.C., gets used to a new climate as he excels on East-
ern's tennis team. Photo by Dominic Baima
New place, same game
Tennis player gets used to midwest  
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The soccer field was an important place for Brianna Hickman 
during her time on the Eastern women’s soccer team. 
She recorded the eighth-most minutes played in Eastern wom-
en’s soccer history. This was a part of  starting in each of  her four 
years on the team. 
This was a result of  Hickman’s early love for the game that has 
developed even stronger ever since. 
Hickman, a senior accounting major, said she was exposed to 
soccer when she was young thanks to her mother and father. 
“I got into soccer at the age of  four,” Hickman said. “I think 
my parents just knew I needed to get involved in something. 
We’re a big sports family so soccer was what I tried and I loved 
it.”
Before coming to Eastern, Hickman played for Springfield 
High School in Springfield.
Not only did she succeed on the field, but she also excelled in 
the classroom. 
She recorded 19 goals during her senior season and also 
earned a number of  academic honors, including being a member 
of  the National Honor Society.
When it came to picking Eastern, the choice was easy for 
Hickman since she was familiar with the program. 
Terrence Hickman, her father, attended Eastern and played 
football from 1989-92. 
“The fact that my dad attended Eastern did influence my deci-
sion a little bit,” Hickman said. “I have been coming to Eastern’s 
football games since I was 4 years old, so Eastern has always 
been part of  my life.”
Hickman said despite being so familiar with Eastern and its 
program, attendance was still an adjustment for her. 
“Being away from my family was something I had to adjust 
to,” Hickman said. “It’s different when you can’t come home to 
your family everyday.”
Her coach at Eastern, Jason Cherry, said Hickman took a 
leading  role for the women’s soccer team. 
Cherry said she accepted the role and made the best of  it. 
“She led the team by example on and off  the field,” Cherry 
said. “She set the tone everyday with her work, heart and deter-
mination. You always knew you were going to get her best.”
Determination was a key for Hickman as her 1,000 minutes of  
play in each season would suggest,Cherry said. He said she was 
a consistent player who brought the same effort and energy into 
every game. 
When she was in the classroom, the effort and determination 
continued to be an important aspect of  Hickman’s life. 
By the end of  the year, Hickman said she expects to have 
earned her bachelors of  science in business and accounting. She 
has progressed so far with a GPA near 4.0.
She said that even though she finished her bachelor studies 
and is finished with the team, she will miss the way she spent the 
last four years. 
“I liked when we won six games in the conference tournament 
during my sophomore year,” Hickman said. “I also enjoyed beat 
Southern Illinois-Edwardsville in our last game. Another favorite 
would be being able to succeed in the business and accounting 
programs and making new friends there.”
After she graduates this December, Hickman said she will 
remain at Eastern to work toward her MBA with a certification 
in accounting. She said she also plans to work part time for State 
Farm.
Story by Elias Albert
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Senior defender Briana Hickman runs alongside a Tennessee Tech 
opponent during the Panthers' 1-0 victory on Friday, October. 9, 2015, at 
Lakeside Field. Photo by Jason Howell
Hickman plays lead
on field, in classroom
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When senior Stephanie Wallace entered Eastern as a fresh-
man, breaking a record for the Eastern volleyball team did not 
cross her mind. 
But on Sept. 26 in a match against Jacksonville State, Wallace 
put her name at the top of  the list as the All-Time Eastern digs 
leader by earning her 1,667th career dig. She finished the season 
with 574 digs making her career total 1,965. 
Heading into the match with Jacksonville State, Wallace said 
she did not even know that was most likely going to be the day 
she made history. Wallace needed just four digs to break the 
record and with an average of  4.42 digs a set, you knew it was 
coming early. 
Wallace said fellow senior Abby Saalfrank knew the kill that 
put her in the 1,000-kill club, but Wallace had no idea which dig 
would land her in the record books.
“I had no idea,” Wallace said. “I guess I’m just kind of  clue-
less, I just don’t really think about it.” 
At the next timeout in the match, it was announced in Lantz 
Arena that she had become the all-time digs leader. 
“That was really cool and that was really nice to be honored 
but I don’t really like the spotlight on me,” she joked. 
She said while everyone in the crowd and her team was stand-
ing up cheering for her, she was sitting down hoping everyone 
would join her. 
Wallace’s record-breaking performance helped the Panthers 
start Ohio Valley Conference play 2-0 and she said it was not 
until a few days later it hit her that she was the record holder. 
“It honestly really didn’t hit me until I saw articles about it in 
the paper and whenever (I was asked) questions after that game,” 
Wallace said. “That night it didn’t really hit me. Even just a week 
later, that’s when it hit me that I’ve really made an impact her 
and I’ve really done something in my time at Eastern.”
Wallace said it was special having her teammates, family and 
even friends from back home in Trenton, who have not seen her 
play in a while.
“It was encouraging to know that I had teammates that cared 
about how well I was doing and were happy for my success,” 
Wallace said. 
Coach Sam Wolinski was in her first year coaching the 
Panthers in 2015. Even though she was not here for Wallace’s 
first three years, she said it was special to be her coach when she 
broke the record.
“It’s great,” Wolinski said. “You want your kids to thrive and 
want them to reach those milestones. It’s exciting, and I think 
that just goes to show you how hard they work and I think it’s a 
sense of  loyalty and commitment and dedication to want to be 
better themselves and also wanting the program to be better.” 
At the start of  the season, Wolinski said Wallace was going to 
break that record.
“It’s awesome and it’s cool to know that she holds that record 
for the time being,” Wolinski said. 
For Wallace, a change in coaching her senior year was tough, 
but she said Wolinski helped her become a better volleyball 
player. 
“She always talked about extending your range, and I think 
that really helped because it was always in the back of  my mind,” 
Wallace said. 
Wallace is majoring in communication disorders and sciences 
while at Eastern and hopes to be a speech pathologist and help 
people in hospitals who have had strokes after she attends gradu-
ate school.  
Even as a student, Wallace has her own client. She helps out a 
young boy twice a week. She has to come up with all the lesson 
plans for him, which contributes to a heavy workload. 
Wallace’s career at Eastern may be over, but to finish it off  by 
breaking a record was special.
“Achieving something like that is definitely something I’ll take 
away from my entire volleyball career and probably volleyball at 
Eastern,” Wallace said.
Story by Sean Hastings
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Diggin’
it
Wallace breaks Eastern
volleyball digs Record
Stephanie Wallace, a senior libero, set an Eastern record for all-time career digs on Saturday, Sept. 26, 2015 and finished the season with 1,965 digs. Photo by Dominic Baima
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Kamu Grugier-Hill (right), a senior linebacker, and Seth McDonald (left), a junior linebacker, tackle Eli Jenkins, a red-shirt junior quarterback, on Saturday, Nov. 8, 2015, during the game 
against Jacksonville State at O’Brien Field. Grugier-Hill finished this season with 70 tackles. Photo by Dominic Baima
Eastern senior linebacker Kamu Grugier-Hill first stepped onto a 
football field in Hawaii, but the future All-OVC selection was inexperi-
enced, and it did not help that the coaching staff  was as well.
“I was real new to the game, didn’t have any real coaches coaching 
me up,” Grugier-Hill said. “I was running around like a chicken with-
out his head.”
That all changed for him when former Hawaii football player Dino 
Babers recruited him to come to Eastern for the 2012 season. Babers 
was named head coach that season.
Instead of  playing safety, Babers and his staff  moved Grugier-Hill 
to outside linebacker. He totaled 27 tackles his freshman year and 42 in 
his sophomore year.
“They kind of  just transformed me into the player I am now,” Gru-
gier-Hill said. “I was blessed with two great coaching staffs here. “
The Panthers made the playoffs in three of  his four seasons, includ-
ing a run to the FCS quarterfinals in 2013. Eastern was eliminated by 
Towson and soon lost Babers to Bowling Green, along with the entire 
staff.
Former defensive coordinator Kim Dameron was named the head 
coach that spring. Under the tutelage of  Dameron and current defen-
sive coordinator Kane Wommack, Grugier-Hill became a two-time 
All-Ohio Valley Conference and third team All-American in his final 
two years.
“He came into that first spring camp in great shape,” Dameron said. 
“It was great coaching him the last few years.”
He said that he will always remember the 2013 season because of  
what the Panthers accomplished. Eastern won its second consecutive 
OVC championship and was ranked No. 1 throughout most of  the 
season. The only loss of  the season came to Division-1 foe Northern 
Illinois.
But the season opener at San Diego State gave Grugier-Hill’s family 
a chance to see him play closer to home. 
“I had a bunch of  people there for that one,” Grugier-Hill said. “I 
remember I had to give a lot of  tickets for it.”
Grugier-Hill’s mother and sister have been able to visit him at East-
ern a few times throughout his career, but are the only family members 
that have ever been to the state of  Illinois. On her second visit this 
season, his mother presented her son’s coaches, friends and teammates 
with Hawaiian leis on senior day.
Red-shirt sophomore Nick Horne replaced Grugier-Hill when he 
was sidelined with an injury and helped the Panthers get to the post-
season. 
Horne had four tackles in both of  the final two regular season 
games, and returned a fumble 62 yards for a touchdown in a 21-7 win 
over Eastern Kentucky. 
“When he picked up that touchdown and was making sacks, I was 
running up and down the sideline,” Grugier-Hill said. 
Grugier-Hill played 31 consecutive games through all four years at 
Eastern but was sidelined with his injury in the final two games this 
season.
He returned in time for Eastern’s playoff  matchup at Northern 
Iowa, recording eight tackles in a 53-17 loss.
As his time at Eastern ends this semester, Grugier-Hill is already 
thinking ahead for future ventures. He will graduate with a degree in 
kinesiology and sports studies and has agreed to do an internship at a 
gym in Chicago in pursuit of  becoming a personal trainer.
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Former safety Tackles his way 
through new defense position
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Senior Austin Sproles is just one of  two seniors on the Eastern 
men’s golf  team,and he has helped lead the young Panthers’ team 
in the fall.  
“We haven’t played too well as a team,” Sproles said. “We only 
have two seniors and a lot of  young guys, including three new 
freshmen.”
Rather than give up, Sproles, who plans to become a golf  
coach upon graduation, decided to take advantage. While at East-
ern, Sproles is majoring in kinesiology and sports studies with an 
exercise science concentration. 
“We have a lot of  young guys on the team, and sometimes it is 
just about helping develop them,” Sproles said.
The Panthers’ young roster will look to Sproles for continued 
leadership in the spring season, which is Sproles' final season as a 
Panther.
Coach Michael Moncel said Sproles has done a good job of  
leading the team and is deserving to be in the lineup every tourna-
ment.
“He’s our team captain; he does a lot with communicating 
with the other guys, and he just a good kid. I definitely want him 
in the lineup every tournament,” Moncel said.
Sproles kicked off  his senior season strong, shooting a round 
low 74 through the opening 18 holes at the Illinois State Fall in-
vitational. He struggled late, however, shooting a 234 three round 
total. Yet, he remained the Panthers’ top finisher, tying for 68th 
overall in the 18-team field.
Sproles followed this performance by firing a tournament low 
69 through 18 holes and tying Matt Zakutney of  Murray State for 
the lead the next week at the Murray State Fall invitational. 
“He has the ability to play that way,” Moncel said.
However, his play again faltered during the final two rounds 
and he finished 54th overall. Although Sproles played some good 
golf  at the tournament, he admitted he could have been better.
“I played some of  my best golf  at Murray State, I just couldn’t 
finish strong,” Sproles said.
The next three invites brought more of  the same, with Sproles 
finishing 86, and 60, and 60 respectively, following strong starts in 
all three. 
“There have been some brilliant rounds [by Sproles], but some 
bad rounds, too, it just comes back to the consistency,” Moncel 
said.
Now with fall tournaments concluded, the Panthers can wipe 
the slate clean and look forward to improving in the spring. 
Sproles will look to lead his team by example over winter break. 
Sproles plans to head to the course for a tune-up.
“I’ve just lost a bit of  my accuracy off  the tee particularly. My 
short game is really good, I’ve just got to hit a lot of  balls off  the 
tee during break,” Sproles said.
He will have four spring invitationals to prove he can return to 
his form of  previous years, but regardless, it is clear his impact as 
a mentor will be as big a benefactor for this young Panther squad 
as anything he will do on the course.
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Austin Sproles, a senior golfer and Eastern team captain, has stepped up 
as a leader on the men's golf  team as just one of  only two seniors on the 
team. Photo by Mackenzie Freund
Senior golfer uses sports studies
background to train new teammates 
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Move-in
Weekend
2015
This year's welcome 
back weekend incorporated 
Pantherfest, a festival for old 
and new students, as 
everyone prepared for the 
new school year. Pantherfest 
featured First Night, a 
carnival, a juggler, a movie 
night and Prowl events.
Photos by Jason Howell and Dominic Baima 
Design by Lauren McQueen and Shirmeen 
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For Anne Bahr, having success on the course comes the old 
fashioned way, by working hard. 
“It’s very rewarding when you see all your hard work paying 
off  and I have my teammates to thank for that,” Bahr said.
With the help from her teammates, learning how to critique 
different skills, Bahr has been able to work on her game and 
succeed as a golfer.
Bahr finished her freshman year with the lowest stroke aver-
age on the team at 83.2. 
Her best round of  the year came in the first match in the fall 
at the Western Illinois invitational. Bahr finished in 29th with 
a 177-combined score over the two rounds. She shot an 86 in 
the first round and a 91 in the second. 
Bahr finished tied for 31st at the Ohio Valley Conference 
tournament with a combined score of  242 over the three 
rounds. Bahr fired an 81 in the first round followed by a 78 and 
83 in the second and third. 
She said having a positive attitude and not being too hard 
on herself  was a big reason why she was able to have success 
as a young golfer.  
 “Having a good round will boost your confidence while 
playing,” Bahr said.
Bahr broke par over the summer while participating in the 
Women’s Club Champion culmination in her home state of  
Idaho. 
Coach Michael Moncel has helped Bahr succeed tremen-
dously in her game she said. 
 “Coach Moncel is a phenomenal swing teacher mentally 
and a huge resource,” Bahr said. 
She said that everyone on the team learns from him and is a 
very supportive coach and he will help the team when they are 
having a bad round. 
Moncel not only helps his golfers at practice, but he helps 
them off  the course as well. Even though Moncel is the one 
coaching her up as a golfer, she receives some help from other 
people as well. 
 “With the support from my teammates, coach, parents and 
friends, they helped me become the person I am today,” Bahr 
said.  
With her positive attitude, she tries to pull off  tough shots 
and sets goals for herself  to do better than her previous rounds. 
Even though she has set goals for herself, there is always 
room for improvement she said. Bahr said she would like to 
better prepare herself  with her mental game. 
“Even when having a bad start in the beginning of  the game 
you have to tell yourself  to do better,” Bahr said. “Tell yourself  
to shoot well, believe in yourself  and you will be the best you 
can be.”
In addition to being an athlete and having success on the 
course, Bahr was a member of  the OVC Commissioner’s Hon-
or Roll.
Bahr is majoring in accounting while at Eastern. 
“Managing your time well and setting your priorities 
straight will help you become a successful student,” Bahr said. 
“Being in AP classes in high school has also helped me prepare 
myself  for college courses.”
Pulling off  tough shots in her game has encouraged Bahr to 
get better.
Setting goals for herself  during each round, and making it to 
the Women’s Amateur and winning it has helped her become 
the successful person she is today, Bahr said.
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Anne Bahr, a sophomore golfer, finished her freshman year with a 
stroke average of  83.2, the lowest on the team. Photo by Mackenzie 
Freund
Bahr finishes freshman season 
with Lowest Team Stroke Average  
Lantz Arena had a different kind of  audience the Thursday before Hallow-
een as the men and women's basketball teams kicked off  their seasons. Instead 
of  students, the stands were packed with monsters, superheroes, Disney prin-
cesses and baby pumpkins among many other characters. And as these children 
in their costumes watched the players make their way to the court and play 
games, one main thought stayed in their minds: “When do I get my candy?”
EIU Blue Madness is an event that has been hosted by the Athletic Depart-
ment for years and not only is it a hit with the Charleston community members 
who get the chance to come and partake in it with their kids, but also for the 
athletes from the different sports teams who come out to play games with the 
kids and pass out candy to give them an early start to Halloween. 
Monica Gardner, the graduate assistant for Athletics’ Marketing and Pro-
motion, said this year’s event was planned in two weeks instead of  a month in 
advance as it normally is. The budget cuts being made all over campus made it 
questionable as to whether the department could continue to host the event. 
But the excitement of  the student athletes toward Blue Madness helped 
make it possible to put on the event again this year. Normally the Athletic De-
partment spends $900 just on candy. This year, they spent $200 and everything 
else was donated by people in the department, such as the coaches.
“Nothing gets done unless somebody cares about it,” Jay Spoonhour, men’s 
basketball head coach, said. “We wanted it to be a fun night for kids and it was. 
Our players went to all the schools this week just to promote it. It’s just a fun 
night.”
Gardner also said this is the time when they get the basketball schedules 
out, so it is a great time to introduce the community to the teams and motivate 
people to keep coming to the games. 
The event started out on the court where the basketball teams came out 
playing tournament games to get the kids excited. Then, while some kids stayed 
on the court to shoot hoops, others made their way to the second floor of  the 
arena to go through tables where they received candy, went through hay mazes 
and jumped in the bounce houses.
Caitlin Danforth, a senior English major on the swimming team, said their 
teams get excited to do these different activities with the community. Even 
though the swimming team itself  participates in a lot of  service activities such 
as Girls on the Run, Special Olympics, Family Fun Day and more, she feels 
this event is important.
“I think especially for the kids, they don’t get to trick or treat in a college 
town, so this gives them the opportunity,” Danforth said. 
The men and women's swimming teams were two of  the other teams work-
ing the games. Some of  the other teams included men’s soccer, baseball and 
more.
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Blue Madness kicks off basketball
seasons, gets community involved
Beth Houghton, a senior accounting major, hands out candy during Blue Madness on 
Thursday, Oct. 29, 2015, at Lantz Arena.
Brooke Greiner, a freshman biology major and member of  the women's soccer team, paints the face of  9-year-old Charleston resident Cameron Carr, on Thursday, Oct. 29, 2015, in Lantz Are-
na during Blue Madness. Community members were invited to bring their children to get free candy and participate in a variety of  activities such as a bounce house, autograph sessions with 
the Eastern basketball teams and face painting. Photos by Dominic Baima
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For most collegiate goalkeepers, it is a long journey to 
become a starter, but for sophomore Mike Novotny that is not 
the case. 
Since he joined the Eastern men’s soccer team, Novotny 
has been a vital part of  the Panthers’ success in the past two 
seasons. 
As a freshman, Novotny made 15 appearances in goal, 
starting 14 of  those games. 
Novotny made 61 saves that season along with averaging 
just 1.82 goals allowed per game. 
“I was told by many coaches that most goalies would not 
get to start until their junior or senior year because they want 
to make sure you are ready,” Novotny said. “I’m very blessed 
to say the least.”
With a successful freshman season in the books, there were 
high expectations for him coming into his sophomore year. 
Even though the Panthers brought in new head coach Kiki 
Lara ahead of  this season, the plan for Novotny stayed the 
same. 
“We picked up a new playing style from Kiki which was to 
be more of  a possession based team,” Novotny said. “I feel 
like as the season went on we began to get more out of  our 
team.” 
While Lara brought a new style of  play to Eastern, he as-
sured that Novotny was a part of  his plan to rebuild a strug-
gling program. 
Novotny started every game this season for the Panthers, 
and continued to elevate his skills at the goalkeeper position. 
“This season was up and down for us,” Novotny said. 
“There were many positives to take out of  this season.”
Although the Panthers struggled for most of  the season, 
Novotny seemed to be one of  the most consistent players on 
the team. 
Novotny finished the 2015 season with 75 saves and a goals 
allowed average of  2.81. Over the course of  the season it was 
clear Novotny was still gaining experience as he went through 
many ups and downs. 
“I learned that I need to keep improving my strengths and 
weaknesses as a goalkeeper, as well as be ready for game one 
next year,” Novotny said.  
He allowed eight goals in Eastern’s 8-0 loss to Xavier in the 
first game of  the season, but as the season went on, Novotny 
made adjustments and that was shown in his performances. 
Novotny bounced back from that game against Xavier by 
leading Eastern to a 3-1 victory over Lipscomb in the second 
game of  the year. 
Novotny made eight saves in that game while allowing just 
one goal. 
His best game of  the season came against IUPUI though, 
as he led his team to a shutout victory.
“The biggest moment for me was that game against IU-
PUI,” Novotny said. “It was a great performance by our guys, 
and I came up with a bit of  luck saving a penalty kick with 15 
minutes left to keep the shutout.”
While the Panthers fell into a long losing streak during the 
season, Novotny used that time as a learning experience. 
“We did go through a couple losing streaks, and I feel like 
that is when you really see a person’s character come out,” 
Novotny said. “You can either just give up during those times, 
or see what you can do to fix that situation.” 
It is clear that Novotny will continue to play an important 
role in the Panthers' attempt to return to a successful program. 
No matter what the outcome of  the games are, it seems that 
Novotny’s love for the game will never die. 
“I love the pressure of  being a goalie, and I love diving 
through the air,” Novotny said. “There is no better feeling 
than that.” 
And although it can be said that Novotny has a special 
talent, he does not see himself  any differently. 
“I don’t think anything makes me special, soccer is just my 
life,” Novotny said. “I just go out there and show what I can 
do.” 
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Mike Novotny, a sophomore goalie, finished the 2015 season with 75 saves and a goals allowed average of  2.81. Novotny improved from his freshman year, saving 61 goals in the 2014 season. 
Photo by Mackenzie Freund
Novotny sees early start 
as collegiate goalkeeper
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On a race day, Eastern junior cross-country runner Paxson 
Menard said his routine starts with a small breakfast or snack, 
which most days tends to be some honey Teddy Grahams.
He then said from the moment he wakes up until race time 
he tries to picture in his head all the things he’s done right in 
previous races, and says a small prayer to relieve some pres-
sure right before the gun goes off. 
“Knowing that you’re confident in yourself  is the main 
thing. I know with that aspect if  you believe you can do it, 
have God by your side, and you know your team is always 
supporting you, it helps out a lot” said Menard.
Menard said he owes his achievements these past three 
years to the support of  his teammates that have become fam-
ily to him. 
“When I was searching for other colleges I didn’t have that 
family aspect like I did with Eastern. It just felt like everyone 
was a true family with all the bonding,” Menard said. 
Looking into college athletics was not something Menard 
said he ever imagined he would be doing. 
Menard is majoring in sociology while at Eastern. 
However, he thought with his accomplishments in high 
school it would be his golden ticket to college since his finan-
cial situation hindered him from that path. 
Though having two older siblings, Menard is a first gener-
ation college student and is hoping that his younger brothers 
will follow in his footsteps to one day be Panthers.
His younger brothers have both joined the cross-country 
team for their high school, and Menard said he hopes they 
are on their way down the same path as he has gone.
He has been receiving recognition for his talent since be-
fore he began competitive running his freshman year of  high 
school.
His eighth grade gym teacher, Mrs. Letsinger, was the first 
to notice his talent when they were assigned to run the pacer 
test for class. 
He explained that a pacer test is a simple performance test 
that allows the gym teacher to test how many laps you are 
capable of  running around the gym. 
Letsinger noticed that Menard was able to run more than 
the other students in his class and influenced him to join the 
cross-country team for his high school.
At that moment, his teacher had no idea she was encour-
aging a record-breaking indoor all conference and second 
team all conference athlete.
During Menard’s high school running career, Belvidere 
North was able to win state his freshman, sophomore and 
junior year for IL 2A. 
While in high school he ran one of  his most memorable 
races recalling the time he ran the nation's third-fastest mile 
time for freshman at just 4 minutes, 24 seconds.  
“I remember that my head was pounding so hard after I 
finally finished. My coach came running up to me and he 
told me I ran the third fastest time for the freshmen mile in 
the nation and I just thought that was so cool,” Menard said.
Menard’s races for cross-country have changed over time 
where he now runs longer races for Eastern such as the 3K, 
5K and 10K. 
Menard received all-conference in February of  2016 for his 
5K at the Ohio Valley Conference championship running 3.1 
miles in just 14 min and 52 second. 
Menard said receiving all conference has only pushed him 
to further his goals hoping to end out his senior year with 
all-conference in two indoor events and first-team all confer-
ence acknowledgements. 
Graduation in May 2017 does not seem like an end to 
Menard’s running but he does plan to take a break for a 
while. 
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Runner earns all-conference Honors
Paxson Menard, a junior sociology major and cross-country runner, rece ived all-conference recognition in February 2016 for his success in the 5K. Photo by Cheyenne Fitzgerald
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Ohio Valley Conference Commissioner’s Honor Roll, 
second Team All-Ohio Valley Conference, top five finishes. 
These achievements are nothing new to the women’s tennis 
team’s seniors. Ali Foster and Hannah Kimbrough have lead 
the team and lent a helping hand to the new head coach, 
Emily Wang. 
Wang said both of  the girls have helped the freshmen get 
adjusted to the world of  Panther Athletics, as well as assisted 
the entire team using their experiences on and off  the court. 
Their teammates look to them for leadership in both practice 
and competition. It is the little things the two seniors do to 
help the team that are most impactful, their coach said.
 "Ali and Hannah cheer their teammates on in competi-
tion and practice, providing encouragement to those who 
need it. They also are not afraid to speak up when the team 
is having a rough patch," Wang said.
    Foster described her tennis career as an evolution. Her 
freshman year of  tennis was all about hitting hard and having 
quick matches. 
As a senior, Foster said she has become a more strategic 
player and is more patient when building up her score. Her 
game has become more mental than physical.
Of  her many wins, Foster said her most memorable victo-
ry was against Saint Louis University. She said she began the 
match with a late start and that she was not playing her best 
tennis that day. Foster was able to stay calm and pull out the 
victory. She said this win was memorable because she had to 
change her game play to a style she wasn’t used to. 
Off  the court, Foster is a sociology major with minors in 
criminology and psychology. She intends to graduate in the 
fall of  2016 to pursue a master’s degree in social work.
Foster would like to be a social worker in an elementa-
ry school after earning her master's degree. Foster enjoys 
working out and relaxing, and in her free time, she does her 
homework and catches up on her television shows.
Kimbrough attributes her development as a tennis player 
to her home coach Thay Butchee, who has worked with her 
for the last seven years. She said he is the one who helped her 
realize the importance of  variety to be successful in collegiate 
tennis. He sees more in her tennis abilities than she does, and 
she would not be as successful without him, Kimbrough said. 
The Intercollegiate Tennis Association regional at Mich-
igan last year was an experience Kimbrough said she will 
never forget. She said she played her best doubles match 
ever and rolled through her next two matches. Kimbrough 
said she felt she and her partner Grace Summers were able 
to prove that they deserved to be on the court with Big Ten 
teams.
Kimbrough is an intern for Cumberland Trust and Invest-
ment Co. in her hometown of  Nashville, Tenn. She is a busi-
ness major and plans on attending law school for a year after 
she graduates. She intends to coach and work at Cumberland 
Trust. In her free time, Kimbrough is a member of  Delta 
Sigma Pi and the Student-Athlete Advisory Committee, and 
she participates at the Newman Center.
The two seniors have made a notable impact on their 
team and the women’s tennis program as a whole. Foster and 
Kimbrough both wish to leave a meaningful legacy with the 
tennis team when they graduate.
Foster said she hopes she leaves the team with a positive 
attitude and the realization that dedication to the team and 
academics is essential for success. Kimbrough said she hoped 
to be remembered as someone who brought the team togeth-
er and showed them the importance of  being a family on and 
off  the court.
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Foster singles record: 16-4
Kimbrough singles record: 9-8-1
Backing the team
seniors help freshmen ,  new coach 
Seniors Hannah Kimbrough and Ali Foster have helped their fellow teammates on and off  the court. Kimbrough ended the season with a singles record of  9-8-1, 
and Foster ended with a record of  16-4. Photo by Jason Howell
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Senior Christian Ilunga-Matthiesen takes on the workload of  
double majoring while being a track athlete.
He is a double major in economics and political science with a 
concentration in international studies and has conducted research 
for his major in the past.
For his research, he was analyzing variables relating to civil 
conflict in sub-Saharan Africa from 1990 to 2014. This research took 
him the whole fall semester to conduct.
“I was just trying to figure out what socioeconomic variables 
enhance that duration and how that interplays,” he said. “I was 
looking at that for an economics capstone class so that was highly 
interesting because for grad school I’m intending to specialize in 
Africa.”
He is intending to take that further in graduate school and build 
on it from there. Ilunga-Matthiesen was lucky to have conducted 
his research in the fall as it helped him get into various graduate 
schools. 
“Having done this research is very beneficial because I can build 
on my experience and how I’ve conducted it,” he said. “Actually it 
was part of  my application process. A lot of  the finding that I had I 
actually put in my application and that’s probably in part why I got 
into these various grad school programs.”
He had an internship at the German Embassy in South Africa last 
summer, which further enhanced his desire to become a diplomat. 
His goal for the future is to get a master's degree, potentially a 
Ph.D and enter the German diplomatic core and become an ambas-
sador. 
Ilunga-Matthiesen is from Hamburg, Germany, and was a foreign 
exchange student in high school where he was eventually recruited 
by Eastern after making it to state in track.
He is a full-time student at Eastern, but is considered an interna-
tional student as he goes home to Germany over breaks.
The senior has also had much success as a student-athlete in track 
and field. Ilunga-Matthiesen is a specialist in the 100-meter, 200-me-
ter and the 4x100-meter relay.
He earned first team All-OVC honors during the 2015 outdoor 
season with the 4x100 relay team that set the school record with a 
time of  39.79. They went on to compete at the regionals where they 
fell just short of  nationals.
He has been recognized for many academic awards and most 
recently was awarded the OVC Medal of  Honor Award, which 
recognized him for achieving a 4.0 grade point average for the 2013-
2014 year as well as the 2014-2015 academic year.
He has also been on the dean’s list for every semester at Eastern.
Head coach of  the track and field team is Tom Akers, who dis-
cussed the role Ilunga-Matthiesen has had as a senior on the team.
“He has always worked hard, and his senior year he has taken 
more of  a leadership role,” he said.
Akers acknowledged the success he has had on and off  the track 
and the work he has been willing to put in each year to better him-
self. 
“He is a very driven student-athlete and not only works hard 
but pays attention to the details of  being successful on and off  the 
track,” he said. “I also believe that each year he has developed a 
better understanding of  our training and applied himself  more 
confidently throughout the years. If  you take a look at how he has 
progressed each year, it bodes well for him going into his final year 
as a Panther.”
Akers reflected on the recruiting process of  Ilunga-Matthiesen 
with him being from Germany.
“The recruiting process was good,” he said. “He attended high 
school as an exchange student where the head coach was an EIU 
alum, so he was able to have some more inside information about 
what EIU is like as a university and our track program as well.”
One of  the top graduate schools Ilunga-Matthiesen is considering 
is the Paris School for International Affairs, and it is ranked No. 5 
right now in the subject of  international relations. He will continue 
to weigh his options to find which school he wants to further his 
research at.
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Life in the fast lane
Ilunga-Matthiesen excels oN, off track
Christian Ilunga-Matthiesen, a senior economics and political science major, was earned All-OVC honors for track and has awarded the OVC Medal of  Honor Award 
for his academic success. Photo by Sean Hastings
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Trae Anderson, a senior wing, plays during the Ohio Valley Conference tournament 
on Wednesday, March 2, 2016, at the Nashville Municipal Auditorium in Nashville, 
Tenn. Photos by Jason Howell
Just 12 college basketball players across the nation were se-
lected to be a part of  an organization that takes a trip to China 
during the summer to complete on an international level. 
Senior Trae Anderson was one of  those 12 people selected 
last summer. 
Anderson, a communications studies major, began his 
collegiate basketball career on a different path by attending 
Southwestern Illinois College for two years before transferring 
to Eastern his junior year. 
Since transferring, Anderson has evolved his game and 
turned into a leader for the Panthers as he now leads the team 
in scoring as a senior.
The Reach USA program may have played a large part in 
evolving Anderson’s game.
Players who took part in the program traveled overseas to 
make the difference off  the court while improving their game 
with other professionals on the court. 
“I think it made me better as a player because we played 
against some professional players, so we got to witness the 
physicality of  the game,” Anderson said.
The program offers a chance for players to do good on the 
court as well as off  the court in an effort to better the commu-
nity.
It offers a chance for sports to bring people together in plac-
es such as prisons, schools, churches and local communities. 
 “My favorite memory was going to the Great Wall of  Chi-
na,” Anderson said. “It was totally different being in a different 
country so I didn’t really know what to expect.”
The program also offers a special experience from a religious 
standpoint as well for the athletes.
“It was definitely different for me,” Anderson said. “Just a 
whole different atmosphere and culture that I had never seen 
before.” 
Transferring and being a part of  the program has also 
changed Anderson off  the court, he said. 
“I think it all has made me more mature with my decision 
making on and off  the court,” Anderson said. “I am more 
patient with what I am doing on the court, while making better 
decisions on what to do off  the court.” 
With that being said, Anderson’s statistics have seen im-
provements as well. 
Anderson led the Panthers in scoring this season with 441 
points, averaging 14.7 points per game. 
Although Anderson is succeeding since transferring, it was 
not an easy transition for him. 
“Having to make this adjustment is definitely a challenge for 
me considering I’ve never been in this position before,” Ander-
son said. “But overall, I am ready to overcome this challenge.”
While he has continued to motivate himself  to be great, his 
coach, Jay Spoonhour, has noticed how important Anderson is 
to the Panthers.
“Trae has had a different set of  responsibilities this sea-
son and I think he has adjusted really well,” Spoonhour said. 
“There is quite a bit more on his shoulders this year.”
Although Anderson has taken on a bigger role with the 
team, he is enjoying every minute of  it.
“This is a good test for me, and I am starting to enjoy it 
more and more every day,” Anderson said. 
A year ago, Anderson earned honors such as Second Team 
All-OVC, and All-OVC Newcomer Team.
Since then he has only improved in his second year with the 
Panthers. 
“He has had to carry some of  the scoring load as well as 
create plays for his teammates, all while keeping his turnovers 
down,” Spoonhour said. “He has done a good job of  that, 
especially lately.”
Anderson had a career performance in a game earlier this 
season against Marshall, where he scored 31 points while snag-
ging six rebounds and adding four assists in the game.
Story by Maher Kawash
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Anderson competes internationally, 
evolves during reach USA program  
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Red-shirt senior Shakita Cox is a transfer from Eastern 
Arizona College who became an instant starter for Eastern’s 
women’s basketball team when she came in two years ago.
Cox grew up in Las Vegas, Nev. where she attended high 
school before moving on to community college in Arizona. 
Her family still lives there, but her love for traveling and the 
closeness to Chicago eventually helped her decide to come to 
Eastern.
In junior college, she red-shirted her first season at Eastern 
Arizona. In her second season with EAC, she was named 
second team All-Arizona Community College Athletic Confer-
ence after averaging 13.9 points, 3.7 rebounds and 2.1 assists 
per game. She was ranked second on the team in both scoring 
and assists. In her first season of  college ball in 2013, she aver-
aged 9.9 points and 1.7 assists per game.
The interest from the coaching staff  is what made her 
choose Eastern over other schools.
“I feel like the coaches showed a lot more interest than any 
of  the other schools I had and they were calling all the time 
and checking on me all of  the time,” she said.
Eastern reached out to Cox late after the junior college bas-
ketball tournament where her team lost. 
“It was kind of  last minute because the tournament isn’t 
until March and they reached out to me a couple weeks after,” 
she said. “I kind of  waited until the last minute, because I was 
trying to figure out what all my options were.”
Cox really stood out for the team in her senior year as one 
of  the leading scorers averaging 9.6 points per game. She was 
the team’s leader in steals with 42 steals last season. She was 
second on the team in most attempted free throws this season 
behind fellow senior teammate Alece Shumpert.
Cox described her role on the team as one of  the two seniors 
on the young team.
“It wasn’t very verbal,” she said. “I think I’m more of  a lead 
by example type of  person so I think that was more of  my role 
to be a leader and show everybody else what they’re supposed 
to be doing by being a good example.”
One of  her best all around performances in her final season 
was an 18-point performance against Loyola-Chicago early in 
the season. She also had five assists, three steals and six re-
bounds in that match. 
Cox wasn’t known as a three-point shooter early in her bas-
ketball career like she is now.
“I did have a shooting coach the summer before I went to 
my junior college. I started shooting because I wasn’t a really 
good shooter in high school,” she said. “I’ve never really been a 
shooter all of  my life.”
Her season-high point total was her 21 points scored against 
Milwaukee. In the game, she was 4-of-6 from three-point range 
with two steals, two assists and three rebounds. 
Her brother is someone that helped introduce basketball into 
her life growing up.
“I grew up on an Air Force base and everybody would go to 
the rec center so we would just play basketball all of  the time,” 
she said. “My brother would play basketball all of  the time and 
we’d have a goal outside and we’d just play one on one and 
that’s how it happened, I guess. I didn’t start playing basketball 
on a team until I was in eighth grade.”
The red-shirt senior started all 28 games this season and 
started in 29 of  the 30 games the Panthers played last season. 
In her junior season, she averaged 5.4 points per game. She was 
26-of-83 from beyond the arc making two or more three-point-
ers in seven games.
Her high in her first season played with Eastern was 4-of-5 
three pointers against the University of  Illinois-Chicago. She 
had three games scoring double-digits with 20 against UIC, 14 
against Omaha and 11 points against Austin Peay. 
Cox said she is going to miss playing with her teammates at 
Eastern.
She plans on furthering her basketball career overseas after 
graduation.
“I will have to talk to my coaches because they will know 
some people and I will have to find an agent,” she said. “Once 
I find an agent hopefully I can get overseas. I really want to go 
to Australia.”  
Story by Mark Shanahan 
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Cox leaves 2-year legacy
Shakita Cox, a red-shirt senior guard, moves the ball down the court during the game against Tennessee State on Wednesday, Jan. 6, 2016, in Lantz Arena. Cox averaged 9.6 points per 
game and had 42 steals during her final season. Photo by Dominic Baima
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It’s a cloudy, yet fairly calm Saturday afternoon in mid-May, as the 
clock reaches 4:37 p.m. The time is of  no essence at this point in the 
season for the Eastern baseball team and the message is clear. 
The team’s hope of  coming away with one last win for the 2015 
campaign is spoiled by the lasting efforts of  an opposite-field single by 
an SIU-Ewardsville senior in an extra-inning season finale. The 135-
mile stretch that stands between SIUE and the campus of  Eastern is 
not driven by fuel, but by the hunger to turn the page and put the 2015 
season behind them.
Assembling his way onto the bus, still wearing his white uniform 
with a blue monogrammed “E” stitched on the left side of  his torso 
acting as a cover for his heart, red-shirt junior Demetre Taylor has an 
appetite devised for conquering the future. 
The back of  his jersey reads “1,” a number that stands for so much 
more than just a numeric representation. The number, blue embroi-
dered on the back of  his jersey, complements his team-leading statistics 
he accumulated during his 2015 season while on the Panther baseball 
team.
 Taylor led his team in RBIs with 46. Along with being No. 1 for 
RBIs, he was also No. 1 in the slugging percentage column for the 
team with .634. With numbers like that it’s no wonder he finished with 
2nd Team All-Ohio Valley Conference in 2015. 
It’s easy to look back on such a brilliant season from an individual 
standpoint if  you’re Taylor, and while staying positive was not so easy 
for him during the Panthers' 13-36 season this past spring, maintaining 
an in-tuned mentality kept him at ease on the field. 
“It was all a mental thing for me,” Taylor said. “I just embrace every 
opportunity that was given to me.” 
His range of  pregame rituals include a quick prayer, some light 
meditation, or even throwing the headphones on and indulging in 
some Tupac. 
“Lady Gaga will come across the playlist at times,” Taylor said. 
Simply planting two feet into a batters box, living in the moment 
while playing the national past time, is an opportunity in itself, Taylor 
said. 
Behind the scenes, assistant coach Jason Anderson has the utmost 
confidence with Taylor in the lineup. 
“Having his bat at the top of  the lineup is an absolute difference 
maker,” Anderson said. “Whoever we play on the road, the first ques-
tion the opposing coach asks is about Demetre Taylor.”
Looking to the 2016 season, Taylor is eager to welcome the group 
of  new guys onto the team whether they are true freshmen or junior 
college transfers. He is an avid participant of  leading by example. It 
could be ripping that clutch hit or stealing a crucial base. Anderson 
feels that Taylor leads on the field in a variety of  ways depending on 
what the situation is. 
“Sometimes he’s vocal and laid back, sometimes he is serious and 
quiet… he’s very unique in that regard,” Anderson said. “A true social 
component to the team.”
The 2016 season will be Taylor’s last with the Panthers. Each of  the 
past few seasons he has improved on different aspects of  his game. 
His tools include power hitting, reliable speed, a strong throwing 
arm and just an overall good baseball intelligence. 
While Anderson sees Taylor as a rare talent on the field, there is al-
ways room for improvent for next season. Base running and defensive 
improvement are the areas of  focus that Taylor will emphasize over 
the summer in order to improve his game. 
February 19, 2016, will be the next game the Panthers will play to 
start off  their spring season. Until then, Taylor will contend in a sum-
mer ball league on the East Coast for a top notch program. 
He has no idea what the future will hold for his baseball career, but 
he does have a quest for next season. 
“As long as I do my part on the field, the hope is that the rest will 
fall into place. I would like to finish my last season of  collegiate base-
ball on a winning team,” he said. 
Story by Jack Arkus
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Taylor stays positive despite 13-36 season
Red-shirt junior Demetre Taylor looks ahead to the 2016 baseball season. Taylor hopes to bring improvements in his base running and defense so he can "finish my last season of  collegiate 
baseball on a winning team." The Panthers finished their 2015 season, 13-36. Photo by Sean Hastings
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Breaking a record is hard enough, but for two of  Eastern’s swimmers, 
one record wasn’t good enough. So they went ahead and broke a second.
Senior athletic training major Kaylee Morris and sophomore business 
major Brandon Robbins are now the fastest swimmers in Eastern history 
in their respective events. 
Robbins set the record in the 100-yard breaststroke and the 200-yard 
breaststroke at the Summit League Championships this year. Robbins 
turned in a time of  58.82 in the 100-yard breaststroke and a time of  
2:04.57 in the 200-yard breaststroke. 
Morris set the record in the 50-yard freestyle and the 100-yard free-
style at the Summit League Championships this season as well. Two 
records she already owned. But to re-set her records in her final year at 
Eastern was emotional, she said. 
“I didn’t know what to expect going into conference,” Morris said. 
“After I swam the first day, I went best-time and rebroke my record. So I 
tried carrying that into the next few days. But after I broke my records, it 
was just really exciting.”
Morris set the 50-yard freestyle record with a time of  23.47 and the 
100-yard freestyle record with a time of  51.29. Both times were lifetime 
bests. 
All throughout the season, Morris was consistently winning her free-
style events she competed in. 
Morris swims her best when she is having fun, Coach Jacqueline 
Michalski said. 
You can see Morris during meets behind the block and having fun, 
“making funny faces” at her teammates before she dives in. 
Morris had to chase her own records, unlike most swimmers, but 
swimming to break her own records was a little more exciting, she said. 
“After I set (last year’s) records, I was like ‘I don’t know if  I’ll ever go 
that fast again,’” Morris said. “I think it’s just special breaking your own 
and just setting the bar that much higher.” 
Michalski is in her second year as the Panthers’ coach and has seen 
Morris break, and now re-break her records. 
“It just shows that even as a senior, when you work hard and put your 
head down, and you want to achieve a goal, you can,” Michalski said. “I 
was really proud of  that.”
Morris broke the 50-yard freestyle on the second day, and it got her 
pumped up for the next couple of  days at conference. 
“It was emotional in that is my last race,” Morris said. “I was just 
happy that I went a best time, because I wanted to end my swimming 
career on a good note.” 
Eastern as a program, was swimming faster times this season than in 
year’s past, and with Morris being a leader and a senior for the team this 
season, it has her hopeful for where the program is headed. 
“I’d be sad if  somebody broke my record, but I hope they do,” Morris 
said. “When I look back in a few years, I hope they’re recruiting faster 
swimmers and the team is in a whole different place than they are now. 
We’re definitely on our way though.” 
Robbins was close to being able to break the 200-yard breaststroke 
again but was just a few tenths of  a second off  the record last season. 
Being so close to breaking the 200-yard breaststroke record last year, 
Robbins was confident that he could get it done this year.
“It was really exciting,” Robbins said. “I wasn’t expecting at all to 
break the 100; I was pretty far off  it last year. But that 200 was a goal of  
mine the entire season that I kind of  just had in the back of  my mind.” 
The biggest improvement Robbins saw since his freshman year was 
learning how to race, and gaining experience racing his events. 
Michalski told Robbins many times how impressed she was with how 
hard he worked throughout the year in working toward his goals. 
“I don’t think coming in he had his eye set to get those records so 
soon,” Michalski said. “But his year, he worked, he worked.” 
Robbins did not think coming in he would break the 100-yard breast-
stroke record. So to hear his teammates cheering as loud as they were, 
and to look up at the clock to see that he actually did it, was an inde-
scribable feeling, he said. 
Sophomore Matt Jacobs is the other breaststroker on the team and is 
someone who Robbins would compete against to help himself  get even 
faster. 
“He beat me all year in that race,” Robbins said. “He’s just a really 
good practice swimmer and really fast kid, and we push each other all 
year.” 
Robbins said he isn’t the fastest swimmer during the regular season, 
but he starts going much faster in the couple weeks before when the 
Panthers are tapering. 
“When it comes to swimming at conference, I’d say it’s at least 90 
percent your taper,” Robbins said.
Morris has made her mark in her four years at Eastern, and Robbins 
is a part of  the group taking the team to the next level in the next couple 
of  years. 
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Morris, Robbins beat eastern records
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Kaylee Morris, a senior athletic training major, and Brandon Robbins, a sophomore business major, set records in multiple events. Morris set the 100-yard freestyle and 200-yard breaststroke 
records. Robbins set the 200-yard breaststroke and the 100-yard breaststroke records. Photo by Dominic Baima
Kailey Aldridge chooses to spend time with special needs people for 
one driving reason: her own disability. 
Aldridge, a junior special education major, lost hearing ability in her 
left ear 12 years ago due to auditory neuropathy, a condition that cuts the 
sound off  from coming to her brain. 
“I struggled through school and had one-on-one teachers through ele-
mentary and junior high school,” Aldridge said.
Aldridge, who volunteered at the Special Olympics Family Festival, 
works at a special needs camp in northern Illinois and wants to be a teach-
er for the mentally and physically handicapped.
“I like giving back to a community of  understanding people who helped 
me,” she said. 
The Special Olympics Family Festival is an annual event hosted by 
Lake Land College that allows for a volunteer, or “Friend-For-A-Day,” to 
play carnival games with a special needs person. This year, Eastern provid-
ed 475 volunteers, almost half  of  the 1,000 total volunteers.
Kathlene Shank, the department chair of  special education, says the 
biggest challenge to running the Special Olympics Family Festival is re-
cruiting enough volunteers. 
“The Daily Eastern News even ran a free half-page ad for us because we 
were short on volunteers,” said Shank. “I’m not sure they had ever done 
that before.”
Sometimes, the “Olympians” give specific instructions to the coordina-
tors on the type of  “Friend-For-A-Day” they desire. For example, a partic-
ipant named Austin requested a friend who knew science fiction. Austin 
had prepared a science fiction test for his future friend.
“So I yelled ‘Does anyone know science fiction?’ and four big, muscled 
guys walked up,” said Shank. “Austin proceeded to ask them questions, 
and he finally picked a guy. I asked him if  his new friend knew the most 
science fiction, and Austin said, ‘No, but I can teach him the most.’” 
Others volunteer because of  a renewed perspective. Megan Childers, a 
senior mathematics major, met a non-verbal mentally handicapped person 
on her latest mission trip, which inspired her to come out to the Special 
Olympics Family Festival. 
“One night, we had dinner with a lady named Diane and we all prayed 
before dinner,” Childers said. “We always made a point to let Diane speak, 
even though no one knew what she was talking about.”
Meeting Diane opened Childers’ mind.
“It gave me a different perspective: to not judge a book by its cover. I 
had never met anyone like her before.”
Stephanie Woodley, a special education professor, says her best students 
are flexible and have open minds. 
“You have to step outside of  your box to get them to step out of  theirs,” 
said Woodley.
“I tell my students that you have a new day everyday, it’s never boring.”
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Special Olympics Family Festival 
Offers Buddies, new perspectives
Kailey Aldridge (right), a junior special education major, stands with her buddy for the day and his friends on Saturday, Sept. 19, 2015, at Lake Land College during the Special Olympics 
Family Festival. There were 475 volunteers from Eastern who attended the event and spent the day assisting their buddies.
Volunteers watch as Special Olympian, Tim Thomas, knocks down milk bottles. Laura Decker, a senior special education major, 
sings karaoke with Special Olympian Jalyn. 
Anna Arroyo, a sophomore elementary edu-
cation major, dances with Special Olympi-
an, Michaela Convery.
Samantha Potter, a senior special education major, assists Special Olympian Ravel 
McDonald, as he uses a giant slingshot.
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Editors Note: As of  press time on April 4, 2016, the 2015 
season was suspended, but a decision on the 2016 season had 
not been announced.
F
rom 2008-2011 the former Eastern women’s rugby 
teams were 40-1, including three undefeated 10-0 
seasons. Now, there isn’t even a team. Eastern sus-
pended the program for the 2015 season. 
The women’s rugby program was one of  the most 
successful programs in Eastern history, but in recent 
years was barely able to field a team.
A game was canceled in 2014 because of  not having 
enough players able to play. 
Athletic Director Tom Michael said the suspension 
also came to look out for the safety of  the players. The 
rosters were slim, so there were not many available play-
ers to come off  the bench. 
“In our conversations with (former coach Frank 
Graziano) at the time and as we assessed that with our 
athletic trainers we determined that for the health and 
safety of  the ladies on the team that it wasn’t prudent 
for us at that point in time for us to participate in a 
match because of  our limited squad size,” Michael said. 
Even though the program was suspended for the 
2015 season, it still has the possibility of  being reinstat-
ed in 2016. 
Eastern had an outside consultant come in during the 
spring to do an evaluation and complete analysis of  all 
Eastern athletic teams. 
Michael said the consultant would be looking into Ti-
tle IX compliance, conference affiliations, geographical 
recruiting/scheduling opportunities, overall sustainabili-
ty and financial implications. 
The suspending of  the program did cause people 
involved in the program to be upset and even angry at 
how Eastern handled the situation. 
Eastern rugby player Ellen Wilson played on the 
2014 squad as a senior and described the treatment the 
program received as unfair. 
“It felt like the athletic department was trying to pla-
cate and hinder the program instead of  helping it and 
become a force to be reckoned with,” Wilson said. 
Wilson was uninformed that Eastern had plans of  
suspending the program. Wilson was also disappointed 
in how Eastern honored the seniors on the 2014 rugby 
team. 
As a team, the players on the rugby team received 
.8 of  a scholarship which comes out to be just $500 a 
player. 
The Panthers did not have a special ceremony at their 
final home game as it is usually done for other sports, 
but instead they were honored at a basketball game later 
in the year. 
“Basically I feel like EIU has no interest in saving 
the program and have gone about it in the shadiest way 
possible to bring it to an end,” Wilson said. 
Another unfortunate outcome of  the team being 
suspended this year is that they cannot participate in the 
first ever NCAA varsity rugby championship. Eastern 
played as the first Division I NCAA team. 
Eastern also produced an Olympic athlete in Lauren 
Doyle. Doyle graduated in 2012 and will be playing on 
the United States Olympic rugby team in Rio in 2016. 
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The Lakeside Rugby Field sits empty after the 2015 rugby 
season was suspended and the rugby goal posts were removed.
Rugby Season Suspended for 'Safety'
Future of program uncertain
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Members: Tyler Anderson, Juan Barajas, Michael Brown, Joe Calio, Joe Car-
ter, Luis Davila, Reis DeSantis, Myles Foor, Jared Galvin, Will, Giroux, Matt 
Goldby, Karson Hahn, Derrick Johnson, Tyler Keen, Riley McInerney, Pax-
son Menard, Michael Mest, Lucas Nudelman, Chris Orlow, Mark Pedziwiatr, 
Brock Ramos, Greg Rogers, Bruyn Yunk, Tyler Yunk, Erin Howarth (Coach), 
Brad Butler (Assistant Coach)
Members: Demetre Taylor, Dane Toppel, Mitch Gasbarro, Hunter Mor-
ris, Cale Hennemann, Ben Hughes, Andy Fisher, Joseph Duncan, Jimmy 
Govern, Frankie Perrone, Jake Johansmeier, Nick Maton, Tyler Tesmond, 
Josh Turnock, Jason Scholl, Justin Smith, Nicholas McCormick, Michael 
McCormick, Jordan Flint, Matt Wivinis, Jackson Mueller, Chase Thurston, 
Bryan Bund, Cole Berry, Zack Forney, Austin Warrem, AJ Diepholz, Hunter 
Clark, Jason Euler, Jake Haberer, Alex Cain, Luke Dietz, Brendon Allen, Matt 
Dunavant, Jason Anderson (Head Coach), Blake Beemer (Assistant Coach), 
Julio Godinez (Assistant Coach), Curt Courtwright (Volunteer Assistant)
Members: Demetrius McReynolds, Cornell Johnston, Casey Teson, A.J. Ri-
ley, Luke Norman, Anthony Johnson, Marshawn Blackmon, Trae Anderson, 
Joe Kuligoski, Aleksa Novakovic, Patrick Muldoon, Luke Piotrowski, Lucas 
Jones, Justin Earls, Aboubacar Diallo, Jay Spoonhour (Head Coach), Rand 
Chappell (Assistant Coach), J.R. Reynolds (Assistant Coach), Marc Stricker 
(Assistant Coach), Liam Slesinski (Graduate Assistant)
Members: James Brooks, Anthony Goodman, Jeremy Joseph, Jalen Whitlow, 
Jourdan Wickliffe, Anthony Taylor, Pono Choy, Isaiah Nelson, Antoine 
Johnson, Brandon Neverdon, Cedric Julius, Tray Mitchell, Bradley Dewberry, 
Fedney Delphonse, Mack Weaver, Devin Church, Jermiah Rainey, Ben Krol, 
Dysaun Smith, Mitch Kimble, Xzavier Shugars, Austin Green, Jared Pilson, 
Jeff  Jones, Corey Patterson, Shepard Little, Korliss Marshall, Dylan Chatman, 
Jonathan Draper, Cornelius Page, Trey Pendergrass, Vince Speller, Elven 
Walker, Nick Horne, Malcolm Miller, Kamu Grugier-Hill, Jerron Seymour, 
Tony Elias, Cody Edwards, Mike Bernier, Malik Harrison, Mike Gunter, 
Houston Angel, Robert Columbus, Nick Bruno, Josh Price, Joe Caputo, 
Nathan Kelly, Carlo Mosnia, Seth McDonald, Jaylon Winston, Camden 
Meade, AJ Hantak, Taylon Shepard, Scott Taylor, Thomas Coronado, Jareem 
Fleming, Logan Ross, Eric Luhrsen, Austin Askin, Austin O’Leary, Louis 
Vailopa, Lazarus Daniels, Grant Branch, Evan Kanz, Aaron Callaway, Jimmy 
Lowery, Alton Kelly, Josh Doyle, Kurtis Brummerstedt, Ben Odugbesan, Aaron 
Gooch, Paul Gossage, Colby Barnes, Jack Kwiatkowski, James Sheehan, 
Matt Christensen, Justin Goff, Addison Bounds, Dan Chism, Jarvis Williams, 
Horace Arkadie, Stephen Davis, James Jackson, Jacari Neil, Dino Fanti, Tayler 
Arterburn, Kylin Washington, Kim Dameron (Head Coach), Mark Hutson 
(Offensive Line), Greg Stevens (Offensive Coordinator), Kane Wommack 
(Defensive Coordinator), Tony Gilbert (Special Teams Coordinator), Michael 
Hodges (Linebackers), Danny Nutt (Running Backs), Micah Smith (Outside 
Receivers), James Truxillo (Safeties), Dennis “Dirt” Winson (Defensive Line), 
Thomas “TD” Woods (Inside Receivers)
Men's Cross 
Country
Men's Basketball
Football 
Baseball
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Members: Ryan Henderson, Ognjen Jevtic, Grant Reinman, Trent Reiman, 
Rui Silva, Robert Skolik, Jacob Wendell, Jared Woodson, Sam Kercheval 
(Head Coach)
Members: Charlie Adare, Kevin Altenberger, Will Drerup, Alex Gowin, Al-
varo Hernandez, Daniel Hughes, Ryan Hughes, Austin Sproles, Mike Moncel 
(Head Coach), Craig Toler (Assistant Coach)
Members: Dylan Ferguson, Steve Fishman, Leo Garofalo, Nick Harkins, 
Matt Jacobs, Alex Laleian, Logan Long, Jason Manning, Bryan McPherson, 
Brogan O’Doherty, Austin Parrish, Tyler Parrish, Ben Pitlock, Brandon Rob-
bins, Jake Roberts, Kyle Ruckert, Jennings Soccorso-McCoy, Gerald Stingle, 
Stephen Truchon, Shane Witzki, Patrick Wood, Jacqueline Michalski (Head 
Coach), Meghan Cotugno (Graduate Assistant)
Members: Michael Spencer, Mike Novotny, Conor Bartuch, Dominic 
Recca, Tom Hackenberg, Kyle Callender, Justin Oliver, Nick Smith, 
Fabio Collado, Tony Meza, Ben Stone, Eric McCausland, Trevor Kerns, 
Zach Medawattage, Tyler Oliver, Victor Krogmann, Tyler Massa, 
Christian Sosnowski, Davis Wegmann, Julian Montoya, Miguel Carillo, 
Tim Pieper, Jacob Lysik, Jordan Moore, R.J. Hill, Kris Luke, Ben Feltes, 
Brendan McDonough, Daymon Blackport, Collin Wynn, Gabriel Puga, 
Kiki Lara (Head Coach), Jake Plant (Graduate Assistant)
Men's Tennis
Men's Swimming
Men's Soccer
Men's Golf
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Members: Maria Baldwin, Emily Brelsfoard, Caroline Collet, Kristy Dertz, 
Katelyn Duckett, Rachel Garippo, Ruth Garippo, Ivy Handley, Julie James, 
Quincy Knolhoff, Jocelyne Mendoza, Bianca Montesinos, Kristen Paris, Vic-
toria Quarton, Kristen Rohrer, Grace Rowan, Cassy Shaffer, Lea Viano, Amy 
Yeoman, Erin Howarth (Coach), Brad Butler (Assistant Coach)
Members: Taylor Miokovic, Jennette Isaac, Ashlynne Paul, Kayla Bear, Maria 
DeVito, Taylor Monahan, Haylee Beck, Tori Johnson, Amber Matchett, 
Michelle Rogers, Jennifer Ames, Mady Poulter, Jessica Wireman, Andrea Rob-
erts, Amber Toenyes, Kaitlyn Crossen, April Markowski, Katie Watson, Kylie 
Bennett, Angie Nicholson (Head Coach), Stephanie Taylor (Assistant Coach), 
Jackie Sernek (Graduate Assistant)
Members: Phylicia Johnson, Kayla Steward, Grace Lennox, Karina Chandra, 
Erica Brown, Carmen Tellez, Mariah Madison, Halle Stull, Brittin Boyer, 
Shakita Cox, Jalisha Smith, Alece Shumpert, Debbie Black (Head Coach), 
Kim Foley (Associated Head Coach), Sheri Sam (Assistant Coach), Bryce 
Agler (Assistant Coach), Georgia Danos (Student Assistant Coach)
Members: Josie Winner, Chelsea Lee, Kayla Nesbitt, Abby Saalfrank, 
Nicole Schladt, Stephanie Wallace, Taylor Smith, Allie Hueston, Marah 
Bradbury, Anne Hughes, Maria Brown, Gina Furlin, Abby Knight, 
Samantha Wolinksi (Head Coach), Peter Green (Assistant Coach)
Women's Cross 
Country
Women's
Basketball
VolleyBall
Softball
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Members: Abby Carpenter, Ali Foster, Kelly Iden, Hannah Kimbrough, Leah 
Lines, Maria Moshteva, Srishti Slaria, Kamile Stadalninkaite, Grace Summers, 
Emily Wang (Head Coach)
Members: Anne Bahr, Madison Burgett, Katlyn Hasprey, Hannah Magda, 
Alexandra Pickens, Erika Von Itter, Chloe Wong, Mike Moncel (Head Coach), 
Craig Toler (Assistant Coach)
Members: Carolyn Belford, Niki Beringer, Bridgette Bowen, Caitlin Danforth, 
Danielle DiMatteo, Paige Eavenson, Kelsey Ferguson, Jessie Freudenthaler, 
Martee Grainger, Laura Horvat, Beth Houghton, Sydney Jarrard, Renae 
Johnson, Caro Lamarque, Kaylee Morris, Lauren Oostman, Fallyn Schwake, 
Emily Stroud, Joann Wakefield, Jacqueline Michalski (Head Coach) Meghan 
Cotugno (Graduate Assistant)
Members: Liz Carmody, Erin Morgan, Maddie Lyon, Emma Scaro, 
Carrie Caplin, Brianna Hickman, Ali Carlson, Kaci Schonert, Megan 
Hjort, Kayla Thompson, Karlee Deacon, Bianca Navejas, Brooke 
Munroe, Molly Hawkins, Cassie Willhite, Hannah Miller, Brooke 
Greiner, Kayla Stolfa, Kathleen MacKinnon, Lindsey Marino, Kate 
Olson, Elisabeth Held, Hope Christensen, Madi Fisher, Emily Wolf, 
Chloe Gottschalk, Ellie Corrigan, Hannah Vieth, Jason Cherry (Head 
Coach), Raymundo Gonzalez (Assistant Coach), Cortney Jerzy (Student 
Assistant Coach)
Women's Tennis
Women's 
Swimming
Women's Soccer
Women's Golf
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Organizations
acts campus ministries
African Student 
Association
Association of 
international students
Association of Honors 
Students
Front Row (Left to Right): Madeline Reiher, Ingrid Gross, Lauren 
McQueen, Josie Clark, Becca Duke (Treasurer)
Second Row: Erin Murphy, Chelsea Schien, Jenna Stevenson, Ra-
chel Ratajski, Kara Brand (Philanthropy Chair), Rebecca Nelson 
(Vice President), Elizabeth Bridges (Secretary), Brianne Ed
Back Row: Audrey Rex, Samantha Boomgarden, Kristen Ed, Ean 
Watson, Chad Leitch (President), Alaina Ruppert, Dominic Baima
Front Row (Left to Right): Martina Karmakar (Coordinator of  
Events), Deepthi Mansabdar (Public Relations Officer), Urooj Ab-
bas (Event Organizer), Shraddha Shrestha (President)
Back Row: Nirdesh Neupane (Web Master), Ahmed Salim Nuhu 
(Secretary)
Front Row (Left to Right): Ariana Moore (Fundraising Chair), 
Julianne Adegoriolu (President), Asha Pointer (Community Chair), 
Danielle Crawford (Treasurer), 
Back Row: Jalen Washington (Event Specialist), Martina Austin 
(Palementarian), Konisha Anderson (Historian), Ahneise Cox (Pub-
lic Relations), Adekunle Adeyemo (Vice President)
Front Row (Left to Right): Christina Patterson, Jessica Wallace, Ca-
mille Williams (Praise Dance Coordinator), Sierra Murray, Candace 
Williams (Praise Dance Coordinator), T’amber Sherrod, Keisha 
Bracy, Kala Spires, Adrienne Jones
Second Row: Nia Butler, Alicia B. Cook, Carlita Dixon, Gary 
Trepanier, Bev Cruse, Richard Burns, Cassy Hodge 
Back Row: Andrew Robinson, Christina Peter, Bradley Chatman 
(Assistant Pastor), Jeffton Jones (Assistant Pastor), Emmanuel Ay-
iku, Kenneth Moultrie Jr., Wanda Kay Robinson
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Alpha Epsilon Delta
Alpha Kappa Delta Alternative television 
and film club
Alpha Phi Omega
Front Row (Left to Right): Arius O’Neal, Brandi Bolton (Secre-
tary), Ariel O’Neal 
Back Row: Aigner Nash, Dionna Slaughter (Treasurer), Brittany 
Ashmore, Roberto Hodge (Historian)
Front Row (Left to Right): Kayla Myers (Secretary), Kris M. Wilcox 
(President), William N. Young (Vice President), Melissa Meiselman
Second Row: Hillary Fuller, Brandon Barker, Dakota Pruemer, 
Gage Dailey, Cameron Greenebaum
Back Row: Bradley Chatman, Jason Paige, Kyle Ruckert (Treasur-
er), Conor Michno, Wayne Foster
Front Row (Left to Right): Katelyn Scoggins (Secretary), Ashley 
Whetsell (Vice President), Courtney Osborn (President), Victoria 
O’Connor
Back Row: Brian Sparr, Timothy Worman, Paige Garrison, Ashlee 
Paul, Andrea Wolford
Front Row (Left to Right): Brittany Jones (Public Relations), Jade 
Mallaney (Treasurer), Adriana Reppell (Historian) 
Back Row: Austin Parrish (Vice President), Dan Webster (Secre-
tary), Nicholas Smith (President)
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American marketing
association
Astro/Physics Club Blue crew
Ballroom dance society
Front Row (Left to Right): Eric Schad (Vice President), Jacob 
Gulso, Miguel Williams, Lauren Horn, Yuan Yuan (Treasurer), 
Lesley Harper
Back Row: Jennifer Folami, Emma Dambek, Jeffrey DuBois, 
Emma Barth (Secretary), Heather Moore (President)
Front Row (Left to Right): Allison Schuette, Brittany Ashmore, 
Ashley Stutzman, Jacqueline Ledger, Amanda Wetzel, Amie 
Hansen (President), Ashley Wetzel, Bethany Bedell, Melissa Quick, 
Stevie Roberson, Faith Boedeker 
Second Row: Rachael Rascop, Zach Michel, Kailey Johnston, 
Delaney Workman, Hilary Rhode, Jenna Lomax, Bailey Wilson 
(Secretary), Beth Dunahee, Victoria Wilson, Nathan Cortez, Trevor 
Bradley
Back Row: Maggie Brown, McKenna Smith, Jared Gleason, Mi-
chael Kunze, Sarah Hollenstine (Assistant Vice President), Kersten 
Kidd (Vice President/President Elect), Gretchen Butterfield (As-
sistant Vice President/Homecoming Chair), Kristin Davis, Jimmy 
Mayberry, Brendan Haile, Richard Gilio
Front Row (Left to Right): Bradley Ogilvie, Jordan Knuth (Vice 
President), Lauren Horn (President)
Back Row: Jedahdiah Johnston, Nathan Barnett-Bishop (Secretary), 
Dan Curtis, Parisa Haghighi
Front Row (Left to Right): Felicia Wagner, Lauren Harris (Presi-
dent), Collin Severing (Vice President)
Back Row: Lucas Nudelman, Dominic Baima (Vice President of  
Communications), Tara Puterbaugh, Ben Lunak (Vice President of  
Finance)
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BVC Bullying Prevention 
Mentors
Construction club Couture models
College Student Personnel 
Association
Front Row (Left to Right): Stacy Rowan, Megan Corder, Katie 
Sikora, Laura Trombley, Rachel Lindhart, Tania Stanford, Maddie 
Smart 
Second Row: Kelsi Grubisich, Allison Moran, Tyler Vollmer, 
Jorge El-Azar, Cayla Maurer, Caitlyn East (Professional Develop-
ment Administrator) 
Back Row: Kayla Branch, Zach Samples, Rachel Chlebanowski 
(Social Administrator), Amber Byrley, Michelle Lisack (Executive 
Administrator), Becca Lynn (Financial Administrator), Jade Jones, 
Brinton Vincent (President) 
Front Row (Left to Right): Cydne Garrett, Jaz’Mine Turner (Vice 
President), Rachel Willis (Secretary) 
Back Row: Briana George (Fashion Consultant), Janae Houser 
(Model Coach), Jalen Washington (Event Specialist), Andrianna 
Fullerton (President), Antaneise Henderson (Model Coach)
Front Row (Left to Right): Kristin Warren, Tina Bien (Secretary), 
Ryan Naples (President)
Second Row: Dan Zaklan (Event Coordinator), Grant Thompson, 
Eric McCausland, Tyler Sheehan
Back Row: Shawn Ball (Treasurer), Matthew Mullins, Hugo Esco-
bar 
Front Row (Left to Right): Mildred Pearson (Adviser), Nicole 
Ellement (Vice President), Allison Oates (Vice President), Amanda 
Ramsey
Second Row: Kamille Hayslett (Treasurer), Corey Conner, Alexan-
dria Binion (Co-President), Adam Sandoval, Kalyn Hayslett 
Back Row: Bill Standerfer (Co-President), Donta Thompson (Histo-
rian), Joshua Little  
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L
ooped around Lake Charleston 
lies a mountain bike trail, which is 
a new addition to the city’s reper-
toire of  recreational facilities.  
Brendan Lynch, who is the advocacy 
director at Bike and Hike in Charleston 
and the lead volunteer trail builder of  
the Woodyard Trails Project, discussed 
the trail’s creation and purpose.
“The takeaway is that there’s a real 
demand for outdoor recreation in the 
Midwest, and we’re attempting to meet 
that demand,” Lynch said. “This is 
something that needed to be done, but 
it always lacked leadership. We wanted 
to provide the area with the trails it 
deserved.”
Not only did they give the area 
what it deserved, but according to Lisa 
Williams, a two-year mountain bike vet-
eran, they went above and beyond.
“Compared to other trails in the 
Midwest, it’s fantastic. It doesn’t feel 
like I’m in Charleston. I could be any-
where,” Williams said. 
Two such people the trail attracts are 
Kirt Monk and Ian Brink, both from 
Martinsville. They find themselves 
making the forty-minute drive just to 
ride the trail, and they often ride with a 
group of  bikers who meet weekly.
“I knew I wanted to get into bicycle 
riding, and Brendan (Lynch) was just 
open arms, so I bought my first bike 
off  him. The camaraderie with Bren-
dan makes the drive worth it”, Monk 
said. “I’ve met so many people at these 
trails.” 
The trail officially opened May 2, 
2015, but the project had been in the 
works for about two years.
“We started by working with the city 
to get permits. We also worked with the 
GIS (Geographic Information Science) 
department at [Eastern Illinois Univer-
sity] to get mapping data. After getting 
information on the typography, we 
started designing the trail,” Lynch said. 
“It’s a much more adult process than 
one might think. We learned this as we 
went.”
Lynch said the trail’s construction 
can be credited, in part, to the help of  
Eastern students.
“We worked with EIU volunteers 
under the guidance of  Rachel Fisher, 
who is a volunteer coordinator, and 
they were extremely helpful. Eastern 
has had a role in this, and it’s a role that 
we fully anticipate will increase. It’s 
not just a volunteer opportunity, it’s a 
recreational opportunity,” Lynch said. 
“Eastern can not just participate in the 
creating of  the trails, but the playing on 
them as well, and in a lot of  ways, that’s 
a real dream come true for all of  us.”
Besides Eastern’s aid with the proj-
ect, Lynch praised the city of  Charles-
ton for its actions. 
 “It’s an example of  a public/private 
partnership that has been successful. 
It’s a net positive. The city has benefited 
from the intellectual architecture, and 
the volunteers bring a sense of  pur-
pose,” Lynch said.
Story and Photos by Katie Irvin
Design by Dominic Baima and 
Megan Ivey
Biking 
A map of  the mountain bike trail is posted on a tree near the trail entrance in the Woody-
ard Conservation Area. 
The “Rules of  the Trail” are posted at the mountain bike trail entrance in Charleston’s 
Woodyard Conservation Area near Lake Charleston. aroundtheLake
(Left) Kirt Monk of  Martinsville, prepares to ride the mountain bike trail around Lake Charleston with a group of  fellow bikers on Sept. 30, 2015. “There’s always people out here walking, 
riding. I’ve met so many people at these trails,” Monk said.
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Criminal justice club
The Daily Eastern News EIU club softball
Earth Wise
Front Row (Left to Right): Leeza King (President), Jessica Hand-
ley
Back Row: Arif  Ali Jalbani (Secretary), Derek Wunder (Vice Pres-
ident), Ryan Siegel (Adviser)
Front Row (Left to Right): Megan Fahey, Ashley Schultz, Ashley 
Pettinger (Vice President), Kara Randall, Abigail Salzeider 
Second Row: Nikki Sofia, Courtney Sage, Natalie Biddle, Kasey 
Adams, Charity Huwe (President), Alexis Brown (Secretary) 
Back Row: Lindsay Knight, Emily Harms, Jessica Johnson (Treasur-
er), Danielle Lyon, Samantha Buettner 
Front Row (Left to Right): T’Nerra Butler, Chris Picazo, Chynna 
Miller, Stephanie Markham (Editor-in-Chief), Jason Howell, Tony 
Komada 
Second Row: Cassandra Buchman, Luis Martinez, Liz Dowell, 
Lauren McQueen, Sydney Edwards, Mackenzie Freund, Joshua 
Saxton 
Back Row: Kalyn Hayslett, Katelyn Siegert, Jehad Abbed, Robert 
Reynolds, Sean Hastings, Roberto Hodge
Front Row (Left to Right): Brandon Metoyer (Community Service 
Representative), Dylan Mahaffey (Vice President), Paxson Menard 
(President), Randy Prince
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eiu hockey club
eiu swordfighters' guild Entrepreneurship Club
Elogeme Adolphi Christian
Sorority Inc.
Front Row (Left to Right): Tyisha Wheeler (Dean), Sierra Murray 
(Inreach/Outreach Chair)
Back Row: Camille Williams (Historian), Tashi Kuti (COC), Wan-
da Kay Robinson (Adviser), Candace Williams (Secretary)
Front Row (Left to Right): Astrid Reyes, Darbey Jenkins, Tuck-
er Morrow (Vice President), Taneya Boyde (Co-Public Relations 
Chair), Alex Braun (Co-Public Relations Chair), Jerome Hampton 
Jr. (Secretary)
Second Row: Brianna Bussell (Treasurer), Victor Krogmann, Kyle 
Callender, Andrew Donsbach (President)
Back Row: Patrick J. Davis, Jack Ryan, Michael Jean, Jeff  Oetting 
(Adviser)
Front Row (Left to Right): Liz Allen, Liz Dowell, (Vice President), 
Briea Reid (President), Gavin Peterson
Back Row: Luis Martinez, Emily Stoerger, Seth Hill
Front Row (Left to Right): Nick Renville (Treasurer), Adam Story 
(Social Chair), Andrew Insalaco (Vice President), Tommy Stobart, 
Tommy Minard
Second Row: Nick Katz, Steven Kinnison (President), Zachary 
Peifer, Luke Sals, Andrew Zuniga 
Back Row: Alex Budzinski, Stephen Sitze, Ryan Howard, Glenn Os-
kvarek (Conditioning Coordinator), Clayton Tucker, Andrew Lee
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Epsilon sigma alpha
ETA sigma gamma G.L.a.m.
Fellowship of Christian 
Athletes
Front Row (Left to Right): Joe Calio (Leader), Meghan McCain, 
Quincy Knolhoff, Kaitlyn Corzine (Leader)
Second Row: Jessica Sommerfeld (Adviser), Kaitlyn Ebert, Janie 
Howse (Leader), Jordyn Nettleton, Caro Lamarque
Back Row: Matthew Goldby, Greg Rogers, Juan Barajas Jr., Venus 
Jones, Myles Foor, Connor Dimick, Adam Kessler
Front Row (Left to Right): Melena Woodfork, Danielle Gawlik, 
Janai Cooks (President), Sharay Eskridge, Erin Brooks (Media Pro-
duction)
Second Row: Lance Ball, Christina Brown, Diamond Cosey, Nia 
Douglas (Secretary), Italia Mendez, Tia Shelby
Back Row: Karla Brown, Russell Martin, Ariele Dixon, Essence 
Chatman, Sierra Snell, Roosevelt Martin, Mariah Collins
Front Row (Left to Right): Tyler Jakse (Secretary/Treasurer), Amy 
Scarbrough (President), Ashley McCray (Historian), Erika Spiller 
(Vice President)
First Row (Left to Right): Caitlin Snyder (Vice President), Allison Schuette, 
Jasmine Martinez, Emily Plesnicar, Sarah Zych (Pledge Adviser), Ash-
lee Bell, April Somkovic (Alumni/Awards Chair), Alex Borgens (Social 
Co-Chair), Oksana Petty, Ashley Rudisill, Natasha Edge, Janel Hutton, 
Beth Dunahee, Jenna Dietz (Scholarship/Educational Chair), Emily Brodt 
(Social Co-Chair), Barbara White
Second Row: Kelsey Dougherty (Jonquil Chair), Alex Riseman, Brittany 
Borowski, Haley Flanagan, Michaela Viernum, Kendall Harty, Sara Farrar 
(Public Relations Chair), Stevie Roberson, Melissa Benton, Christina Cook, 
Kayla Musgrave, Nicole Rubenacker, Hannah Winston, Leah Holsten, 
Leah Kolakowski, Cassie Bach, Thalia Frederick, Elizabeth Pasieta, Mia 
VonGillern, Dana Mayfield, Kelly McCleary (President)
Third Row: Beth Weston, Sarah Gibbens, Kate Mokry (Special Events 
Co-Chair), Allie Sterling (Recording Secretary), Hailee Gerdes, Natalie 
Gulliford, Anna Ricketts, Jessica McNeilly, Briana Walker, Brianne Horan, 
Michelle Falada, Lindsey Finchum (Parlimentarian/Sergeant in Arms), Ma-
rissa Damore, Madeline Gillman, Morgan Vanderlinde (Fundraising Chair), 
April McKillip, Logan Feltmeyer (Design Chair), Stephanie Bialka (Philan-
thropic Chair), Gabby Orr, Amanda Lewis, Kailey Johnston, Emma Barth, 
Madison Murphy, Rachel Miller, Tori Gadbury (Special Events Co-Chair)
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Graduate student 
advisory council
habitat for humanity harry potter club
haiti connection
Front Row (Left to Right): Kelsey Overland, Ivy Handley, Rox-
anne Sorci (President)
Back Row: Claire Overland, Lauren Dowd, Jonathan Herrera, 
Lauren McQueen (Secretary)
Front Row: Samantha Dominis, Mallory Kutnick, William Camp-
bell, Lauren Olsen, Erika Tomczewski, Aubrey Strange, Becca 
Duke (Secretary), Stevie Roberson, Samantha Schultz, Alayna 
Moore, Kaitlyn Estep
Second Row: Kyle Martin, Dalton Toberman, Kiley Neal, Katie 
Caulkins, Kayla Young, Terri Sitton, Brianne Ed, Hunter Worthey, 
Kelly Fletcher, Bailey Mitchell, Kristina Beitz
Back Row: Shawn Thomas, Ross Mattingly (Vice President), Abby 
Knight, Allorah Miles-L’Hote, Jimmy Mayberry, Irving Coleman, 
Nathaniel Ed, Brendan Haile, Jelani Hurtault, Mike LeRose (Pres-
ident) 
Front Row (Left to Right): Allison Schuette, Faith Boedeker, Jacob 
Gulso, Becca Duke (Publicity Chair), Emma James (Co-Fundraising 
Chair), Samantha Kriener (Co-Fundraising Chair)
Back Row: Alexandra Klasinz, Jo Stauder, Alaina Ruppert (Secre-
tary), Lauren McQueen (Treasurer), Emily Brashear
Front Row (Left to Right): Martina Karmakar (Vice President/
Public Relations), Samantha Young (Student Dean of  the Graduate 
School)
Back Row: Brandon Goodman (Vice President of  Administrative 
Activities), Allison Moran (President), Frank Vargas (Vice President 
of  Programming)
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Health peer to peer 
Education
Illinois art education 
association
Kappa Omicron Nu
Immanuel Lutheran 
Campus Ministry
Front Row (Left to Right): Cassie Bach, Sha Wilbern, Grace 
Summers
Back Row: Hannah Osborne, Addam Dahnke, Alaina Ruppert
Front Row (Left to Right): Brittany William (Treasurer), Veronica 
Simons (Editor) 
Second Row: Taylor Downey (Vice President), Stevie Fanale 
(President), Samantha Young (Secretary)
Front Row (Left to Right): Anne Hudson, Emily Pawlicki (Secre-
tary), Jennifer Barks (Show Coordinator), Katelin Portz (President), 
Kelly Kieltyka
 
Back Row: Garrett Brown, Tara Starling, Enrika Stulpinaite Maldo-
nado (Publicist), Jordyn Nettleton (Treasurer), Kelsey Thrush (Vice 
President), Kelsey Jordan 
Front Row (Left to Right): Cassandra Bangs (Community Outreach 
Coordinator), Amber Taylor (Secretary), Jenna Dietz (President)
Back Row: Eric S. Davidson (Adviser), Logan J. Wood, Anisha 
Coleman, Jessica Stallworth, Chasidy Garcia 
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Latin American Student 
Organization
lunchbox voodoo N.a.a.c.p. 
Merchandising and
apparel design association
Front Row (Left to Right): Tiffany Snead (Secretary), Brandon 
Mata (President), Tashon Lawrence (Vice President)
Back Row: Sierra Murray, Kalyn Hayslett, Rebecca Anastos, Abi-
gale Staples, Emily Mallon, Olivia Hamilton
Front Row (Left to Right): Clarence Richard (Parliamentarian), 
Gregory Hayes (Vice President), Jasmine Price (Secretary), DeChi-
ra Mitchell (Health Chair) 
Back Row: Brandon Metoyer (Historian), Mariah Aye (Fundrais-
ing Chair), Moniesha Curry (President), Valerie Mitchell (Fund-
raising Chair), Elijah L. Weathers (Treasurer) 
Front Row (Left to Right): Chynna Miller, Nathan Barnett-Bishop 
(Vice President), Devon Harman (Secretary/Treasurer) 
Back Row: Joshua Saxton, Conor Michno, Dakota Pruemer (Presi-
dent), Emma Dambek
Front Row (Left to Right): Adam Sandoval, Julia Abalos (Public 
Relations Coordinator), Golene Thrush, Kasey Adams, Gladys 
Valentin (President), Catherine Almazan (Secretary) 
Second Row: Tyler Campuzano, Anna Arroyo, Jasmine Martinez, 
Lizbeth Arreola, Kenia Gonzalez, Eddie Estrada, Danny Estrada 
Solis
Back Row: Pedro Urquiza-Reynoso, Francisco Castellanos, Lara 
Mario, Stephanie Dominguez (Vice President), David Sanchez 
(Treasurer), Jose Esparza, Canaan Daniels (Adviser)
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national association of 
colored women's club
National Residence Hall 
Honorary
Phi Beta Lambda
national student speech 
hearing association
Front Row (Left to Right): Elizabeth Rumbaugh (Autism Rep-
resentative), Kayla Ostmann (Class Representative), Candace 
LaPrairie (Secretary), Katherine Pritchard (Program Coordina-
tor), Mary Beth Xenakis (President), Jessica Grzegorzewski (Vice 
President) 
Back Row: Alexandra Teal (Class Representative), Brooke McIn-
erney (Class Representative), Sarah Barrie (Treasurer), Katie Korte 
(Class Representative)
Front Row (Left to Right): Felicia Wagner, Stacey Lellinger 
(Recruitment Chair/ Social Media), Roman Meduga (President), 
Bryce Mullins 
Back Row: Jason Kight (Adviser), Brianna Bussell (Webmaster), 
Beth Dunahee, Ben Lunak (Marketing Chair) 
Front Row: Jordan Sullivan (Vice President), Greta Dieter (Secre-
tary), Morgan Young (Historian), Kelsey Cripe (Adviser)
Back Row: Charles Rooney (Adviser), Sydney Rohmann (Sustain-
ability Coordinator), Ben Misselhorn (President), Amanda Krch 
(Historian), Sara Kennedy (Communications Coordinator) 
Front Row (Left to Right): Kendall Hurst, Angela Davis (First Vice 
President), Maya Pitts (President), Yakela Hall
Back Row: Alexandria Neff, Ashley Martin (Treasurer), Briana 
Walker (Parliamentarian), Khirsten Miller, Ravan Thomas (Secre-
tary) 
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phi sigma pi
Pre law society Public relations student 
society for America
Pride
Front Row (Left to Right): Hannah Kelly, Deysi Moya, Shelby 
Niehaus (Secretary/ Treasurer), Emma James (Social Co-chair), 
Lauren Eberle (Social Co-Chair)
Second Row: Destiny Rose, Kyle Martin, Kev Saldanas (Vice Pres-
ident), Mallorie Mosely (Action Director), Megan McClard 
Back Row: Jo Stauder (President), Brody Wilt, Morgan Proffitt, 
Blaise Garstkiewicz, Jess Howell (Publicity)
Front Row (Left to Right): Rachel Morlan (Fundraising Chair), 
Sierra Price (Publicity Co-Chair), Ashley Miller (Treasurer), Haley 
Vance (Vice President) 
Back Row: Brian C. Sowa (Adviser), Tiffany Wayne, Chelsea Lee 
(Program Chair), Katie Yakos (Webmaster), Emily Mitchell (Sec-
retary), Jamie Baumgartner (President) 
Front Row (Left to Right): Jeremy Lynch, Haley Grant (President), 
Ashley Renkor (Vice President), Jessica Jones
Back Row: Eric Cobb, Brandi Bolton, Dana Devlin, Chanel Belton, 
Jody Abell Jr.
Front Row (Left to Right): Jessica Grzegorzewski (Parlimentarian), 
KeNuu White, Michelle Sweat (Vice President & Recruitment Ad-
viser), Emma Kowalski 
Second Row: Emily Gillespie, Elizabeth Sessions (Awards & Schol-
arship Chair), Jamie Murphy (Fundraising Chair), Brandi Bolton, 
Annasha Sardin (Brotherhood Chair)
Back Row: Allan DeOrnellas (Secretary), Suzanne Schultz (Social 
Chair), Jenny Lange, Sarah Canivez (Brother at Large), Casandra 
Kasprowicz (President)
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Residence hall Association
Reserve Officer Training 
Corps-Army
SAFCS
Rhythm & x-tacy dance 
team
Front Row (Left to Right): De’Ja Dade, Lorie Saint Cyr (Presi-
dent), Briana Wesley
Back Row: Tshawnda Kitchen, Julianne Adegoriolu, Janae Houser 
(Secretary), Mariah Scott (Costume), Keaira Williams 
Front Row (Left to Right): Kaycee Lewis, Keila Ortiz (Service 
Coordinator), Desiree Utz ( Social Fundraising Chair), Bethany 
Kuhlig (Social Fundraising Chair)
Back Row: Emily Stoerger, Shelby Linder (Vice President), Brooke 
Kimball (President), Amber Taylor (Service Fundraising Coordina-
tor), Samantha Rawlings (Secretary) 
Front Row (Left to Right): Dalton Toberman, Nathan Duby, 
Timothy Steiner, Laura Seiler, Bobbie Jo Staley, Kyler Davis, Zoey 
McCormick, Gavin Peterson, Jasmine Winters, Camille Vincente, 
Michael Sangpeal, Andrew Baker, Chrisadella Weaver, Andrew 
King, Travei Box, James Holt, Jacob Trigleth, Steven Salesman
Second Row: MSG Jack Robison, Lawerence Cruz, Dexter Kim-
brough, Eric Farrell, Brandon Winner, Joshua Wiggs, David Diaz, 
Jonathan Jones, John Kuhn, Joseph Winkler, Dylan Koeppen, 
Christopher Kimball, Zachary Steidl, Thomas Herff, Joshua Taylor, 
Jennings Soccorso- McCoy, Anthony Rodriguez, Tywon McCall, 
Justin Howse, Trevor Ball, Dylan Doughty, 2nd LT Cody Gallagher
Back Row: LTC Patricia McPhillips, CPT Daniel Alix, Yun Sand-
ers, Shane Zobrist, Roman Meduga, Cyle Smith- Colbert, Dakota 
Ligon, Paige Stokes, Ryanna Bailey, Calvin Barrett, Karina Saldan-
as, Brian Anzures, Maryneth Biyok, Giavanna Desai, Amber Match-
ett, Ruqayyatou Mbaye, Alexandra Stringini, Nancy Diaz, Blake 
Miller, Avonte Mister, Shamus Shields
Front Row (Left to Right): Morgan Blackmore (National Communi-
cations Coordinator), Nicole Gaudiano, Rachael Johnson (President), 
Kayla Messamore, Vicki Bezpalko, Alex Bonnot, Greta Dieter, Kiyla 
DeVoss, Briana Wesley, Jose Esparza
Second Row: Candice Basista, Destiny Collins, Megan Lindsay, 
Heather Moore, Marissa Damore, Jacob Gulso, Luli Vega, Fallon 
Kitchens, Hannah Blanck, Kendal Barnes, Kristi Mounce, Sarah 
Bergin, Neiv Hans (Secretary), Falandra Martin
Back Row: Kyle Anderson (Treasurer), AJ Seidler, Erik Poston, Nick 
Bamert, Larken Parr, Jarron Gaddis, Sara Kennedy, Jordan Sulli-
van, Logan Wood, Terrence Shorter, Rachel Gower, Erin Siekmann, 
Deronte Johnson 
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Student Association of 
School Psychology at EIU
Society of collegiate 
journalists 
Sociology/Anthropology 
Club
Society for human 
resource management
Front Row (Left to Right): Kristen Schuette, Kayla Krowlek, 
Bailey Price
Second Row: Mark Bayer (Adviser), Hannah Fogleman, KeNuu 
White, Christian King (President)
Back Row: Randi Rogers, James Bearden, April McKillip, RJ 
Hoshell (Vice President Programming) 
Front Row (Left to Right): Larissa Kmetz (President), Brittany 
Ashmore, Emily Wilkerson (Vice President)
Back Row: Sara Farrar (Secretary), Tanner Keeler, Brody Wilt, 
Robert Huber, Ashlee Bell
Front Row (Left to Right): Mackenzie Freund, Chynna Miller, 
Jason Howell, Stephanie Markham, Cassy Hodge, Cassandra Buch-
man
Second Row: Luis Martinez, Danielle Tadlock (President), Katelyn 
Siegert, Lauren McQueen (Vice President), Shirmeen Ahmad (Sec-
retary), Megan Ivey
Back Row: Nicholas Ruffolo, Roberto Hodge, Vanessa Perez, Sean 
Hastings, Jesse Guinn (Treasurer), Dominic Baima
Front Row (Left to Right): Ashley Kasprowicz, Kristen Rusk (Trea-
surer), Christina Bounds, Kirsten Taylor, Taylor Robinson
Second Row: (Left to Right) Nicole Menolascino (Secretary), Shel-
by Beschta (Fundraising Co-Chair), Samantha Rushworth, Steph-
anie Buhrow, Sara Hayn, Svenja Braatz, Morgan Eldridge (Vice 
President)
Back Row: Kassi Charles (President), Nicholas Caldwell, Megan 
McQueen, Kari Meyer (Fundraising Co-Chair)
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Homecoming
Eastern celebrated its 100th Homecoming October 19-25, 2015. The week kicked 
off  with the annual crowing of  the Homecoming King, Queen, Prince and Princess. 
The football team defeated Tennessee Tech, 51-20, at O'Brien Field in front of  cur-
rent students, alumni and community members. 
The homecoming court was Darien Ghostone, Homecoming King; Kelsey Hosea, 
Homecoming Queen; Shaun Hughes, Homecoming Prince; and Astoria Griggs-
Burns, Homecoming Princess.
Photos and Design by Dominic Baima
Stevenson Hall Council
Student council for 
exceptional children
Student Event Planners 
Association
Student Dietetic 
Association
Front Row (Left to Right): Brooke Welcher-Miner (Secretary), 
Jing Zhang, Sha Wilbern
Second Row: Amber Taylor, Lauren Dowd (President), Shae Hoff-
man (Vice President), Emily Pattison, Shannon Gray
Front Row (Left to Right): Hilary Rhode (Secretary), Megan 
Krumwiede (Outreach Coordinator)
Back Row: Nichole Hugo (Adviser), Morgan Shaffer (President), 
Elizabeth Skisak (Vice President)
Front Row (Left to Right): Michelle Bergeron (Treasurer), Jessica 
Okrzesik (President-elect), Victoria Wilson (Secretary) 
Back Row: Audrey Barc (Membership Chair), Jen Mazurkiewicz 
(Publicity), Kaitlyn Lacy (President), Chelsea Ward (Fundraiser)
Front Row (Left to Right): Whitney Munro (Public Releations 
Coordinator), Sarah Zych ( Public Relations Coordinator), Heather 
Moore (RHA Representative) 
Back Row: Jacob Gulso (RHA Representative), Larken Parr (RHA 
Representative), Emma Barth (Secretary), Kailash Subramanian 
(Vice President), Jason Sanchez (Intramural)
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Student Government
Student Society of 
Economics
Tri Beta
Taylor Hall Council 
Executive Board
Front Row (Left to Right): Lauran Vezina (Spirit Chair), Aubrey 
Schuh (Historian), Haley Dart (Public Relations) 
Back Row: Marquita Anderson (Vice President), Liam Bechtold 
(Communications Chair), Patrick Delgado (President), Rob Thom-
as (Treasurer/Secretary), Andy Doto (Adviser)
Front Row (Left to Right): Kelsey Miller (Vice President), Katelyn 
Duckett (Historian) 
Back Row: Adriana Reppell (Secretary), Austin Parrish (Presi-
dent), Cassy Shaffer (Treasurer)
Front Row (Left to Right): Dwight Faber (President), Alena Ka-
lodzitsa (Chair of  Social Affairs), James Bearden (Vice President)  
Front Row (Left to Right): Amy Scarbrough (Secretary), Jasmine 
Thomas, JaLisa Smith, Katie St. John, Maralea Negron (Speaker 
of  the Student Senate), Shirmeen Ahmad (Student Body President), 
Courtney Sage (Student Vice President of  Student Affairs), Arian-
nah Lambert, Gabriella Ramirez, Jennifer Folami, Hayley Hess
Second Row: Jonathan M. Williams, Dominick Breiland, Bryce 
Mullins, Kimberly Kuspa, Catie Witt (Executive Vice President), 
Catherine Ward, Nicholas Dale, Frida M. Arellano, Allie Bohnsten-
gel, Chelsey Milligan, Eliza Coleman 
Back Row: Arif  Ali Jalbani, Brandon Berglund, Collin Dobnikar, 
Deronte Johnson, Stephen Simpson (Vice President for Academic 
Affairs), Jody Abell, Emily Christian, Luke Young, Jose Durbin, 
Earnie Mendenhall
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University Board
Unity Gospel Ministries Up Til Dawn
The Untold Truth
Front Row (Left to Right): Farrah Dean (Special Events Coordina-
tor), Maya Lee (Parliamentarian), Janae Houser (Secretary)
Back Row: Zachary Booth (President), Devonte Singleton (Mar-
keting/Public Relations), Joshua Little (Treasurer), Tommy Wilson 
(Vice President)
Front Row (Left to Right): McKenzie Daniels (Recruitment), 
Stephanie Furlong (Recruitment), Nicole Weatherford (Assistant 
Director) 
Back Row: Mackenzie Murphy (Executive Director), Alex Zamora 
(Social Media), Alec Zamora (Event and Logistics Director), Kyle 
Lee (Sponsorship Chair), Logan Feltmeyer (Recruitment Director) 
Front Row (Left to Right): Kyla Gipson, Kendall Hurst, Rajae’ 
White, Cheyenne Hughes (Secretary)
Second Row: Nicolas Wright (Advisor), Asha Hoover (President), 
Robert Roberts, Alicia B. Cook, KeNuu White (Treasurer/Fundrais-
ing), LeLonna Goodson
Back Row: LaJuan Berry, DeAndrea Brown (1st Vice President), 
Jenel Murry (Director), Regime Billingsly (2nd Vice President), 
Tamara Swanson, Monique Harmon (Adviser)
Front Row (Left to Right): Alexis Lambert, Zoe Volk, Lucas 
McGeath, Tylen Elliott (Chair), Jessica Jones (Vice Chair), Ariel 
O’Neal, Shamerea Richards, Tavia Fuqua
Back Row: Patrick J. Davis (Main Stage Coordinaor), Brianna Har-
bold, Abbey Johnson (Movies Coordinator), Blake Berenz (Concerts 
Coordinator), Tyler Seawood (Productions Coordinator), Aaliyah 
Stephen (Special Events Coordinator), Victoria Suding (Graphic 
Design Coordinator), Krystal Katrice Moore (Public Relation Coor-
dinator)
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Seniors
Shirmeen Ahmad | Journalism
Whitney Alexander | FCS: Family Services
Sarah Ampadu | HST: Community Health
Elizabeth Anderson | Pre-Business Finance
Konisha Anderson | Psychology
Miriam Anderson | CMN: Corporate 
Nicolette Anderson | Accounting
Ashley Angone | Athletic Training
Bernickia Arnold | Biological Sciences
Lizbeth Arreola | FLG: Spanish Teacher Cert. 
Morgan Athey | ELE: General
Dylan Austin | Finance
Mariah Aye | Psychology
Cassandra Bach | Accounting
Taylor Badal | ELE: General
Devin Bailey | CMN: Mass Communication
Dominic Baima | Marketing
Cassandra Bangs | HST: Community Health
Brandon Barker | CMN: Mass Communication
Ashley Barnes | Psychology
Sarah Barrie | Communication Disorders Sci
Marlon Beal | Management Information 
Kirsten Bean | Organizational and Prof  Devel
Haylee Beck | MAT: Teacher Certification
Heather Began | ELE: General
Jon Bell | General Studies
Kylie Bennett | Communication Disorders Sci
Michelle Bergeron | SPE: Standard Special
Israel Berkey | General Studies
Regime Billingsly | Athletic Training
Rachael Black | Clinical Laboratory Science
Rebecca Bleeker | Psychology
Trinea Bobo | FCS: Family Services
Brandi Bolton | Political Science
Sara Bongratz | FCS: Family Services
Marissa Bouma-Sweeney | Accounting
Bridgette Bowen | Psychology
Ashley Boyer | CMN: Corporate 
James Boys | Organizational and Prof  Devel
Kahdmiel Bradley | Kinesiology and Sports 
Trevor Bradley | Sociology
Alexis Brown | Sociology
Christian Brown | HST: Health Administration
Clarissa Brown | Kinesiology and Sports 
DeAndrea Brown | Sociology
Jaccari Brown | CMN: Comm,Society,Pop 
Ryan Brown | Accounting
Brittany Bryant | CMN: Mass Communication
Antonio Buchanan | CMN: Mass Comm.
Emily Buehler | Early Childhood Education
Mackenzie Buob | CMN: Interpersonal Comm.
Danielle Burden | Psychology
Christopher Burke | Management Information 
Nicole Burlingame | Philosophy
Brittany Burzinski | SPE: Standard Special
Allyson Callaway | Biological Sciences
Kyle Callender | Management
De Lorean Cameron | FCS: Family Services
Sarah Canty | ART: Studio Art
Justin Carder | Sociology
Alyssa Carlson | Secondary Education
Joyce Catchings | General Studies
Alex Chan | Marketing
Julius Charles | Kinesiology and Sports Studies
Megan Childers | MAT: Teacher Certification
Yoonjin Choi | Management
Megan Christensen | English
Emily Christian | SPE: Standard Special
Caleb Christman | Theatre Arts
Tiffany Clark | REC: Therapeutic Recreation
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Senior In focus
Shirmeen
Ahmad
S
hirmeen Ahmad is a busy, busy woman.The 
Eastern student body president has to play 
a challenging game of  time management 
every hour, every day, every week, balancing 
her school work on top of  numerous meetings, 
public speaking events, presentations to admin-
istrators, and being a constant representative for 
the university’s students.
On top of  all that, the senior double majors 
in journalism and political science.
Ahmad has been a member of  student gov-
ernment for all four years of  her Eastern expe-
rience, starting off  as a senator, then academic 
affairs committee chair, followed by vice presi-
dent for academic affairs, and finally becoming 
student body president as a senior.
“It just kind of  happened; I never thought I 
would be here,” Ahmad said. “It’s been a good 
experience.”
Her job as president includes presenting to 
the Eastern Board of  Trustees, working in her 
office at least eight hours a week, going to exec-
utive meetings, and attending or speaking at the 
various events people throughout campus and 
the community invite her to attend.
Ahmad claims that juggling so many things 
can become hectic for her, but living on an 
organized day-to-day basis helps her keep track 
of  everything.
“It just all varies,” Ahmad said. “It’s the most 
random stuff  pops up and I’m like, ‘I’ve got to 
go do that!’”
Ahmad’s peers, such as Brinton Vincent, an 
adviser for the Student Life Office, have noticed 
her work and have been impressed with her 
performance.
“She has begun some great initiatives, while 
also continuing legacies,” Vincent said.  “If  I 
had to rate President Ahmad’s performance, I 
would give her six out of  five stars.”
Executive Vice President Catie Witt said 
Shirmeen has gone “above and beyond in all her 
duties” as president.
“(Shirmeen’s) passion and love for Eastern 
Illinois University makes every meeting, gather-
ing, or encounter with her nothing but energetic 
and positive,” Witt said.
An unexpected aspect of  Ahmad’s job as 
president has been dealing with the budget is-
sues facing Eastern, as she has spoken at several 
events around campus, sent emails to students 
to inform and support them, and worked with 
President David Glassman towards minimizing 
impact on students over the last year.
Although she is graduating in May, Ahmad is 
worried about the future of  the campus she has 
worked towards its betterment over the last four 
years.
Ahmad has been thankful for the way Glass-
man has worked with her directly when dealing 
with the budget issues, and she is glad to know 
that the student body has contributed input.
“It’s been kind of  cool that the presidents are 
working together on stuff,” Shirmeen said.  “It’s 
been pretty fun to know that I’ve actually had 
a role in all of  this and that they count on what 
we’re saying to make their decisions.”
The will to take on such a major role on 
campus has been part of  Ahmad’s character 
since childhood, said Ahmad’s cousin, Maham 
Bhatti.
“She wasn’t like your ordinary high school-
er,” Bhatti said of  Ahmad’s involvement in 
several clubs.  “She never wanted to go with the 
crowd and she wanted to give that 110 percent.”
Growing up as part of  a large, close-knit 
Muslim family inside of  a Pakistani communi-
ty in Romeoville, Ill., Ahmad said she always 
is the more outgoing member of  the family.  
Going to a college three hours away from her 
family was an important thing to do after high 
school, but Ahmad said it has helped her realize 
over the last four years how much she cares for 
them.
Ahmad claims that a common misconcep-
tion among some people is she was raised “in 
her own little bubble,” and even though some 
aspects of  popular culture seemed strange to 
her when she came to Eastern, she appreciates 
being her own person.
“I’ve always liked being unique and standing 
out,” Ahmad said.
Back when she was picking the school she 
now cares deeply about, Ahmad said that an 
unexpected figure contributed to her decision to 
choose Eastern: Billy the Panther.
“I was looking through schools and I really 
didn’t have a preference,” Ahmad said.  “Then 
I saw Billy the Panther on the homepage and 
I was like ‘I like him!  I really want him as my 
mascot!’”
Ahmad said that the best part of  her college 
experience has been making friends like Hannah 
Osborne, who said that Ahmad has been part of  
almost all of  her favorite Eastern memories.
“Whether we were eating dinner in or watch-
ing movies in the Pemberton basement, even 
the most mundane Friday night was filled with 
laughter,” Osborne said.
As graduation nears, Ahmad said she thinks 
about what kind of  job her experience in student 
government can land her.  While she is not sure 
about exactly what she wants to do, Ahmad 
hopes to use her experience in journalism to 
work with sports teams, and hopefully one day, 
the Chicago Bulls.
When thinking about her legacy at Eastern, 
Ahmad said being the first student body pres-
ident with a Muslim background is a point of  
pride, and she hopes that some of  the initiative 
she helped put in place will continue for years to 
come.
“It’s been a whirlwind,” Ahmad said. “I just 
hope that I’ve been able to make a difference.”
Story by Derrin Coad
Photo and Design by Dominic Baima
Student Body President Shirmeen Ahmad, a senior 
political science and journalism major, speaks during 
the 'Yell Like Hell' pep rally on Friday, Oct. 23, 2015, 
in McAfee Gym.  
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Katharine Colletti | Adult and Community
Bethel Corinthian | FCS: Family Services
Sabrina Correa | Psychology
Alex Crayne | Management
Juanicia Crump | FCS: Family Services
Moniesha Curry | Psychology
Asia Curry-Smith | HST: Community Health 
Alexandra Curtis | FCS: Dietetics
Caitlin Danforth | English
Victoria Danner | Psychology
Brittany Davis | FCS: Family Services
Carolyn Davis | Sociology
Deandrea Davis | HST: Community Health
Bridget Delaurentis | Adult and Community
Brianna Demarco | SPE: Standard Special
Michael DeMuth | General Studies
Elizabeth Dietz | ENG: Language Arts Teach
DeVonte' Dixon | CMN: Corporate Comm.
Rachel Doody | Marketing
Cameron Douglas | CMN: Corporate Comm. 
Lauren Dowd | FCS: Dietetics
Liz Dowell | Journalism
Kayla Dowler | CMN: Corporate Comm.
Katelyn Duckett | Biological Sciences
Veneicia Duckett | FCS: Family Services
Alanna Dukeman | Management
Paul Durante | ENG: Language Arts Teach 
Melissa Eaton | BIO: Environmental Biology
Hannah Edwards | Finance
Unnikue Edwards | Psychology
Emily Elam | Psychology
Nicole Ellement | HIS: Teacher Certification
Megan Endsley | Accounting
Angela Engebretson | CMN: Public Relations
Tyler Engel | Adult and Community Education
Savannah Esarey | FCS: Family Services
Kelly Essig | FCS: Apparel/Consumer/Hosp
Janell Evans | Kinesiology and Sports Studies
Nicholas Evans | Marketing
Geozeph Ewida | ART: Graphic Design
Autumn Fain | Accounting
Michelle Falada | FCS: Family Services
Stevie Fanale | FCS: Apparel/Consumer/Hosp
Cory Fanning | Kinesiology and Sports Studies
Ashley Farr | Sociology
Cynthia Farris-Morano | Org. and Prof  Dev.
Katelyn Fawns | Marketing
Benjamin Feltes | Finance
Dylan Ferguson | Management Information
Kelsey Ferguson | Accounting
Chevelle Fink | Management
Kara Finlon | English
Cary Fisher | FCS: Apparel/Consumer/Hosp
Corey Fisher | CMN: Public Relations
Hannah Fogleman | Management
Ali Foster | Sociology
Kristin Fox | CMN: Interpersonal Comm.
Shavon Francis | Accounting
Thalia Frederick | Kinesiology and Sports 
Macy Friese | Marketing
Tavia Fuqua | Sociology
Caroline Gabiga | Sociology
Gerard Ganshirt | Kinesiology and Sports
Damishia Garner | Sociology
Mitchell Gasbarro | Finance
Hannah Gay | English
Carlos Glen | Marketing
Priscilla Gonzalez | Biological Sciences
Annasha Goodall-Sardin | Biological Sciences
Courtney Gramley | Athletic Training
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Samantha Gray | Biological Sciences
Javiera Green | ENG: Language Arts Teach 
Emily Griffin | FCS: Family Services
Amie Hansen | SPE: Standard Special
Bryan Harrington | Applied Engineering 
Dawn Harris | Sociology
RonNesha Harris | CMN: Mass Comm.
Sara Hausser | Management
Quavonna Hayes | FCS: Family Services
Cambreona Hendricks | Sociology
Madison Henness | REC: Therapeutic Rec.
Alexandra Hermann | Sociology
Jocelyn Herrera | Biological Sciences
Jennifer Hershberger | Accounting
Briana Hickman | Accounting
Cole Hildebrand | Political Science
Laia Hill | Psychology
Emily Hinton | Accounting
Antoinette Hobbs | Org. and Prof  Dev.
Cassy Hodge | CMN: Mass Communication
Shae Hoffman | FCS: Dietetics
Emma Hollister | Marketing
Brittney Holman | Psychology
Leah Holsten | FCS: Family Services
Asha Hoover | REC: Therapeutic Recreation
Matthew Horgan | Kinesiology and Sports 
Paulette Horton | FCS: Family Services
Laura Horvat | HIS: Teacher Certification
Kelsey Hosea | CMN: Corporate Comm.
Beth Houghton | Accounting
Ethan Housholder | KSS: Teacher Certification
Jason Howell | Journalism
Janie Howse | MAT: Teacher Education
Jessica Howse | SPE: Elementary Ed Dual
Jennifer Hua | Psychology
Tenicha Hudson | Marketing
Kenneth Huff | Sociology
Emily Hufford | FCS: Family Services
Aubrey Hunt | ENG: Language Arts Teach Cert
Heather Hunter | FCS: Apparel/Consumer
Tyler Huss | HIS: Teacher Certification
Charity Huwe | ELE: General
Sheeva Izadi | Marketing
Kelsey Jackson | ELE: General
Lutonya Jackson | HST: Health Administration
Sara Jaraczewski | CMN: Mass Comm.
Keyonnie Jeffries | HST: Community Health
Andrea Jenkins | HST: Community Health
Stephanie Jenkins | CMN: Corporate Comm.
Bria Jennings | Kinesiology and Sports Studies
Vantasia Joe | Biological Sciences
Carrie Johnsen | ELE: Middle School
Alante Johnson | CMN: Corporate Comm.
Dominique Johnson | Psychology
Jasmine Johnson | CMN: Public Relations
Jessica Johnson | Early Childhood Education
Jessica Jones | Kinesiology and Sports Studies
Merissa Jones | ELE: General
Melanie Kaderabek | ELE: Middle School
Michael Kahn | KSS: Teacher Certification
Casandra Kasprowicz | Comm. Disorders Sci
Alicia Kellup | BIO: Environmental Biology
Jewel Kelly | Organizational and Prof  Dev.
Sara Kelly | Biological Sciences
Megan Kessler | History
Erika Kicher | REC: Therapeutic Recreation
Hannah Kimbrough | Management
Amber Kinzel | Sociology
Kirsten Kirkwood | Psychology
Kayli Kman | Finance
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Senior In focus
Melanie
Kaderabek
S
ome know her as the former president of  
Kappa Delta or as the University Board co-
ordinator who brought famous speakers to 
the school such as Maci Bookout from “Teen 
Mom.” Others might know her as the girl who 
always came on the jumbotron at O’Brien Field 
because of  the blue and gray tutu she wore to 
many of  the football games, especially during 
her freshman year. 
However people know her, the one thing 
they can all agree on is that Melanie Kadera-
bek definitely bleeds blue. 
Throughout her time here at Eastern, Kader-
abek, an elementary and middle level educa-
tion major, has created her legacy as a strong 
leader and someone who is filled with passion 
and spirit for Eastern and the others around 
her. 
Paige Franzen, a sophomore political 
science major, said she sees Kaderabek as not 
only her sorority sister, but also someone she 
has learned a lot from. 
“Melanie is the most passionate person I’ve 
ever met and everything she does is out of  the 
goodness of  her heart,” Franzen said. “She’s 
very selfless and I could tell from the day I met 
her.”
Many people like Ceci Brinker, the director 
of  student life, saw the potential in Kaderabek 
from the very beginning. Brinker also served 
as Kaderabek's adviser while she was on the 
University Board and Student Government.
“I fondly recall meeting Mel for the very first 
time during her EIU campus visit and how she 
boldly proclaimed that she would ‘make her 
mark’ at EIU,” Brinker said. “Little did I know 
how true to her word she would be. Melanie 
has made her mark in the past four years at 
EIU for those who dare to follow her leader-
ship path and example.”
Kaderabek said she has been in love with 
Eastern since she was four years old, so much 
that she was even an Eastern cheerleader for 
Halloween that year.
One of  the most influential reasons for 
Kaderabek’s interest in Eastern was her older 
sister, who was also a Panther. Following in her 
footsteps to create big footprints of  her own, 
Kaderabek has been involved in many things 
and some of  her proudest moments have come 
from her time in Greek life such as when she 
was crowned Homecoming Princess and first 
runner up for Homecoming Queen.
Kaderabek has also won national awards 
such as the Corre Anding Stegall award, which 
is the highest honor a Kappa Delta can receive 
for leadership and academics. 
Franzen said Kaderabek has had a big influ-
ence on the members of  Kappa Delta because 
of  the positivity and excitement she brings to 
the table. 
“She’s always put being a sister before being 
president,’ Franzen said of  how Kaderabek has 
earned so much respect from all the members. 
“Kappa Delta and Eastern are going to feel the 
absence of  Melanie.”
While she was Kappa Delta president, 
Kaderabek said her greatest memory was when 
her sorority was featured in an EIU 360 video 
on the Eastern homepage. The video was about 
the philanthropic work Kappa Delta does at 
the Children Advocacy Center and with the 
Girl Scouts in Charleston that help in their goal 
to end child abuse in America. 
“We see our impacts of  our philanthropy 
right in our community,” Kaderabek said. “It’s 
scary and eye opening. When you’re a new 
member, we go in, they show us everything and 
it's rewarding to know our money goes there.”
Kaderabek said she was most challenged 
during the second semester of  her junior year 
since she was finishing out her term as the 
University Board vice chair overseeing all 12 of  
its committees as well as negotiating contracts 
with entertainment, recruiting, and dealing 
with whatever came up, all while taking on the 
position of  Kappa Delta president. 
Kaderabek said it was hectic because that 
was also the semester she had to be ready for 
the spring concert as well as prepare for two 
national visits over Greek Week to make sure 
her chapter could keep their charter as well as 
get ready for Greek Week, but nonetheless she 
was able to succeed and make a difference.
“She always looks on the bright side of  ev-
ery situation,” Brinker said of  her work on the 
University Board. “She has the uncanny ability 
to not only do her best, but bring out the best 
in others whose lives she touches. She gives 
of  herself  in service to others and values the 
contributions of  others great or small.”
After she graduates, Kaderabek will be 
student teaching in a seventh grade science 
classroom, which will help her prepare for her 
future endeavors of  teaching seventh or eighth 
grade science. From there, she would like to get 
her master’s degree in student support services 
so she can create advisory units for at risk mid-
dle school students. 
No matter what path she goes on, Kadera-
bek has left her paw print at Eastern.
“I have loved all my four years here at East-
ern,” Kaderabek said. “However, my senior 
year I’ve made the most memories.”
Story by Shirmeen Ahmad
Design by Dominic Baima
Photo by Danielle Tadlock
Melanie Kaderabek, a senior elementary and 
middle level education major, performs with her 
sorority, Kappa Delta, in the Airband competition 
on Saturday, April 18, 2015, in Lantz Arena.
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Huei Koay | ELE: General
Natalie Koessl | Early Childhood Education
Michael Koester | KSS: Teacher Certification
Christian Kolb | Managment
Tony Komada | Journalism
Amanda Krch | SPE: Elementary Ed Dual
Victor Krogmann | Marketing
Kayla Krowlek | Management 
Kendra Landrum | FCS: Family Services
Daniel Laskowski | Accounting
Tashon Lawrence | FCS: Apparel/Consumer
Taylor Leake | ENG: Language Arts Teach Cert
Kristen Lewis | Journalism
Dakota Ligon | Applied Engineering and Tech
Olivia Link | Psychology
Timothy Lovall | Organizational and Prof  Dev.
Danny Mack | Kinesiology and Sports Studies
Regan Mansur | Biological Sciences
Alberto Manuele | Management
Stephanie Markham | Journalism
April Markowski | Sociology
Michael Marshall | General Studies
Ashley Martin | FCS: Apparel/Consumer
Brianna Martin | FCS: Apparel/Consumer
Sa'de Martin | Psychology
Luis Martinez | Journalism
Clara Mattheessen | History
Ross Mattingly | Mathematics Computer Sci.
Brion McBeth | CMN: Mass Communication
Benjamin McBride | Org. and Prof  Dev.
Imani McDaniel | English
Sheryl McFarland | Psychology
Kathryn McIntosh | Kinesiology and Sports 
Melanie McKee | HST: Community Health
April McKillip | Management
Dion McNeal | CMN: Mass Communication
Jessica McNeilly | REC: Therapeutic Rec.
Allison Melton | Elementary Education
LeQuan Melvin | Africana Studies
Rachel Merrill | ELE: General
Corina Middleton | Kinesiology and Sports
Samantha Miller | SPE: Standard Special
Karlie Mirabelli | Psychology
Robert Mitchell | Finance
Caleb Montgomery | Kinesiology and Sports
Amira Moore | Kinesiology and Sports 
Brittany Moore | Adult and Community Edu.
Krystal Moore | CMN: Mass Communication
Shannon Moore | Accounting
Kaylee Morris | Athletic Training
Jamie Murphy | Communication Disorders Sci
Carol Myers | General Studies
Grace Narcisi | FCS: Apparel/Consumer/Hosp
Aigner Nash | General Studies
Jessica Navejas | General Studies
Alexandria Neff | Political Science
Jordan Nelson | Management
Katy Nesbitt | Accounting
Harley Newman | FCS: Family Services
Jessica Nolen | SPE: ECSE/EC Dual
Kathleen O'Brien | ELE: General
Caitlin O'Connell | Kinesiology and Sports
Morgan O'Dell | ELE: General
Michael Olson | History
Victoria Ouellette | ELE: General
Kayla Owens | ART: Graphic Design
Zachary Panik | Political Science
Larken Parr | Geography
Marlyn Joyce Pascual | Marketing
Heather Peavler | Sociology
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1918
1919
1915
• No Homecoming 
celebration was held this 
year due to the war.
• Homecoming was dedicated 
to the men of  the school who 
had died during their service in 
World War I. The school named 
the athletic field in
honor of  Martin Scharer, the 
1917 class president and
captain of  the 1916 football 
team. Veterans shared their ex-
periences during the dinner held 
in Pemberton Hall.
coming 
100
years of
Eastern celebrates a 
century of homecomings
Reporting by Shirmeen Ahmad
Photos from Warbler archive
Design by Megan Ivey
N
ovember 6, 1915- The date that started it all. East-
ern held its first homecoming celebration. Contrary 
to what we know Homecoming as now, back then 
the entire celebration was a one-day affair with a list of  
traditions that made their way through the years. The first 
events that carried on as traditions for many years were a 
special service at the chapel, a concert provided by the city, 
a parade from the Square to the football field, the football 
game, and a reception at Pemberton with an end all at 
McAfee for a dance.  
• A schedule of  classes was prepared for the “Homecom-
ers” to visit their favorite teachers
• A special program took place in the chapel after the reg-
ular exercises—A song was sung to the returning alumni 
and returning alum and Board of  Trustees members gave 
speeches
• Merchants from the city provided a concert by “Tripp’s 
Band”
• The first annual parade was held leading from the Square 
to the football field. It consisted of  the band and two dec-
orated automobiles. The rest of  the city went all out and 
added the extra blue and gray decorations along the route
• The Homecoming football game was held against 
Shurleff  where Eastern dominated, 52-6
• The day followed with an evening reception held in Pem-
berton followed by a dance in the McAfee Gymnasium
home
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Vanessa Perez | CMN: Mass Communication
Ashley Pettinger | FCS: Family Services
Shalla Pickett | Theatre Arts
Helen Plevka | ENG: Language Arts Teach Cert
Jacob Plunkett | Physics
Katelin Portz | ART: Teacher Certification
Bailey Price | Management
Kaitlyn Price | Accounting
Lauren Price | Biological Sciences
Katlyn Quill | CMN: Mass Communication
Tyler Rapp | Management Information Systems
Dustin Reed | General Studies
Jessica Reid | MAT: Teacher Certification
Shelaina Reid | FCS: Family Services
Ashley Renkor | Psychology
Hilary Rhode | FCS: Apparel/Fin/Hosp/Mer
Lisa Rhodes | CMN: Comm,Society,Pop 
Teresa Richard | MUS: Teacher Certification
Shamerea Richards | CMN: Corporate Comm.
Suzanne Richerson | HST: Health Admin.
Nicole Rickard | Early Childhood Education
Rachel Riesenberger | SPE: Standard Special
Julian Robertson | CMN: Public Relations
Daniel Robin | FCS: Apparel/Consumer/Hosp 
Ashley Robinson | FCS: Family Services
Michael Rosenbaum | HIS: Teacher Cert.
Brandon Ross | Management
Leslie Rush | Early Childhood Education
Kristopher Rushmore | CMN: Mass Comm.
Tracy Sadlek | General Studies
Jacob Sainer | Psychology
Karina Saldanas | Sociology
Kyle Samas | Management
Jacy Samet | SPE: Elementary Ed Dual
Lisette Sanchez | Political Science
Jaquonte Sanford | Kinesiology and Sports
Jenna Santacaterina | Psychology
Amy Scarbrough | HST: Health Administration
Austin Scavone | English
Brianna Scavone | Kinesiology and Sports
Lauren Schaffer | SPE: Elementary Ed Dual
Cory Scharwarth | Kinesiology and Sports
Kyle Scharwarth | Kinesiology and Sports
Thomas Schroeder | Accounting
Michelle Schultz | KSS: Teacher Certification
Suzanne Schultz | ELE: Middle School
Cody Schum | Management
Delaney Sebastian | HST: Health Admin.
Michelle Secler | FCS: Family Services
Kaitlyn Shaffer | Communication Disorders Sci
Morgan Shaffer | CMN: Public Relations
Jovon Shaw | Kinesiology and Sports Studies
Hannah Shay | Marketing
Ashley Sheets | ELE: General
Madeleine Sheley | Management
Jennifer Siler | FCS: Family Services
Veronica Simons | FCS: Apparel/Consumer
Stephen Simpson | Psychology
Sara Sims | Psychology
Lindsey Smidt | Recreation Administration
JaLisa Smith | Psychology
Malaya Smith | Psychology
Nicholas Smith | Biological Sciences
Ryne Smith | MAT: Teacher Certification
Tiffany Snead | FCS: Apparel/Consumer/Hosp
Roxanne Sorci | Psychology
Jacqueline Spaniol | Biological Sciences
Lauren Spaniol | Biological Sciences
Erika Spiller | HST: First Responder
Brionde Stone | Sociology
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Senior In focus
JaLisa
Smith
D
ressed in a blue peplum top, gold 
pants and black heels, JaLisa Smith 
stood ready to perform at her new 
member presentation show. It was April 6, 
2013 and her involvement on this campus 
would soon emerge.
Smith is a senior psychology major, 
with minors in Spanish and criminology. 
During her time here at Eastern, Smith 
has been involved with several different 
organizations. 
Smith said she started out in the Black 
Student Union first semester of  her fresh-
man year. She then joined Sigma Gamma 
Rho Sorority Incorporated, second semes-
ter of  her freshman year. 
“My mom is also in my sorority,” said 
Smith, “I am a legacy for Sigma Gamma 
Rho.”
Smith became interested in her sorority 
when she made a visit to Eastern through 
Access Granted. 
“I saw them at the Greek Showcase 
and I decided from then on that I would 
pursue it the next time they decided to do 
their membership intake,” Smith said.
During her senior year she became 
involved with Student Government, the 
Pre Law Society and the Southern Poverty 
Law Center.
Smith was the diversity affairs chair in 
fall 2015, and the internal affairs chair in 
spring 2016 for Student Government. 
Smith said she believes that African 
American students should be active on this 
campus.
“We go to a predominately white insti-
tution,” Smith said. “It is important to be 
involved to show that all African Ameri-
cans are not the same."
Smith has experienced other races who 
have come from small towns. By them 
coming from these small town she said she 
has noticed they might not know much 
about African-American culture. 
Smith believes that being a minority on 
campus means that she will automatically 
face challenges. 
Smith said students should not let oth-
ers' comments or opinions overpower the 
goals you have set for yourself. 
“I live my life to the fullest, and I do 
things the way I want to do them,” Smith 
said. “I really don’t care how others will 
think of  me.” 
Smith's family is what motivates her to 
stay so active on campus. 
Smith said her father graduated from 
college when he was 40 years old, which is 
what pushes her to her full potential. 
Her mother went to college, received 
both bachelor's and master’s degrees, mar-
ried her father, and then had children. 
Smith said she wants to become a li-
censed clinical social worker upon gradu-
ation.
She wants to work with police officers 
who experience post-traumatic stress while 
on the job. 
She said there are some things she 
would change from her college career. 
Smith said she began to let her involve-
ment take over her life-even her academic 
life. She said she was so involved in her 
sorority and The National Pan-Hellenic 
Council that she became distracted with 
her schoolwork. 
“I had to take a step back and readjust 
myself  to get where I needed to be,” Smith 
said. 
DaNeya Burnett, a junior elementa-
ry education major, met Smith in 2014, 
before Burnett became a member of  Sigma 
Gamma Rho. 
“She was so nice when I first met her, 
and she was always willing to meet with 
me even though she had a lot going on” 
said Burnett said. 
Burnett said Smith took an interest in 
her, while it was supposed to be the com-
plete opposite. 
“JaLisa is my Greek mom, but she has 
taken on the role of  my actual mother,” 
said Burnett.
Burnett said she does not have parents 
she can depend on at home.
“There are things that other students 
go to their real mom about those are the 
things that I go to JaLisa about.” said 
Burnett said. 
Burnett said Smith not only has had a 
positive impact on her life, but also stu-
dents who are non-Greek as well.  
“If  you are doing what you need to do, 
and you are doing it the right way then 
you will not have a problem impacting 
people’s lives,” Smith said. 
Smith said when others see someone 
involved and making a difference, it gets 
them excited to change and be a part of  
that involvement.
Smith is looking forward to her ac-
ceptance to one of  her graduate school 
programs. 
“I have applied to Illinois State and So-
thern University in New Orleans,” Smith 
said.
Smith plans to start off  in social work 
and then hopes to transition herself  into 
law school. 
“A lot of  people allow fear to hinder 
them,” Smith said.
She said she believes students should 
take risks and do what makes them happy.
“I do not do what I do for people to 
notice me or praise me,” Smith said. “I do 
what I do because I want to, and because 
it makes me happy.” 
Story by Torri Griffith
Photo and Design by Dominic Baima
JaLisa Smith, a senior psychology major, 
stands in front of  Blair Hall, where she spends a 
lot of  her time since she is a criminology minor.
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Cassidy Strohl | Finance
Matthew Strzelczyk | Finance
Danielle Stuller | ELE: General
Moriah Sven | Psychology
Tamara Swanson | HST: Community Health
Kelly Szafranski | SPE: Early Childhood
Danielle Tadlock | Journalism
Jason Tague | Theatre Arts
Laquesse Taylor | Sociology
Ravan Thomas | Sociology
Tessa Thompson | Economics
Haley Titsworth | CMN: Mass Communication
Megan Tolan | Psychology
Shaneika Tolliver | Family and Consumer Sci.
D'ara Townsend | CMN: Mass Communication
Laura Truchon | FCS: Family Services
Deanna Trujillo | Adult and Community Edu. 
Drew Tutor | Management
Amara Tyler | Family and Consumer Sciences
Tyesha Valentine | HST: Community Health
Kimberly Vincent | FCS: Apparel/Fin/Hosp
Anna Volker | FCS: Dietetics
Angela Wade | General Studies
Joann Wakefield | Kinesiology and Sports 
Jessica Wallace | HST: Community Health
Deja Ware | Accounting
Courtnee Warfield | Sociology
Matthew Warner | Kinesiology and Sports
Catherine Watson | Kinesiology and Sports 
Tiarra Webb | Kinesiology and Sports 
Brandon West | History
Tyisha Wheeler | HST: Health Administration
Michael White | Applied Engineering and Tech
Rajae White | Kinesiology and Sports Studies
Kristen Wilcox | CMN: Mass Communication
Toijuana Wiley | Management
Gaibriel Wilkins | Sociology
Amanda Williams | CMN: Corporate Comm. 
Camille Williams | FCS: Family Services
Candace Williams | FCS: Family Services
Keaira Williams | Sociology
Rachel Wilson | Kinesiology and Sports
Shaneice Wilson | FCS: Apparel/Consumer
Kevin Wimbley | Kinesiology and Sports
Gregory Wolf | ELE: Middle School
Bryson Wooleyhan | Kinesiology and Sports
Timothy Worman | Sociology
Sarah Wulf | SPE: Early Childhood
Amy Yeoman | Communication Disorders Sci
Dajae Young | HST: First Responder
Denene Young | Kinesiology and Sports
Morgan Young | ELE: General
Dillon Youngs | Psychology
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Abalos, Julia 190
Abbas, Urooj 173
Abbed, Jehad 180
Abdelaziz, Dena 
116
Abell, Jay 98
Abell, Jody 194
Abolt, Kelsie 116
Adair, Emily 120
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125
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196
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152, 153, 163
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117
Andreoni, Morgan 
120
Angel, Houston 
162
Angone, Ashley 
208
Anibaba, Olabisi 
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Anzures, Brian 196
Ard, Kari 117
Arellano, Frida 99
Arkadie, Horace 
162
Arkus, Jack 157
Arnold, Bernickia 
208
Arreola, Lizbeth 
190, 208
Arroyo, Anna 16, 
190
Arterburn, Tayler 
162
Ashikyan, Jasmin 
36
Ashmore, Brittany 
175, 177, 199
Askin, Austin 162
Athey, Morgan 
208
Austin, Dylan 208
Austin, Martina 
172
Aye, Mariah 191, 
208
Ayiku, Emmanuel 
172
B
Babers, Dino 137
Bach, Cassandra 
184, 189, 208
Badal, Taylor 116, 
208
Bagus, Kristie 117
Bahr, Anne 141, 
168
Bailey, Devin 208
Bailey, Ryanna 196
Bails, Ernest 83
Baima, Dominic 
198, 208, 236, 237
Baker, Andrew 196
Baldwin, Maria 
167
Ball, Lance 185
Ball, Shawn 29, 
178
Ball, Trevor 196
Bamert, Nick 196
Bangs, Cassandra 
188, 208
Banister, Sarah 81
Barajas, Brianna 
125
Barajas, Juan 163, 
185
Barileau-Zamora, 
Sam 116
Barker, Brandon 
175, 208
Barks, Jennifer 188
Barnes, Ashley 208
Barnes, Colby 162
Barnes, Kendal 
196
Barnett-Bishop, 
Nathan 176, 190
Barrett, Calvin 196
Barrie, Sarah 193, 
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Barry, Lauren 125
Barth, Emma 177, 
184
Bartuch, Conor 
164
Basista, Candice 
196
Bastidas, Alicia 
120
Bates, Jessica 125
Baumgartner, 
Jamie 195
Bayer, Mark 199
Bayless, Lauren 
120
Baysingar, Hannah 
125
Beal, Marlon 208
Bean, Kirsten 208
Bear, Kayla 166
Bearden, James 
199
Bechtold, Liam 28
Beck, Haylee 166, 
208
Bedell, Bethany 
177
Beemer, Blake 162
Began, Heather 73, 
208
Beitz, Kristina 187
Belford, Carolyn 
169
Bell, Ashlee 184, 
199
Bell, Carly 120
Bell, Jon 208
Bellendir, Evie 6, 7
Bellinger, Julia 125
Belott, Clinton 80, 
81
Belton, Chanel 194
Bennett, Kylie 166, 
208
Bentkowski, Mi-
chelle 125
Benton, Melissa 
184
Bergeron, Michelle 
208
Bergin, Sarah 196
Beringer, Niki 169
Berkey, Israel 208
Bernier, Mike 162
Berry, Cole 162
Beschta, Shelby 
198
Bess, Jordan 117
Bezpalko, Vicki 
196
Bhatti, Maham 
211
Bialka, Stephanie 
184
Biddle, Natalie 181
Bien, Tina 55, 178
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124, 208
Binion, Alexandria 
178
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196
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Black, Steve 31
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Blackport, Day-
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208
Blessman, Stepha-
nie 120
Bobak, Ashley 125
Bobo, Trinea 208
Bocek, Kena 117
Boedeker, Faith 
177, 186
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Bohnstengel, Allie 
116
Boise, Joe 40, 41
Bolton, Brandi 
175, 194, 208
Bongratz, Sara 
116, 208
Bonnot, Alex 196
Boomgarden, 
Samantha 173
Bookout, Maci 217
Borgens, Alex 184
Borowski, Brittany 
184
Bosonetta, Jim 
115, 123
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Marissa 209
Bounds, Addison 
162
Bounds, Christina 
198
Bowen, Bridgette 
169, 209
Box, Travis 196
Boyde, Taneya 183
Boyer, Ashley 209
Boyer, Brittin 167
Boys, James 209
Braatz, Svenja 198
Bracy, Keisha 172
Bradbury, Marah 
166
Bradley, Kahdmiel 
209
Bradley, Trevor 
177, 209
Branch, Grant 162
Branch, Kayla 179
Brand, Heather 
125
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Brannigan, Shan-
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44, 186
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Breese, Nikki 117
Brelsfoard, Emily 
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Bridges, Elizabeth 
173
Brink, Ian 19
Brinker, Ceci 217
Brockmeyer, Han-
nah 116
Brodt, Emily 184
Brooks, Erin 185
Brooks, James 162
Broussard, Kath-
leen 116
Brown, Alexis 181, 
209
Brown, Christian 
209
Brown, Christina 
185
Brown, Clarissa 
209
Brown, DeAndrea 
209
Brown, Erica 167
Brown, Garrett 
188
Brown, Jaccari 209
Brown, Jordan 125
Brown, Karla 185
Brown, Katey 120
Brown, Madie 95
Brown, Maggie 
177
Brown, Maria 166
Brown, Michael 
163
Brown, Rachel 120
Brown, Ryan 209
Bruen, Kelcey 120
Brummerstedt, 
Kurtis 162
Bruno, Nick 162
Bryant, Brittany 
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Buchanan, Anto-
nio 209
Buchman, Cassan-
dra 180, 198, 237
Budzinski, Alex 
182
Buehler, Emily 209
Buerkett, Abbey 
116
Buettner, Saman-
tha 181
Buhrow, Stephanie 
198
Bund, Bryan 162
Buob, Mackenzie 
209
Burden, Danielle 
111, 209
Buren, Erika Van 
125
Burgett, Madison 
168
Burke, Christopher 
209
Burke, Jenna 117
Burlingame, Ni-
cole 209
Burnett, DaNeya 
121, 124
Burns, Richard 
172
Burzinski, Brittany 
209
Bussell, Brianna 
183, 193
Butler, Brad 163, 
167
Butler, Nia 172
Butler, Tim 67
Butler, TNerra 180
Butterfield, 
Gretchen 177
Byrley, Amber 179
C
Cabage, John 54
Cady, Maegan 117
Cain, Alex 162
Caldwell, Nicholas 
198
Calio, Joe 163, 185
Callahan, Katie 
117
Callaway, Aaron 
162
Callaway, Allyson 
209
Callender, Kyle 
164, 183, 209
Cameron, De 
Lorean 209
Campbell, William 
187
Campuzano, Tyler 
53, 190
Canivez, Sarah 
194
Cantua, Kaely 116
Canty, Sarah 117, 
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Caplin, Carrie 168
Caputo, Joe 162
Carder, Justin 209
Carey, Kailey 125
Carillo, Miguel 
164
Carlson, Ali 168
Carlson, Alyssa 
209
Carman, Ruth 13
Carmody, Liz 168
Carpenter, Abby 
169
Carr, Cameron 142
Carroll, Amanda 
117
Carroll, Megan 
117
Carstens, Kendall 
116
Carter, Joe 163
Castellanos, Fran-
cisco 190
Catchings, Joyce 
209
Caulkins, Katie 
187
Cebula, Meghan 
116
Chan, Alex 209
Chandra, Karina 
167
Chappell, Rand 
163
Charles, Julius 209
Charles, Kassi 198
Chatman, Bradley 
172, 175
Chatman, Dylan 
162
Chatman, Essence 
185
Cherry, Jason 133, 
168
Childers, Megan 
17, 209
Chism, Dan 162
Chlebanowski, 
Rachel 179
Choi, Yoonjin 209
Choy, Pono 162
Christensen, Hope 
168
Christensen, Matt 
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Christensen, Me-
gan 209
Christian, Emily 
209
Christman, Caleb 
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Church, Devin 162
Cisneros, Jenny 
116
Clark, Hunter 162
Clark, Josie 173
Clark, Tiffany 40, 
41, 209
Clifton, Lacey 90, 
91
Coad, Derrin 211
Cobb, Eric 194
Cobble, Ivan 83
Coffey, Chris 47
Coleman, Anisha 
188
Coleman, Irving 
187
Collado, Fabio 164
Collet, Caroline 
167
Colletti, Jillian 120
Colletti, Katharine 
120, 212
Collins, Destiny 
196
Collins, Mariah 
185
Columbus, Robert 
162
Combs, Brandon 
43, 79
Conley, Masyn 120
Conner, Corey 178
Constantinescu, 
David 131
Convery, Michaela 
16
Conway, Daylea 
117
Cook, Alicia 172
Cook, Christina 
184
Cooke, Kyle 123
Cooks, Janai 185
Corder, Megan 
179
Bethel, Corinthian 
212
Coronado, Thom-
as 162
Correa, Sabrina 
212
Corrigan, Ellie 168
Cortez, Nathan 
177
Corzine, Kaitlyn 
185
Cosey, Diamond 
185
Cotton, Lamarcus 
121
Cotugno, Meghan 
165, 169
Coughlin, Kerrie 
116
Cowan, Karrigan 
120
Cowger, Sarah 116
Cox, Ahneise 172
Cox, Shakita 154, 
155, 167
Crabtree, Michaela 
120
Craig, Cameron 91
Cramer, Lauren 
125
Crawford, Danielle 
172
Crayne, Alex 212
Creek, Cheyenne 
120
Cripe, Kelsey 89, 
192
Crossen, Kaitlyn 
166
Cruikshank, Jack 7
Crump, Juanicia 
212
Cruse, Beverly 172
Cruz, Lawerence 
196
Curry, Moniesha 
191, 212
Curry-Smith, Asia 
212
Curtis, Alexandra 
212
Curtis, Dan 176
Curtis, Marcus 121
Cwikla, Kendra 99
D
Dade, De’Ja 197
Dahnke, Addam 
189
Dailey, Gage 175
Dalcorobbo, Brit-
tany 116
Dambek, Emma 
177, 190
Dameron, Kim 
137, 162
Damore, Marissa 
184, 196
Danos, Georgia 
167
Danforth, Caitlin 
143, 169, 212
Daniels, Canaan 
190
Daniels, Lazarus 
162
Daniels, McKenzie 
35
Danner, Victoria 
212
Darnell, Paige 120
Dart, Alli 120
Davidson, Eric 188
Davila, Luis 163
Davis, Angela 192
Davis, Brittany 212
Davis, Carolyn 212
Davis, Deandrea 
212
Davis, Kristin 177
Davis, Kyler 196
Davis, Patrick 183
Davis, Stephen 162
Deacon, Karlee 
168
Dearth, Chris 87
Deckelman, Holly 
125
Decker, Laura 16
DeLaurentis, Brid-
News
March
March 26
Illinois House approves 2.25 percent cut to higher education funding for the 
fiscal year. 
April
April 6
Students write slurs on cinderblocks to create A Wall of  Hate that was later 
pulled down and was put on by the Residence Hall Association. 
April 21
Men of  all ages wore heels and walked a mile to raise awareness for sexual 
assault. 
April 24
Student fees increase to cover various activities across campus, which makes 
the fees a total of  $40.75 per credit hour.
May
May 1
Bill Perry spent his last month of  being president of  Eastern by going to end-
of-the-year student activities such as "Picnic with the Prez."
July
July 1
The no smoking law goes into effect on Eastern’s campus. Students will be 
required to smoke off  campus at the beginning of  the month. 
August
August 25
Budget pauses construction at McAfee and residence halls leaving unfilled 
dirt holes and caution tape around the affected areas. 
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Delphonse, Fedney 
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Demarco, Brianna 
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DeMuth, Michael 
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Victoria 125
Dertz, Kristy 167
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DeSantis, Reis 163
DeStefano, Cas-
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DeVito, Maria 166
Devlin, Dana 194
DeVoss, Kiyla 196
Dewberry, Bradley 
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Dezutter, Angel 
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Di Naso, James 32
Diallo, Aboubacar 
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Diaz, David 196
Diaz, Nancy 196
Diedrich, Emma 
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Dieter, Greta 192, 
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Dietz, Luke 162
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Dixon, Ariele 185
Dixon, Carlita 172
Dixon, DeVonte 
212
Doelker, Allison 
116
Dominguez, 
Stephanie 190
Dominis, Saman-
tha 187
Donsbach, An-
drew 183
Doody, Madeline 
125
Doody, Rachel 212
Dorris, Rachel 6, 7
Dougherty, Kelsey 
184
Doughty, Dylan 
196
Douglas, Cameron 
212
Douglas, Nia 185
Dowell, Liz 212
Dowd, Lauren 
187, 212
Dowler, Kayla 212
Downey, Taylor 
189
Doyle, Josh 162
Doyle, Lauren 161
Draper, Jonathan 
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Drerup, Will 164
Dual, Ecseec 219
DuBois, Jeffrey 
177
Duby, Nathan 196
Duckett, Katelyn 
167, 212
Duckett, Veneicia 
212
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186, 187
Dukeman, Alanna 
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Dunahee, Beth 
177, 184, 193
Dunavant, Matt 
162
Duncan, Joseph 
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Durante, Paul 212
Dyche, Elizabeth 
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East, Caitlyn 179
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Eberle, Lauren 195
Ebert, Kaitlyn 185
Eckberg, Erik 123
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187
Ed, Kristen 237
Ed, Nathaniel 187
Edge, Natasha 184
Edwards, Cody 
162
Edwards, Hannah 
212
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212
Eggebrecht, Brian-
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Elam, Emily 212
Eldridge, Morgan 
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Elias, Tony 162
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Endsley, Megan 
212
Engebretson, An-
gela 116, 212
Engel, Tyler 212
Eniola, Fuad 122
Enlow, Ariel 117
Eppenstein, Sam 
125
Esarey, Savannah 
213
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123, 178
Eskridge, Sharay 
185
Esparza, Jose 190, 
196
Essig, Kelly 117, 
213
Estep, Kaitlyn 187
Estrada, Danny 
190
Estrada, Eddie 190
Euler, Jason 162
Evans, Janell 213
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180, 198, 236, 237
Hatfield, Taylor 
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Hausser, Sara 214
Hawkins, Molly 
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Hayes, Gregory 
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Hayes, Quavonna 
214
Hayn, Sara 198
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40, 43, 91
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August 26
President David Glassman and faculty discuss their future with Eastern 
after not receiving a budget from the state.
September
September 10 
Enrollment continues to decrease with a total of  8,520 students for 2015.
September 21
EIU Alerts has been sending out multiple messages about crime in the 
area. They have sent emails and text messages about the fourth robbery 
in seven days. 
October
October 5
Family Weekend concert is canceled for health concerns with Three Dog 
Night.
October 8
Eastern athletics announces their new logo.
October 13
Brother Jed has come back around and this time the churches decided to 
silently respond to his harsh words. 
October 23
Eastern’s celebrated its 100th homecoming.
October 30
Shots were fired on 10th Street. With an incident before, it causes a stir in 
Charleston with Halloween coming up.
November
November 11
The Faculty Senate votes no-confidence for Vice President of  Academic 
Affairs Blair Lord.
November 11
The Daily Eastern News turns 100 years old.
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November 16
The Board of  Trustees urges Gov. Rauner to resolve the budget impasse. 
December
December 5
Students and community members come together on the Charleston 
Square to celebrate Christmas.
January
January 11
Glassman announced the possibility of  WEIU-TV getting sold.
January 12
Hover boards get banned from on-campus housing due to fire safety con-
cerns. 
January 13
Students and residents all over Illinois rush to get Powerball tickets. They 
wanted a chance at winning $1.5 billion from the lottery. 
February
February 2
Fund EIU was started to get people involved with the budget impasse 
and influence the government to give Eastern its appropriation.
February 3
Glassman announces 200 layoffs due to receiving no budget.
February 8
Crowd rallies together for Fund EIU to get their voices heard and make 
an impact to get the governor to make a decision on the budget.
February 11
President Barack Obama goes to Springfield, Ill, to address the state bud-
get crisis.
February 25
Classes get canceled for safety reasons for the first time in 2 years due to 
snowfall and freezing rain. 
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The 2015-2016 Warbler yearbook 
Vol. 97 was created entirely by a 
student staff. The Warbler has been 
the official Eastern yearbook since 
1919.
Photography 
All of  the photos taken by the 
photography staff  were taken with 
a Canon T5, Canon Rebel XTi, 
Canon T3i, Canon T5i, Canon 
40D, Canon 5D Mark II, Canon 
7D, Canon 6D and Canon 1D 
Mark III. 
Copy 
All copy was written by staff  re-
porters, The Daily Eastern News staff  
and Eastern students.
Printing 
The 700 copies of  the 240-page year-
book were printed on Legend/House 
Gloss Text #100 stock paper. The cov-
er was printed on Smyth Sewn hard 
cover with silkscreen in glossy clear 
for the text on the front and spine. 
Endsheets were printed on #100 FSC 
certified C1S cover stock.
Special 
Contributions 
Cover art was created by Pablo 
Ramirez, Dominic Baima and 
Megan Ivey. The photograph ap-
pearing on the opening and closing 
pages was taken by Dominic Bai-
ma. The seniors divider page photo 
was taken by Jay Grabiec. Other 
divider photos by Dominic Baima. 
The introduction and closing sto-
ries were written by the staff. Index 
was created by Danielle Tadlock 
and Dominic Baima.
Typography 
Body font used in the yearbook 
is Calisto MT. Headline and 
subhead fonts are Slim Joe and 
Big John. Colors incorporated 
in the book were 50.30.30.100 
black, 100.35.0.0 dark blue and 
20.10.12.0 light gray.
Production 
The 2015-2016 Warbler was pro-
duced on two Macintosh com-
puters and using Adobe InDesign 
CS6, Adobe Photoshop CS6 and 
Microsoft Word 2007. The book 
was published by Walsworth in 
Marceline, Mo. 
Cost 
The cost of  the yearbook is in-
corporated into student fees for 
full-time Eastern students. In order 
to make the yearbook available to 
more students the book was sold 
for $40 to non-seniors. Yearbooks 
are distributed by the yearbook 
staff  to graduating seniors picking 
up their caps and gowns for spring 
commencement 2016 at the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union. 
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Letter from the editor:
This year has proven to be a long and 
tough year with many challenges to over-
come. It has been a very tough year as I 
watched some people who meant a lot to 
the yearbook leave because of  the budget 
crisis, but we overcame and I could not be 
prouder of  the entire staff  and this book!
Megan: You are a lifesaver! This book 
would have never been finished had it not 
been for your help and amazing designs. 
Thank you for putting in the hours, spend-
ing many weekends and even breaks here 
helping me. I'm sorry the fonts I chose 
were difficult to design with, but you really 
made them work well!
Shirmeen: It has been great working 
with you since freshman year, I couldn't 
ask for a better friend. Your eye for errors 
is so helpful, plus you have saved us on 
a lot of  headlines! Thank you for all of  
your help and finishing a lot of  last minute 
stories for me.
Lauren: Thank you for always going 
above and beyond! You always did every-
thing before I even asked, which really 
helped me more than you can imagine.
Sean: Thank you for making sure our 
sports section was packed full of  inter-
esting stories. You have really grown as a 
journalists and I am proud of  how you are 
growing as a photographer.
Danielle: You are the only one with 
enough patience to figure out the index, 
thank you for spending so many hours on 
the phone with tech support getting that 
figured out.
Cassie: Sorry to make you write more 
about the budget, but thank you for help-
ing us with all of  our budget stories. You 
truly have devoted your year to keeping 
this campus informed about the important 
issues that we need to read about.
Hillary: You may be the only person 
who actually looks at the bulletin boards 
around campus, but thank you for seeing 
the staff  wanted poster and reaching out. 
It has been a joy having you on staff. You 
provided a different perspective that would 
have lacked without you. You had some 
great stories this year, thank you!
Kristen: The only freshman on staff! 
Thank you for sticking around and being 
willing to learn while going out of  your 
comfort zone.
Jason: You have really grown as a 
photographer this year and have been such 
a huge help when we were missing a photo 
or needed extra help.
Beth Kastl: I am so sorry the budget 
crisis affected you directly. You were 
the heart of  the journalism department 
and helped save me so many times with 
scheduling and different issues that arose 
throughout the year. Thank you for all of  
your help and compassion to me and the 
staff. 
Joe Gisondi: We may not always agree 
on the font choices for the book, but 
thank you for helping with some of  our 
designs and for advising us throughout 
the year.
Betsy Jewell: Thank you for all of  
your help with the business and computer 
issues. I appreciate your help and assis-
tance.
Walsworth: Thank you for your help 
publishing our book, specifically Jon 
Kauffman, our sales representative, and 
Mona Walters, our service representative. 
You were all so helpful with our multiple 
cover designs.
DEN: First of  all congratulations on 
100 years of  an amazing publication! You 
all were helpful and crucial to the success 
of  this book. Thanks for always lending a 
helping hand when we needed it.
To my wife Amanda, you have been 
my support this year as I struggled balanc-
ing this job, classwork and life. Thank you 
for always being there when I needed to 
vent and for helping take my mind off  of  
everything. I love you so much!
Serving as the Editor-in-Chief  has been 
one of  the most challenging but most 
rewarding things I have ever done. I am 
so thankful for everyone who helped us 
record the history in this very difficult 
year at Eastern. Thank you to the Eastern 
community for their support as we pro-
duced this book. I hope this book makes 
you proud.
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ach story framed the passions and dedications of  the mem-
bers of  our campus. From the residence hall that remains 
dormant, to the suspended fraternity that strives to keep its 
brotherhood alive, to those who were forced out of  their jobs, 
different parts of  campus were tried. 
At the foreground, we were weary of  the future. But even 
through the difficulties, we saw that Eastern is always united, and 
our voices proved powerful. We traveled to Springfield and made 
our legislators answer to us. We used the tips of  our fingers to 
express our frustrations online. We stood with our fellow students, 
staff, faculty and community members to fight for the importance 
of  our education. 
All of  these stories, events and memories developed our own 
personal growth as well as our bond with Eastern. And in the end, 
each one of  us contributed to the bigger picture that is Eastern.
1963
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1985
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• Delta Sigma Phi won third 
place even though they 
should have been disquali-
fied for their float that held 
up the parade for 45 minutes 
because it was too wide for 
the streets. The theme that 
year was “Roaring Twenties” 
and the football team lost to 
Northern Illinois, 0-43.
• Homecoming celebrations 
started on Monday with the 
recently added sidewalk par-
ties event that had RSOs line 
up around the Library Quad. 
This was followed by Coro-
nation, Family Fun Night, 
and Yell like Hell, leading to 
the Saturday morning parade 
followed by the Homecom-
ing game where the Panthers 
defeated Tennessee Tech, 
51- 20.
• Eastern Homecoming 
became a two-day affair 
with the first crowning 
of  the Homecoming 
Queen, Ernestine 
Taylor. A tug of  war 
game was held the day 
before between the 
freshman and sopho-
more classes. The local 
theater held a “Midnight 
Show,” and the follow-
ing morning started 
with a breakfast for the 
visitors.
• Alumni flocked back to Eastern 
this year because the school had 
officially been open for 50 years. 
Over 1,000 alumni were present for 
what was known as the “Golden 
Jubilee” Homecoming. The themes 
of  the floats were based on historical 
events such as the Lincoln-Douglas 
debate. Pat O’Brien was the football 
coach at this time. The game was 
held at Trojan Field at Charleston 
High School due to construction 
being done on Eastern’s field.
• The first theme, “Onward 
Eastern,” was introduced.
• John Mattson was crowned 
Eastern’s first Homecoming 
King. His queen was Kathy 
Dickey.
100 years of coming home
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This book is dedicated to the employees who lost their jobs as a result of  the budget impasse. Your dedication 
and love for this university is one of  the largest reasons Eastern is such an amazing place.
"I've learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will never forget how you 
made them feel." -Maya Angelou
The entire night felt like a Viking funeral.
Each band went up, played their last 30 
minutes and rocked their hearts out.
Free Music Fridays ended its run Oct. 23 
at Top of  the Roc. 
Free Music Fridays was canceled due to 
copyright issues. They needed copyrights in 
order to perform cover songs.
The bar was unable to afford the docu-
ments needed to continue.
Free Music Fridays was hosted by Top 
of  the Roc bar and was held one Friday a 
month. 
The community grew every year it contin-
ued playing music.
Scott Walus, assistant professor in com-
munication studies and adviser for Alterna-
tive Television and Film Club, created Free 
Music Fridays in 2012 when he realized 
there was no music outlet in the Charleston 
area.
“We could have fought and argued for the 
rights but we (Walus and Top of  the Roc) 
would have both lost something in the long 
run. The businessman in me understood, but 
the musician in me was devastated,” Walus 
said. 
Before there was Free Music Fridays, 
bands around Charleston would go to bar-
tenders and book a night.
It was never consistent, and sometimes 
they would overbook a night, which meant 
either a band did not get to play or they 
would split their time with the other band.
“We started running shows around 
Charleston, because there wasn’t anyone 
running consistent shows,” Walus said. 
“I thought I could do something better or 
something different.”
He wanted a place where bands that were 
established could grow, release their records, 
have touring bands from different states and 
have no cover charge. 
Charleston is a college town; the owner 
of  Top of  the Roc and Walus decided early 
on that it was not going to be just a college 
thing. 
College students still came but the core 
audience was the residents of  Charleston. 
“Charleston used to be a good rock ‘n’ 
roll scene, but 15 years ago bars changed 
owners, people got older and stopped going 
out,” Walus said.
Free Music Fridays was a reason to draw 
those people back out and play their instru-
ments.
“People would say ‘this is great, I’m 
going to go to this thing because this is what 
Charleston used to be about,’” Walus said.
As people started going, the news started 
spreading and more bands joined.
They had bands from Iowa, Wisconsin, 
Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, Missouri and 
Tennessee.
They would come and play for 30 min-
utes at a time. 
“The best shows are where you see a vari-
ety of  things. I just love bands putting forth 
their best 35 minutes. We had a good run,” 
Walus said.
Story and photos by Danielle Tadlock
Design by Lauren McQueen and 
Danielle Tadlock
Left:The Condor & Jaybird played an original 
song at Free Music Fridays' last show on Friday, 
Oct. 23, 2015, at Top of  the Roc. 
Free Music Fridays
come to a close
Free Music Fridays was established in 2012. There were seven bands 
that finished the night at Top of  the Roc.
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Aubrey Schuh,a freshman special education major, gets her face "made up" by 
Liam Bechtold, a freshman accounting major, who was blindfolded.
Shawn Ball, senior applied engineering and technology major, has Lauran Vezina, a freshman and sociology major, put on what 
she believes to be foundation during Taylor Hall's battle of  the sexes event Wednesday, Nov. 11, 2015.
Tucci puts makeup on Anderson after having his makeup done by Anderson. The duo was not allowed 
to speak to one another to give any sort of  instruction.
battle 
of the 
sexes
Taylor hall 
holds 
blindfolded
make-up 
challenge
Joe Tucci,a junior
English major 
prepares to have his 
partner, Mo 
Anderson, a freshman 
sociology major, put 
lipstick on him while 
blindfolded.
Photos by Liz Dowell
Design by Megan Ivey
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Hockey 
pays 
to 
play
team 
struggles
to keep 
going 
Despite all of the funding issues, Eastern's hockey team always looks out for each other. The players spend a lot of time together during the week, often practicing ten hours each 
week.
W
alking around the Eastern campus you 
will see athletes who are playing their 
respective sport on scholarship, but there 
is a group of  guys who are spending their own 
money so they can play the sport they love.
The Eastern men’s hockey team is a club sport 
at Eastern, and they pay for everything they need. 
They get no financial help from the school.
Junior communication studies major Steve Kin-
nison is the president of  the Eastern club hockey 
team.
Kinnison said each player is required to pay 
about $2,000 a year, and that money covers the 
cost of  refs, ice time, busses, hotels, jerseys and 
coaches.
Each year, the roster for the team is small, only 
having 12-15 players because the lack of  money 
makes it hard to gain players.
There have been players in recent years who 
have quit because it is so expensive.
The team was required to change their jerseys 
last year because Eastern disapproved of  the logo 
that was being used, and Kinnision said they might 
have to do the same for next year because of  the 
Eastern logo change.
Kinnison and the rest of  the team are in charge 
of  not only paying the coach but actually finding 
someone to coach them.
“I interviewed four different guys last year in the 
spring,” he said. “We were lucky enough to find 
(Steve Black) who wanted to coach college hock-
ey.”
The fees this year are more than last year be-
cause last year’s coach coached for free, but they 
have to pay Black a lot of  money for travel costs to 
come to the teams' home rink in Danville.
“We got lucky enough to find a good coach, and 
things are looking a lot better,” Kinnison said.
Being the president, Kinnison is in charge of  
building a schedule, booking the refs, booking the 
ice time, doing all of  the recruiting, and keeping 
the website updated.
“It’s a lot of  work but we need someone to do it 
or we wouldn’t have a team,” Kinnison said.
The team is not in a conference and plays in an 
independent league, and even though they are a 
club team, they play other schools who have hock-
ey as a school-sanctioned sport.
The team has to commit a lot of  their time to 
the sport.
They practice twice a week, which is a five hour 
commitment each night. For game days, it’s even 
longer especially if  they are on the road where it 
takes up the entire weekend.
Kinnison said that the team will continue to play 
whether they get help from Eastern or not.
Even though it is not a school-sanctioned sport, 
senior business management major Zachary Peifer 
loves it.
“The best part about playing here even though 
I have to pay is that it gives you the feel of  being 
a college athlete without the NCAA restrictions,” 
Peifer said.
The reason these guys play is simple to Kinn-
ison. “None of  us can quit hockey; hockey’s the 
greatest sport in the world.”
     Story by Sean Hastings
Design and Photos by Danielle Tadlock
Left: Eastern competed against University of Illinois 
on Friday, Oct. 9, 2015, at the David S. Palmer arena 
in Danville. 
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Lauren Harris woke to the sound of  clanging metal one night while living on 
the square in Charleston.
“There were these signs down 7th Street that said, ‘No parking for the parade 
tomorrow,’ but I went out that night for Homecoming and got back at 1 or 2 
a.m.”
Later that night, Harris, a senior marketing major, heard a police officer driv-
ing around the square with the siren on, indicating that someone needed to move 
their car. She ignored the sound. At 4 a.m., she ripped open the curtains to see a 
car on a tow truck and her own car next to the truck.
“I thought ‘oh my gosh, I’m not paying for my car to be towed!’” Harris said.
Half-asleep, she put on a winter coat and UGG boots, despite the warm 
weather. She ran out to the scene, where she asked the police officer if  she could 
move her car. The officer told Harris she could avoid being towed if  she gave him 
her best smile. 
“I thought, ‘is this a dream?’ So I thrust my hands on my hips and gave him a 
big smile,” Harris said. 
Some students, like Harris, chose living on the square for the affordability and 
to avoid the loud party scene. Christina Lauff, a senior early childhood education 
major, chose the location as a last minute decision. 
“Only benefit of  living there is that it is cheap,” Lauff  said. “And sometimes 
there is a lot of  terrifying people that lurk outside of  my house, so I make sure 
my doors are always locked.”
Lauff  does not own a car and struggles with transportation, even though she 
ironically lives above an auto shop. 
“You have to hope the Panther Shuttle is running or else you have to walk or 
hitch a ride,” Lauff  said.
Harris stays in an apartment above The Body Club, a gym owned by James 
Di Naso. Di Naso offers free classes at 5:30 a.m., three days a week, to Harris as 
part of  her rent. 
“I used to be able to get up that early, but now I’m so swamped, I don’t do it 
anymore,” Harris said.
Living on the square can be noisy, Harris said, but she has adapted. In the 
mornings, she no longer wakes to the sound of  conversations on the sidewalk 
below her apartment, cars being locked, or Tuesday night street cleaning. 
“I can live with the noise,” said Harris. “It’s pretty affordable for college liv-
ing.”
Story by Kristen Gisondi
Design by Lauren McQueen 
Students face
challenges,
receive benefits
Life on the square:
Signs explain the parking policies along the square in Charleston. Photos by Dominic 
Baima
Lauren Harris, a senior marketing major, stands on the square in Charleston, near her apartment. Harris is one of  many students who choose to live above businesses that line the square.
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B
rinton Vincent was only 9 years old when he 
was diagnosed with acute lymphoblastic leuke-
mia, a type of  cancer that affects white blood 
cells.
Diagnosed in January 2001, he spent 45 days at 
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital in Memphis, 
Tenn., as an inpatient.
In March of  the same year, Vincent was in remis-
sion. He spent the rest of  that year seeking treat-
ment, but he was able to leave Memphis a few times 
to go home to Cambridge.
Then for three years, he had chemotherapy.
“After the three-year mark, I got to celebrate a 
“No Mo’ Chemo” party,” Vincent said. “On your 
last push of  chemotherapy, the nurses from all 
around the medicine room come in with confetti and 
sing.”
Vincent, a graduate student in the college student 
affairs program, officially became a cancer survivor 
when he turned 19.
“Now I don’t go back as a patient, I go back as a 
survivor,” he said.
In 2014, Vincent turned his passion for St. Jude 
toward an event called St. Jude Up ‘til Dawn.
This year, Vincent is co-adviser of  the Up ‘til 
Dawn RSO along with Sara Schmidt, the Honors 
Adviser.
Eastern is one of  80 schools that participates in 
the St. Jude Up ‘til Dawn event.
The purpose of  Up ‘til Dawn is for students to 
raise money for St. Jude. A team captain, along with 
five additional members, raises a minimum of  $600 
as a team, and then they are invited to the celebra-
tion event.
Vincent said lots of  RSOs sign up as teams, and 
that has been a great way to get other campus groups 
involved.
Black Student Union, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Delta 
Delta Delta, Epsilon Sigma Alpha and the Associa-
tion of  Honors Students were some of  the RSO and 
Greek groups represented.
On Saturday, Nov. 14, all the teams gathered in 
McAfee Gym to stay up all night, from midnight to 
6 a.m., doing challenges throughout the event.
These challenges included a frozen T-shirt con-
test, a dance competition, a duct tape fashion show 
and a human Hungry Hungry Hippos game.
Opening the event was Kyle Lee, a senior sports 
management major and sponsorship chair, who had 
his own story to tell.
Lee’s story began in 2010 during a spring break 
trip to Florida with his family. He said he was sleep-
ing all day and not eating, and when he returned to 
school, even his friends said he looked skinnier and 
skinnier every day. He went to the doctor and found 
out he had lost 18 pounds. After seeing a doctor and 
a GI specialist, he still did not have any answers.
“I asked myself  three questions every day, ‘Do I 
have asbestos from the high school? Am I an alien? 
And I am going to die?’” Lee said.
After seeing a blood specialist, on June 16, 2010, 
Lee was diagnosed with Hodgkin’s lymphoma stage 
4B, the most advanced stage.
“Walking through the doors of  St. Jude was 
terrifying,” Lee said. “But I knew I wasn’t going 
to be alone. I had the St. Jude team, and they were 
amazing.”
Lee was able to receive all his treatment in Peoria, 
just a short drive from his hometown of  Washington.
On Sept. 28, 2010, Lee was finally in remission. 
He is still currently in remission, and he goes to 
the clinic once a year to get blood counts.
The overall group winner of  the Up ‘til Dawn 
event was “6 Friends Who Can’t Think of  a Good 
Name.”
Joey Sutkowski raised the most individually with 
$1,100, and team “ESA Baby Giraffes” raised the 
most as a group with $1,905. All together, Eastern 
raised $16,234 for St. Jude, more than double what 
was raised last year.
Story and Design by Lauren McQueen
Allison Vogt, a sophomore middle level education major, Stephanie Furlong, a junior elementary education major, 
and McKenzie Daniels, a junior communication studies major, pose at the photo booth during the St. Jude Up 'til 
Dawn event Nov. 14. 
staying
up 'til dawn 
for St. jude
Top Left: Brinton Vincent, Up 'til Dawn adviser, poses next to a 
banner at St. Jude's Up 'til Dawn event.
Top Right: Hannah Winston, a sophomore accounting major, 
gathers balls during a game of  Hungry Hungry Hippos.
Bottom Left: Daniel Wallace, a senior psychology major, and 
Aaliyah Stephen, a junior communication studies major, compete 
during the frozen T-shirt contest.
Bottom Right: Ashlen Powles, a senior special education major, 
tugs on a T-shirt during the frozen T-shirt contest.
Photos by Kristen Ed
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Starting
A new chapter
In the Square
Bob’s Bookstore is the next hidden 
gem for students at Eastern. 
They offer fresh free coffee and 
continue to bring the community and the 
students together. 
Joseph Judd and his wife Lisa opened 
the bookstore, located at 601 Monroe 
Ave. on Charleston's square in May of  
2015.  
About 60-70 percent of  the business 
the bookstore gets is from students. He 
tries buying books from customers to 
find out what they like reading. 
“I thought college kids were going to 
come and sell their young adult books to 
try to get beer money, but what happened 
was the young adult books became one 
of  the biggest sellers,” Judd said. “A lot 
of  people in college have to read anyway, 
and they want to read something to take 
their minds off  of  it.”
 In addition to the books, the book-
store also has chess, poetry and music 
nights.
"I want to bring the community and 
university back together like it was when 
I went to school,"Joseph said. 
In the '80s, Joseph studied clinical psy-
chology at Eastern and graduated after 
six years of  studying. 
He used his degree and became a ther-
apist in Chicago, but realized he did not 
want to do it anymore. 
"I just thought about what I like to do 
when I’m not working, and I knew I had 
a garden and liked to read," Joseph said. 
He then started his bookstore in Chi-
cago called Myopic Books which he ran 
for 20 years before moving to Arkansas 
and then Charleston. 
Story and Photos by Danielle 
Tadlock
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Ashikyan looks through the different books from the young adult section at Bob's 
Bookstore. She said she enjoys reading and is glad there is another outlet for her to 
buy books from.
Students buy and sell their books to the store. This is how he knows what kind of  
books students are interested in.
Bob's Bookstore holds different events 
throughout the week like Monday chess 
nights. 
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Jasmin Ashikyan, a sophomore psychology major, and Stacia Terrell, an undecided sophomore sit on the couch upstairs at Bob's Bookstore. "A lot of  students tend to like 
it up there," Joseph said.
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Man Buns
Eastern men showcase 
new fashion hair trend
"I only wear my 
hair like 
this when i 
want to look 
professional." 
"i always get a lot of 
attention from my hairstyle."
Photos by Danielle Tadlock
Design by Megan Ivey
Stephen Simpson, 
senior psychology major
Jalen Washington,
junior management major 
"i used to 
keep my hair 
short, then 
on impulse 
I started 
growing it 
out. Now I'm 
in it for the 
long haul. 
my parents 
love the hair 
but hate the 
beard." 
Riley McInerney,
junior kinesiology
 and sports studies major 
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Despite distance, homework and the mounting stress 
of  work and school, three pairs of  high school sweet-
hearts survived the long haul in their own extraordinary 
way by putting school first and happily ever after second. 
It is love that burns bright in the hearts of  several East-
ern couples and has kept them glued together through the 
struggles and obstacles that college has thrown their way.  
Tiffany Clark, a senior recreation administration ma-
jor, and Joe Boise, a graduate student, have been together 
for eight years and engaged for five. 
“After the third date I told her, ‘I’ve fallen in love with 
you, and I hope it’s forever,’” Boise said. 
Despite attending different universities at first, Boise 
and Clark managed to keep the love alive through hones-
ty and constant communication.  
“Part of  our agreement was to wait until we had a sta-
ble life to begin our career goals," Boise said. “We didn’t 
want to jump into a combination of  careers and debts.”
However, every relationship is different, and Ariannah 
Lambert, a senior environmental biology major and Josh 
Lambert, an Eastern alumnus, believe compromise, trust 
and support was what kept their relationship alive. 
The Lamberts first met when they were working at 
McDonald’s and have been married for five months. 
“It takes two to tango, and he helps me out with every-
thing,” Ariannah said. 
Also putting an emphasis on education, the two knew 
distance would be a struggle and had to accommodate in 
order to make it work. 
“If  you don’t dedicate quality time to one another and 
if  you don’t show that you love somebody rather than say 
it, then it won’t work,” Josh said. 
Blake Warman, a senior communication studies major, 
and Cheyenne Neal, a senior food science major at the 
University of  Illinois, claim that being best friends made 
it easier to stay together for five years. 
“The best relationships, or the ones that last, need to 
have substance to them other than just passion,” Neal 
said. “You have to have a friend in them.”
Warman described love as something you can’t go 
looking for; rather, you discover it in some of  the simplest 
places such as a friendship.
“That’s what grows into a better and real relationship 
that lasts,” Warman said.
Story by Analicia Haynes
Design by Megan Ivey
Left photo submitted
Middle and right photos by Dominic Baima
when hearts meet college
couples commit while finishing degrees
Blake Warman and Cheyenne Neal
Engaged since Oct. 2015
Ariannah Lambert and Josh Lambert
Married since July 2015
Tiffany Clark and Joe Boise 
Engaged since June 2010
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As the past slowly fades into oblivion and becomes nothing more 
than candid snapshots suffocating the pages of  a photo album, 
there are some things that refuse to settle as scraps of  memories 
between the weakened spine of  an album that is left to collect mold 
and dust above the mantel.
Some things that flourished in the past never change and live on 
forever in the hearts and minds of  generations, especially those in 
Charleston.  
In the cold, bitter air of  a December evening, lights decorated 
the sky with magnificent colors and for only a brief  moment the 
past fused with the present to become an awe defying presence 
strong enough to rewrite history.
Community members young and old gather in the heart of  
Charleston to celebrate a timeless classic, Christmas in the Heart of  
Charleston.
“It’s an event that brings everyone out,” said Charleston Mayor 
Brandon Combs. “This is something they’ve been doing when I 
was young, and now I get to bring my kids.”
Jordan Garrett, a senior management major, said with a bright, 
warm smile that conquered teeth chattering cold, that the event “in-
vites families around the community including Eastern students.”
The sounds and sights of  Christmas line the once desolated 
streets as families and students hunkered down for a night of  holly 
and joy.
Together they braced the terrible cold, as they did years before, 
wrapped in the warmth that is the love for Charleston.  
This love, which has lingered from generation to generation, is a 
phenomenon that not only signifies the joyous reunion of  past and 
present. This also gives Charleston the sense of  home that so many 
of  us share and long for. 
Linda Kinflay and Sharon Matthews, proud Charleston natives, 
gleamed with the warmth of  the season as they reminisce about the 
glory days. 
Kinflay, who has enjoyed the festivities for 10 years on and off, 
called the event, “a way to bring everyone together.”
"It’s an activity for the town," Kinflay said, which normally suf-
fers from very little except during the holiday season. 
David Glassman, Eastern’s president, said the event is, “great for 
the community and great for the relationship between Eastern and 
Charleston.” 
Bracing the wretched December evening, Kinflay and Matthews, 
who worked for Eastern for 36 years, recall the freezing cold tem-
peratures that shattered the warmth of  many but has yet been able 
to penetrate their spirits, for people still line the streets year after 
year. 
“It’s nice to see how many people have come to see the parade 
and brave the cold,” Glassman said. 
The duo thank the stores that not only give Charleston its histor-
ic demeanor but provide a refuge from the hypothermia tempera-
tures that threaten to ruin the year’s joy. 
“Back in the day this was the town. There was no mall, just 
restaurants all over and there was always a good quality of  shop-
ping, but that’s been removed,” Matthews said.
Though the shops are gone, and the theater sits in solace as it 
slowly withers away engulfed in the memories of  10-cent double 
features, Matthews said the parade humbles the town.  
Despite this deterioration of  historic Charleston, Christmas in 
the Heart is the event that survived the blitz in the past and remains 
stronger than ever.  
It’s a reminder of  how things used to be and that some things 
just never change like family, friendship, and holiday cheer. 
It brings the town together as it always did and Matthews and 
Kinflay said, “That’s what it’s all about, family and cheer.”
Story by Analicia Haynes
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Christmas in Charleston 
Dancers with DanceLife Center perform at 
the Charleston transitional facility.
Olaf  from the Disney movie "Frozen" visited with attendees on Saturday Dec. 5, 
2015, at Christmas in the Heart of  Charleston on the Charleston Square. Photos 
by Dominic Baima
Charleston residents warm their hands near a fire. 
Chestnuts were also roasted.
A Charleston family takes a holiday photo with Santa Claus inside Charleston City Hall.
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People were spilling drinks, cheering and shouting the lyrics to 
songs as they played over the speaker system of  the Panther Paw 
Tuesday during Trivia Night. 
Teams like the Orange Iguanas, Damn Calm Down, and Hey 
Look We Lost Again are regular teams that compete to win a $100 
gift card to the Panther Paw. 
This is the fifth year the Panther Paw has held Trivia Night. The 
categories include current events, movies, TV, sports and music, 
which  give each team the opportunity to earn a total of  60 points. 
“Everyone has their own specific genre so we usually pass the 
pen and paper around to the person who knows it the most so we 
don’t yell out the answer,” said Fabian Sienkowski, a Charleston 
resident. 
Siekowski is one of  the members of  the Orange Iguanas which 
got together in the spring of  2015. The team started with five 
members and has grown ever since.
“I came with another friend who’s not here anymore and I just 
joined the group,” said Emily Brashear, a pre-business marketing 
major.
The Orange Iguanas formed by inviting friends of  friends and 
slowly became friends themselves. The group members range from 
21-32 years of  age. 
“That’s what gives us the upper hand over everyone else,” Sie-
kowski said. “It’s the secret to our success.”
They got their name from a question that was asked one week 
regarding the Legend of  the Hidden Temple, a Nickelodeon show. 
They were asked to list the six types of  teams. They thought of  
five but missed the orange iguanas.
The following week, they named their team the Orange Igua-
nas, and they won. Ever since, it’s been their name. 
The Orange Iguanas have won about 15 matches since they 
have started. But with winning comes competition. 
During one match they were about to be announced the win-
ners and other teams said bleep Orange Iguanas because they were 
upset their name always gets called.
"They keep an eye on us and our phones to make sure we aren’t 
cheating," said Amy Gilkey, an English graduate from Eastern.
The competitors are required to put their phones into a bucket 
before each round so no one looks up answers while questions are 
being asked. 
Story by Danielle Tadlock
Design by Megan Ivey
 The Orange Iguanas won for the 15th time Tuesday, Dec. 8, 2015 at the 
Panther Paw.
The Orange Iguanas sit around the table and answer a trivia question at the Panther Paw on Tuesday, Dec. 8, 2015. When the Orange Iguanas win, they have a tradition of  taking a shot 
of  tequila. Photos by Danielle Tadlock
orange iguanas create 
trivia dynasty at paw
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For four years, Eastern students and staff  have competed in 
the “Fill-in-the-Bun” contest hosted by the Food Court, with 
the hopes of  having a burger they created sold in the Charleston 
Market. 
To enter the contest, people submitted their ideas for what 
should go between the buns of  a burger, and the university food 
court staff  chose the burgers they were going to serve.
This year the winners were Marschelle McCoy, the office man-
ager of  the biological sciences department  and Brinton Vincent, 
a graduate student in college student affairs. 
Chris Coffey, food service area specialist, said they started the 
contest to do something different for Homecoming.
Coffey said there were 100 entries originally, which they nar-
rowed down to the top 10, and finally, the top two.
“We pick them if  it sounds good, if  we think customers will 
like them, and if  it’s cost effective,” Coffey said. “Some people 
put in everything but the kitchen sink. If  we did those burgers, 
we’d be selling them for $20.”
McCoy put in an entry every year, but this year was the first 
time her burger won the challenge.
 “When they called, I didn’t really expect that burger would be 
the one that won,” McCoy said.
She submitted her entry for “The Piggyback Burger” on the 
last night entries were accepted. 
“I was really hungry, and when you’re hungry you think about 
food, so I started thinking about different burgers,” McCoy said. 
“I started putting them together, and that’s how the idea came up, 
because I was starving.”
The Piggyback Burger is a quarter pound all beef  patty, Na-
than’s all beef  hot dog, caramelized onions, American cheese, 
ketchup, mustard, and sweet pickle relish served on an onion bun.
Vincent was standing in line when he saw the food court was 
having the competition.
“I thought, ‘might as well,’” Vincent said. “I knew that eggs 
were really popular on burgers lately, so I thought I could do a 
breakfast style or combo kind of  thing, and I always gotta have 
bacon on my burger, so I thought I’d put bacon on this burger.”
Vincent’s “Barnyard Burger” consists of  a quarter pound beef  
patty, bacon, cheddar cheese, hash browns, an egg cooked over 
medium, and chipotle sauce in between two pieces of  Texas 
Toast.
He said adding everything together reminded him of  animals 
in a barnyard.
 “The chicken is the eggs, and the potatoes could be the garden 
for the hash browns and then pigs for the bacon and cows for the 
beef,” Vincent said. 
Although he said seeing his picture around the University 
Food Court could be a little weird, Vincent still gets a smile on 
his face when he sees it.
“That’s a good memory I’m going to take away with me when 
I graduate EIU,” Vincent said.
 McCoy was also excited when seeing her picture.
“It’s so cool,” McCoy said. “Someone asked me, ‘Did you 
see your picture?’ and I said ‘no, I didn’t,’ and I went around the 
corner (and saw it) and was like Aaaahh!”
Vincent said he tried his winning burger the first day it was out.
“I was like, good job Brinton,” Vincent said. “I kind of  pat 
myself  on the back.”
One piece of  advice Vincent has for those who want to enter 
the contest is not to sell themselves short.
“Whether you think it’s gonna be good or you think it’s gonna 
be disgusting, still give it a try,” Vincent said.
Story by Cassie Buchman
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onion bun
beef patty
caramelized onions
sweet pickle relish
hot dog
ketchup
mustard
American cheese
texas toast
beef patty
egg
bacon
cheddar cheese
hash browns
chipotle sauce
on the flipside
Eastern community creates new burgers 
Created by Brinton Vincent, 
graduate student 
Created by Marschelle McCoy, 
Biological sciences department 
 office manager
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Imagine going to college and not leaving for 43 years. 
That’s what Roger Songer, 63, decided to do in 1973.
Songer is planning to retire July and wants to continue 
spreading the word of  God in different ways like writing, 
speaking and planning seminars. 
“Leaving this ministry is hard for me, but no one is forc-
ing me out,” Songer said. 
He has been serving Christian Campus House for 32 
years. When he started he was the only one in charge of  the 
ministry, and now, after being a part of  it for so long, he has 
increased his staff  by three and a couple of  interns. 
“The one thing I have to think of  is what this place will 
look like after I’m gone,” Songer said. “But it is a humbling 
thing to know my name is attached to this ministry.”
Songer’s idea was to shape students to become leaders. 
Currently, students run bible studies, small groups and vote 
on what big projects to do for the month. 
“The students I minister to are my equal, which is one of  
the reasons why I don’t wear a title,” Songer said. 
Campus ministry is different than local ministry. One ma-
jor factor is the students; students filter in and out of  Chris-
tian Campus House every two to two and a half  years.
Change is a constant thing but is inspiring to see, com-
pared to a local church which has the same people attending 
for a long period of  time.
But the one thing that is common between the two is the 
relationships. Songer has a lot of  alumni that like to come 
back to the ministry to visit and socialize with other mem-
bers. 
“Roger is someone I can turn to with questions, con-
cerns, doubts and celebrations about my faith. He yearns for 
people to have a stronger relationship with Christ, regardless 
of  where their faith journey started,” said Anna Percival, 
communication studies graduate student.
Songer studied engineering and then planned on teaching 
the Hebrew and Greek language and wanted to teach it at a 
graduate level but instead was asked to help run a campus 
ministry in Oklahoma, which he did for five years. 
A friend called him and asked him to run Christian Cam-
pus House. 
“At first I didn’t know what I was going to do because 
I didn’t want to leave Oklahoma, but after spending the 
weekend with everyone at Christian Campus House, I didn’t 
know what I was going to do if  they didn’t offer it to me,” 
Roger said. 
During his 32 years at Christian Campus House, devel-
oping a relationship with Eastern was important. He said it 
was important to support and work with Eastern when they 
could.  
“When 9/11 happened we set up prayer groups and 
services on campus for students to come and grieve,” Songer 
said. 
One issue that gets brought up every year is Brother Jed 
and Sister Cindy. They travel the country yelling at college 
students about their sins. Songer's way of  dealing with them 
is to work around them.  
“It’s an opportunity to talk about Jesus rather than going 
to war,” Songer said. “They are like that biting fly you brush 
off.”
Story and Photos by Danielle Tadlock
Design by Megan IveyRoger Songer, the senior campus minister at Christian Campus House, is retiring in July 2016 after 32 years of  service. He said he has seen a lot of  students come and gradu-
ate at Eastern, and he knows that when he leaves the church is in "good hands."
Christian Campus House is one of  several student-oriented faith-
based organizations that serve the Eastern and Charleston commu-
nity. 
Minister retires from CcH
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Her passion and energy for volunteering 
was something that inspired others to get 
involved and helped Eastern stand out in 
the community.
Rachel Fisher, former director of  stu-
dent community service, left Eastern at the 
end of  the Fall 2015 semester to pursue a 
doctorate degree in organizational behavior 
after working for seven and half  years in 
the community service office. 
Fisher first came to Eastern to obtain her 
master's degree and eventually oversaw the 
Health Education Resource Center for a 
year while the director was on sabbatical. 
Her plan was only to stay for a couple 
of  years, but Fisher said that she does not 
regret staying longer.  
“Seven and a half  years later I have 
loved and enjoyed every single day,” Fisher 
said.
The formation of  the Student Commu-
nity Service Office was one of  the key mis-
sions of  former Eastern president William 
Perry. 
Perry wanted to increase the number of  
service hours completed by Eastern stu-
dents.
When the office started, students self  
reported that they completed 42,000 hours 
a year, and within four years, that had 
increased to 100,000 hours a year and 
currently students report approximately 
150,000 hours a year. 
While in the role, Fisher helped start the 
Jumpstart2Give program that incoming 
students participate in each fall. 
Fisher feels that community service is 
important for students. “It is a wonderful 
way to engage your passion, and it’s also 
a wonderful way to find your passion and 
redefine it,” said Fisher said.
Fisher said that there was never going 
to be a perfect time for her to move on 
and leave Eastern but felt that right now 
was the right time. She ultimately wants to 
consult one day.
The experiences and relationships that 
Fisher built here at Eastern are what she 
said she will use to help others, using East-
ern as an example.
“It has been such an honor to serve at 
Eastern, and I will always remember my 
time here.” 
Eastern announced that the name of  the 
Office of  Community Service was to be 
changed to the Office of  Civic Engagement 
and Volunteerism to better portray the 
mission of  the office. 
The new interim director who took Fish-
er’s place is Beth Gillespie, former council 
director for Girls on the Run of  East Cen-
tral Illinois, who began on January 18 with 
the Martin Luther King Jr. Day of  Service. 
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Rachel Fisher, former director of  student community service, stands in a doorway of  the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union near Java Beanery and Bakery. Fisher said,“I really love 
standing by open doors, because I love seeing people as they are coming in, and if  I can say good morning and their face lights up for a moment, how cool is that? Just to see the variety of  peo-
ple that are on our campus is so cool, so sometimes just sitting in Java watching people and hearing all the neat conversations and the energy and the language of  the enthusiastic and passion-
ate people–that’s really sharp to witness."
Passionate Panther
fisher leaves Eastern after 7 years
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W
hile most of  the campus is sound asleep between the hours of  midnight and 4 a.m., a 
select group of  students are just starting their work shift for the night. 
Night assistants assist the hall staff  by serving as an extra set of  eyes and ears to the resi-
dents by ensuring policies are enforced and that the buildings are secure, graduate assistant 
and Safety and Special Events Coordinator Rebecca Lynn said. 
Lynn has been in charge of  the night assistant program for two years. 
She is in charge of  coordinating the daily operations of  the night assistant program in the 
residence halls, including nightly scheduling of  the student staff, campus-wide rounds, and 
tracking and following up on incidents that occur late at night.
“The night assistants are a friendly face that residents are greeted with when they come in 
the buildings during the late hours of  the night,” Lynn said. 
Although the hours may not seem very appealing, it gives the night assistants plenty of  
time to lock down and finish their homework for the day. 
Freshman pre-business major Tyler Campuzano uses his shift to get caught up if  he needs 
to. 
“It’s a good time to get your homework done if  you have to get caught up or anything,” 
Campuzano said. “Especially if  it’s a slow night where nothing is really happening.” 
As a policy, the night assistants are only allowed to use their laptops during the week. 
It is not a surprise that college kids procrastinate, but having a late night work shift allows 
Campuzano to get all of  his homework done. This also gives him time throughout the day to 
do other things. 
“I try to do some of  it throughout the day but if  I wanna take a nap, or go to the gym, or 
do something extra, I know that if  I work that night I’m going to have to be up anyways so 
it’s a good opportunity to get my work done,” Campuzano said. 
If  he does not have homework for the night, he will try to get ahead. Sometimes he may 
even watch a movie.
Some students work better during the day, and some work better at night. Junior sociology 
major Sara Farrar said she works better at night.
Farrar said she will sometimes use her shift to get homework done but sometimes, she is 
just too tired,which should not come as a surprise, working at 3 a.m. 
She spent a majority of  her shifts working on statistics homework first semester, but sec-
ond semester she has to spend more time reading for her classes. 
“I’m really bad at procrastinating,” Farrar said. “There are some things I would try to get 
done before I come to work depending on the work load I have. This semester, I have a lot of  
reading stuff  so it’s kind of  easier to knock out here than at home.”
Farrar joked that it is hard to focus when her three roommates need attention. 
For Campuzano, the late-night shift is nothing new for him, but having the shift to get his 
homework done is a big part as to why it gets done, he said.
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Panthers
Students stay awake 
to keep buildings safe
of thenight
Sara Farrar, a junior sociology major, works on homework during her night assistant shift 
in Lawson Hall on Thursday, Feb. 18, 2016.
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Eastern’s Construction Club began in 1998 through the School of  Tech-
nology with the help of  Wafeek Wahby, who currently co-advises the club 
with John Cabage.
Wahby helped create the Construction Club as a venue to help the stu-
dents become a “community of  aspiring leaders in the construction indus-
try.”
“This extracurricular learning environment inevitably creates an envi-
ronment that helps develop highly capable leaders, who desire, seek and do 
their best towards upgrading their communication and technical abilities,” 
Wahby said.
Wahby said the club members participate in regional and national 
competitions, engage in local community construction projects, take field 
trips to construction plants and project sites, and invite speakers within the 
industry.
Construction Club president Ryan Naples said his goal for the club is to 
help students gain experience.
He said the club is for any student, no matter their major.
“It’s for everyone, to provide the knowledge of  hands-on experience in 
construction and working with things before we get in the real field,” he 
said. “It’s also for teaching home maintenance and things like that. It’s real-
ly all about getting experience.”
Naples, a junior applied engineering & technology major with a focus 
in construction, has been president of  the club since the beginning of  his 
sophomore year.
He said before he took it over, it was not actually a registered student 
organization.
He and his club went through this process of  becoming an RSO earlier 
this year.
The club serves as a way for students to gain experience, but it also pro-
vides a way for professors to benefit as well.
Naples said the Construction Club has completed projects for local pro-
fessors over the years.
“We made a concrete staircase for one of  our professors,” he said. “We 
have benches. We made one bench for a professor, and all of  a sudden like 
four other professors wanted one.”
The professors pay for their own materials, but the club members donate 
the labor in exchange for the experience.
He said although the club meets weekly, there are not always large proj-
ects to work on. Instead, the club has open lab hours in the Construction 
Lab in Klehm Hall where students can work on projects.
One project students are currently working on in the lab is a compost 
machine for the family and consumer sciences department.
“What they’re going to use it for is the leftover vegetables and things that 
they cook with will be tossed into there, and it’s this big machine that you 
just rotate a couple times a day, and it breaks down into compost, and you 
can fertilize soils and things like that,” Naples said.
He said the club is currently constructing the compost bin, but it is taking 
longer than expected.
Naples also said the city of  Charleston recently reached out to the group 
about building bridges on the bike path at Lake Charleston.
 “They actually gave us some ideas on what they wanted, and they asked 
our adviser if  we could build the bridges,” he said.
Naples said he is really excited for that project and hopes to start on it 
after spring break.
But it is not all work for the club members.
“We do a lot of  fun stuff, too, every now and then,” Naples said. “At the 
end of  this semester, a couple of  the professors challenged the Construction 
Club to a concrete canoe race.”
He said each side will build their own canoe and then they will race them 
around Lake Charleston.
Naples said he loves to see the students get excited about working and 
gaining experience.
“My favorite thing is being able to show someone else something new 
and them being able to show me something new. Learning something new 
every time we go out and set out on a project is awesome,” he said.
Story and Design by Lauren McQueen
Photos submitted
Members of  the Construction Club take measurements for one of  their 
projects. 
(Top to bottom) Sean Altenburg, a sophomore applied 
engineering and technology major, Dan Zaklan, a 
junior applied engineering and technology major, and 
Tina Bien, a sophomore applied engineering and tech-
nology major, create a concrete entryway.
Zaklan shovels dirt into a wheelbarrow.
Building a new future
Construction club gains its footing as RSO
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Pizza is a staple for any college student, but 
not many are rewarded for their devotion.
Alyssa Young, a junior art major, entered a 
Papa John’s contest on Facebook to win free 
pizza for a year–and won.
Young received a message from the Papa 
John’s Facebook account saying she won and 
then was messaged with coupons that can be 
used for one free pizza each month.
“I saw all of  these people who were single 
parents entering and thought ‘I’m not going to 
win,” she said. “I don’t need it.”
Although she said she does not need it, 
anyone who knows Young knows she makes 
pizza a priority. Young took her love for pizza 
public by updating her relationship status to 
“in a relationship with pizza” on Facebook 
around Valentine’s Day 2015.
Young said her Facebook page now has a 
daily post about pizza, whether it is from her 
or her friends.
“Friends tag me in anything about pizza,” 
she said. “Posts about pizza, things decked 
out in pizza. I keep telling them ‘Just buy me 
a pizza at this point.’”
Young used to work at a local pizza place 
in her hometown of  Naperville. There she 
tried out many different combinations of  piz-
za. She said her favorite pizza is topped with 
bacon, green olives and onions.
What is the secret to a perfect pizza? It’s all 
in the crust, according to Young.
“A crust can be thin or thick, as long as it’s 
crispy,” she said. 
Story and Design by Megan Ivey
Facebook 
official:
a pizza love story
Alyssa Young, a junior art major, gives a cheesy grin after receiving her free Papa John's pizza Feb. 19, 2016. Young won free pizza for a year after entering a contest on the Papa John's 
Pizza Chicago Facebook page in January. Photo by Danielle Tadlock
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Budget Crisis
FUND EIU
The rally heard across the country
This map shows the news organizations that ran a story on Feb. 
12, 2016, about the Fund EIU rally and Eastern's pending layoffs.
Source: BatchGeo.com and Google
National Coverage
On Friday, Feb. 5, 2016, at 4 p.m. 
on the Doudna steps, the Eastern 
community showed up to show that 
they were tired of  Springfield holding 
higher education hostage. 
The Fund EIU rally drew the 
attention of  students, faculty, staff, 
community members, politicians, 
news crews and eventually the na-
tion.
The rally drew 1,500 - 2,000 at-
tendees according to organizers. 
Several speakers spoke about the 
importance of  the Illinois legislature 
and governor passing a clean bill that 
would give Eastern approximately 
$40 million in appropriated dollars 
and $9 million in MAP Grant mon-
ey.
Many organizers brought signs 
showing their love and support of  
Eastern. Many also showed their 
frustration with the lack of  coopera-
tion to pass a budget.
Photo by Dominic Baima
Design by Megan Ivey
Jennifer Folami, a freshman communications studies major, leads a series of  chants prior to the start of  the Fund EIU rally on Friday, Feb. 5, 2016, in front of  the Doudna steps. 
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FUND EIUFUND EIU
Students, faculty, staff  and community members listen to Shirmeen Ahmad, a senior journalism and political science major and student body president, 
speak during the Fund EIU rally on Friday, Feb. 5, 2015, at the Dounda steps. Rally organizers estimated that 1,500-2,000 people attended the rally. 
Photo by Dominic Baima 
Kate Klipp, a Charleston resident and 2007 Eastern graduate, speaks during the Fund EIU rally on Friday, Feb. 5, 2015, at the Doudna steps. Klipp was the 
organizer of  the rally and said she was surprised at the number of  people who turned out but not at the amount of  support. Photo by Dominic Baima
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FUND EIUFUND EIU
Colette Maile, a freshman special education major, creates a sign before the start of  the Fund EIU rally on Friday, Feb. 5, 2016, near the Doudna Fine Arts Center. Maile said she really likes 
Eastern and said her parents attended Eastern as well so she would be sad if  it went away. Photo by Dominic Baima
Austin Mejdrich, a junior political science major, speaks to the crowd during the Fund EIU rally. “It is time for students, faculty, staff  
and community members across campuses around Illinois to say in one voice that our futures are not merely special interests to be bartered 
with,” Mejdrich said. Photo by Dominic Baima
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Obama has arrived
President points out flaws of State budget
A bitter cold Wednesday morning did not stop the Illinois General 
Assembly from hearing what President Barack Obama came to say. 
Obama returned home to talk to the General Assembly and though 
there was not a word spoken directly about the budget stalemate, he 
did talk about the “accomplishment” of  staying stuck in one's beliefs 
and refusing to compromise.
“When I hear voices in either party boast of  their refusal to com-
promise as an accomplishment in and of  itself, I’m not impressed,” 
Obama said. “All that does is prevent what most Americans would 
consider actual accomplishments — like fixing roads, educating kids, 
passing budgets, cleaning our environment, making our streets safe.”
The budget stalemate has hit Eastern hard, as there have been two 
rounds of  layoffs since July 2015.
The layoffs have affected members of  the campus from secretaries, 
to professors, to building service workers.
It has also affected the Monetary Assistance Program grant fund-
ing that around 125,000 students in the state of  Illinois rely on to help 
pay for their education.
Former Gov. Pat Quinn said he always had a budget that funded 
the MAP grant program and that helped fund higher education.
Quinn said the lack of  a budget to fund state schools is just plain 
wrong.
Sen. Dale Righter said he proposed a budget that funds community 
colleges, public 4-year institutions, and MAP Grants.
Righter said the budget he proposed does include a 20-percent cut 
to higher education.
“We don’t have the same money we had the last fiscal year. I think 
this is the realistic choice, between a 20-percent cut and waiting and 
waiting and waiting and maybe not getting anything,” Righter said. 
“Let’s get something that keeps the doors open, that keeps employees 
there, that keeps kids in the classroom.”
Obama talked about the battles in the House while being nostalgic 
about his time in the Senate.
Obama said when he was in the Senate, they did not need to call 
each other idiots or fascists to get their points across.
“Then we’d have to explain why we were playing poker or having 
a drink with an idiot or a fascist who was trying to destroy America,” 
Obama said.
Rep. Tim Butler (R-Springfield) said he does not think the presi-
dent’s speech will change much of  the dynamic in the Capitol Build-
ing, but he hopes the leadership will get back to the table and talk to 
each other to come up with a compromise.
“That’s why Speaker Madigan needs to come back to the table. The 
Governor needs to get people together,” Butler said. “You’re not going 
to come up with a compromise unless you’re talking to each other, 
and they have to be talking to each other.”
Story by Mackenzie Freund
Design by Danielle Tadlock
After a speech at the Illinois State Capitol, President Barack Obama stops at 
the Hoogland Center for the Arts in Springfield, Wednesday, February 10, 
2016. Pool Photo by Terrence Antonio James/Chicago Tribune
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Taking the fight to Springfield
Students from across State rally at capitol
Hundreds of  students, infuriated by state politicians and their inability to 
compromise for the sake of  a budget, gathered in the heart of  Springfield on 
February 17 to rally support for higher education. 
Organized by Chicago State University, students expressed their sentiments 
and anger toward the dire budget impasse that has had Illinois in a strangle-
hold for nearly eight months.  
Sara Bobek, a sophomore elementary education major from Northeastern 
Illinois University kicked off  the first of  two rallies by thanking NEIU for the 
top notch and affordable education she has received. 
Huddled in front of  the Abraham Lincoln statue that presided over the 
crowd like a proud coach, people cheered and chanted after each speaker 
offered their words of  encouragement and wisdom. 
A Golden Apple Scholar pinned with a dream to teach inner-city children, 
Bobek said NEIU has given her a better education that will prepare her for 
teaching in such schools of  need.
“Am I going to have to work fulltime at Target until I can figure out what 
I want to do with my life?” Bobek said. “That is the situation that the budget 
crisis is putting thousands of  us in.” 
As the first “pump-up” rally came to a close, students peacefully blitzed the 
Capitol Building, chanting along the way until they reached the Senate Cham-
ber doors. 
Marching around the rotunda, they roared “fund our schools” and “no 
budget, no peace” in unison while Gov. Bruce Rauner gave his speech for the 
2017 budget proposal.
Rauner only addressed funding for K-12 education and did not mention 
higher education in his speech.  
Akeem Forbes, a guest speaker from Eastern, started a GoFundMe cam-
paign that raised funds for the buses that transported Eastern students to 
Springfield and said he believes the presence of  students has put pressure on 
the legislature. 
“It’s important to fight because who else is going to fight,” Forbes said. 
Forbes said Rauner needs to set aside his ego and work with the legislature.  
“He’s the king, sitting comfortably,” Forbes said. “He doesn’t realize he is 
hurting education and ruining the economy.” 
Though many pointed fingers at Rauner and the Republicans, Zach Sam-
ples, a graduate student at Eastern, said both sides are to blame and need to 
give in a little.
“Both sides need to compromise,” Samples said. “We’re doing our part and 
it’s time for them to do their part and meet in the middle.”
Michael Frerichs, the State Treasurer, said though the governor insists on 
making his turnaround agenda his priority, there is always a way for the legis-
lature and the governor to compromise. 
The second rally took place at 2 p.m. shortly after an impromptu rally 
happened in front of  the Capitol Building but promoted a different piece of  
legislation aside from the budget impasse.  
Story by Analicia Hayes
Design by Dominic Baima
Rally participants from Chicago State University and Eastern gather in front of  
Gov. Rauner's office on Wednesday, Feb. 17, 2016. Photo by Jason Howell
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Eastern students, staff, and community members gather on the steps of  the Illinois State Capitol on Wednesday, Feb. 17, 2016, to show support for Eastern as legislatures met inside to hear 
Gov. Bruce Rauner give his 2017 budget proposal. Photo by Jay Grabiec 
Editors note: The information in this story is as of  press 
time on April 4, 2016. 
A nine-month long budget impasse has had devas-
tating effects on Eastern, causing the school to lay off  
177 civil service workers in one semester, give furlough 
days (or mandated days off  without pay) to its admin-
istrative and professional personnel and stop some 
purchases and services.
This all came after layoffs from the previous semes-
ter and Eastern’s efforts to adjust the budget and cut 
$10 million, getting the university to a balanced budget 
for fiscal year 2016.
The budget impasse was a result of  political dis-
agreements in Springfield between Gov. Bruce Rauner 
and the Democrats in the legislature. Rauner refuses to 
pass a budget without pro-business and union-weaken-
ing provisions, while Democrats oppose many of  these 
reforms.
This standoff  in Springfield has caused the nine 
public state universities in Illinois, including Eastern, 
to go without any funding.
Eastern was supposed to get $40 million in funding 
from the state with another $9 million for Monetary 
Award Program grants.
At the beginning of  the semester, President David 
Glassman announced the coming of  more layoffs and 
furlough days in March if  the state refused to come 
through with a budget.
“Our state government is literally starving its public 
universities,” Glassman said in the email.
The email also announced that beginning imme-
diately, all non-instructional capital equipment pur-
chases, maintenance and repairs unrelated to safety, 
and non-instructional supply purchases without vice 
presidential approval would stop.
There was also a freeze on all hiring involving fund-
ing for FY16.
The announcement of  more civil service layoffs 
upset many of  the workers at Eastern, as they loved 
their jobs and considered Eastern their home, and their 
colleagues family.
These layoffs affected people such as building ser-
vice workers, administrative assistants and others.
Laura Smith, a clerical worker in Taylor Dining 
Center, said during the period when people were not 
sure whether or not they were going to get laid off, 
there was a feeling of  numbness and uncertainty.
“We have so much (of  a) family structure and so 
much concern and so much compassion for our fellow 
employees,” Smith said.
Tim Zimmer, director of  facilities planning and 
management, said some of  the layoffs had an imme-
diate impact on the campus, such as groundworkers 
not being able to clean sidewalks, and building service 
workers having to work more and make up for those 
who had been laid off.
“If  groundworkers, maintenance were laid off, we 
would not be able to clean the sidewalks. We can’t cut 
all the BSWs, someone needs to clean the classrooms,” 
Zimmer said. “We need electricians to keep the lights 
on, need carpenters when (people’s) keys don’t work.”
This fear and tension on campus only got worse as 
the months wore on, until layoff  notices came out on 
Wednesday, March 10, and Thursday, March 11.
While those with enough seniority got the option to 
“bump” into another position, those who did not have 
that seniority were bumped off.
One of  the people bumped into a new position was 
Dan Crews, director of  patron services at the Doudna 
Fine Arts Center. Six of  Crew’s close colleagues, some 
of  whom were single parents were laid off.
“We’re losing a lot of  really good people,” Crews 
said.
Beth Kastl, an office administrator in the journalism 
department, took a layoff  instead of  being bumped 
into a new position.
Kastl said because some people get bumped into 
positions they have never worked before with new re-
quirements, new job duties and a new boss, the process 
can be chaotic.
Tracy Hall-Ingram, a project manager who received 
a layoff  notice, said she was going to miss her co-work-
ers and seeing students going to their classes and doing 
their homework outside her office in Old Main.
“It was hard,” Ingram said. “I still can’t believe it’s 
going to happen.”
Kim Turner, office administrator for the communi-
cation studies department, also received a notice.
She said it could be hard being at work with the 
layoffs of  her and her colleagues running through her 
mind.
“It’s affected everybody, not just the staff,” Turner 
said. “It’s hard to be focused and motivated when 
you’re constantly worried about what’s going on here.”
Along with the layoffs, all Administrative and Pro-
fessional personnel became subject to furlough days 
beginning March 1.
The 155 people counted in the A&P category all 
had to take the equivalent of  one furlough day per 
week each month until June 30.
Because people in the Office of  Testing and Eval-
uation were laid off, the Testing Center, where stu-
dents could go to get accommodations if  they have a 
learning disability that interferes with test-taking, was 
closed. This meant students would get their testing 
accommodations through faculty.
While the university keeps trying to go forward in 
the midst of  these challenges, only time will tell what 
further implications this impasse will have.
Story by Cassie Buchman
Design by Dominic Baima
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The Friday before spring break was the last day 
of  work for many of  the civil service employees 
at Eastern who had received layoff  notices, and 
students are feeling the burden of  losing these 
employees.
Due to the missing amount of  about $49 mil-
lion from state appropriations, Eastern has been 
making cuts throughout the year to keep balance 
just like other Illinois public universities and com-
munity colleges.
The layoffs are one of  the recent measures 
taken by the university to stay afloat. 
Hannah Gay, a student office manager in 
Thomas Dining, said the office clerk who was in 
charge of  the things, such as payroll and docu-
mentation, was laid off  in their department and 
replaced with another employee.
Gay said one of  the biggest hits is not having 
someone who can solve problems immediately 
due to their lack of  knowledge of  their new posi-
tion.
“The new worker knows nothing about the 
software or the full-time staff,” Gay said. “She has 
really good intentions, but we don’t have the time 
to train her so it’s really frustrating.”
Miranda Haywood, a Pemberton Hall desk 
assistant, is now working on helping train a new 
secretary for the second time this year.
The first time a new secretary came into the 
position was at the beginning of  the school year 
when positions were being completely eliminated 
to balance the size of  Eastern’s workforce to the 
current enrollment and appropriated funding. 
Haywood said it was hard to see someone who 
knew the duties of  the job so well have to leave 
and a new person having to take over, and having 
to go through it again was rough on all the desk 
assistants who are all students themselves.  
“It’s difficult because the new person used to 
get more breaks and we have to work with that 
here,” Haywood said. “It’s like having to babysit a 
new person to make sure they are getting every-
thing right.”
President David Glassman said all positions 
were evaluated and it was decided which ones 
could be cut for the time being until a state budget 
was passed.  
Positions from academic departments, dining 
halls, and administration offices were eliminated 
and the university had to follow the procedures 
set by the state law when choosing how to lay off  
the employees, which allows more senior employ-
ees to bump someone out of  their job to still have 
one. 
Students in offices where positions have 
completely been eliminated for the time being are 
having to take on more responsibility to make 
sure the job gets done. 
Luke Young, a program specialist in the New 
Student and Family Programs Office, said the 
administrative clerk position in the office has been 
cut, and the duties are being divided up between 
the other student workers and supervisors. 
“It’s really hard because people don’t realize 
there’s a lot of  aspects to the job,” Young said. 
“And it’s just sad because she had become part of  
our family and one of  our friends.”
Heather Began, a student worker at Booth 
Library, said the loss of  the employees has created 
a change in the operations.
Different desks, such as the Periodical Section 
on the first floor, are now closed so students have 
to go to the Circulation Desk on the third floor to 
get help. 
There are also less people to provide the an-
swers for students.
“The student workers have the most experi-
ence, and we can’t even answer all the questions,” 
Began said.  
Changes to services were made around campus 
affecting students such as the reduction in the 
hours of  the Panther Shuttle.
Instead of  having two buses run until 12 a.m. 
Monday through Wednesday and until 1:30 a.m. 
on Thursday and Friday, two shuttles run until 3 
p.m. and then only one will go until 9 p.m. for the 
entire week.
The weekends have also been reduced to run-
ning from 3 p.m. to 9 p.m. instead of  2 p.m. to 2 
a.m. 
Story, Photos and Design By Shirmeen Ahmad
Students say goodbye to Staff
Students react to the effects of  the budget impasse by writing personal messages and posting them on their social media sites with hashtags such as #FundOurFuture and #FundEIU. 
Students were encouraged to write their personal messages in Coleman 
Hall on Thursday, March 31, 2016.
Throughout the academic year, students used the Doudna steps as a medium to write out their frustrations about 
the budget impasse. 
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Academics
stressed out
Students manage busy end-of-year schedules
It is the last week of  April and while some students are 
playing football on the bustling quads to take advantage 
of  the sunny and warm weather, the majority of  other 
students can’t stop thinking about the papers, presenta-
tions and projects that are all due in this one week. Not 
to mention the dreaded finals that are looming in the very 
near future. 
There is one perfect phrase to describe the atmosphere 
on Eastern’s campus: stressed out. 
Sitting in her room with construction paper, scissors, 
folders, clothing items and dishes spread all across the two 
gray rugs that take up her floor, Michelle Bognanno, a 
resident assistant at Pemberton Hall, prepares for the last 
week of  school, where she will have to juggle checking 
out each of  her 28 residents while studying for and taking 
finals. 
“As I get more stressed, my room gets messier, which 
makes me even more stressed,” Bognanno describes of  
her current situation. Before the end of  the year, she has 
to write two more papers and study for her finals. 
To add on to the responsibility of  doing well on their 
final assignments and exams, resident assistants must also 
have meetings every night of  finals week to discuss the 
check outs of  the day and just like their residents, prepare 
to completely move out of  their rooms.
In the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union, Tylen 
Elliott, a sophomore communication studies major, works 
in the Student Activity Center to make sure he is continu-
ing to stay active with the organizations he is a part of: 
University Board and Black Student Union. Because he is 
president of  BSU, there are many responsibilities he must 
fulfill before he can leave. 
“We just finished interviews last night to fill up emp-
ty executive positions,” Elliott explains of  the things he 
has to do. “Then we’re transitioning into the new school 
year.”
Elliott says it is hard to be a part of  organizations, 
because even with good time management, there is not 
much time to study for finals. Throughout the semester, 
though, he found more downtime to be able to concen-
trate on homework even as he planned mainstage events 
for University Board, such as Illinois’ Best Dance Crew 
and open mic nights. Some of  his planning had to start 
weeks and sometimes even months, in advance. 
For freshman finance majors Luke Young and Derek 
Pierce, there was an adjustment from the end of  the year 
of  high school to college. 
“We didn’t have to take finals last year, because we got 
good enough grades,” Pierce said. 
Both agree the atmosphere on campus is a lot different, 
because it feels like everyone is low on sleep, patience and 
hope and all of  that has to do with the amount of  class-
work piled on within the last couple of  weeks. 
Young said there is a lot of  pressure at this time, be-
cause in most of  his classes the overall grade depends on 
the last couple of  assignments, so he can’t afford to make 
any mistakes. 
“Some of  my teachers have made life difficult, while 
others have been gracious,” Young said, explaining how 
in some classes the material isn’t presented effectively so 
all the assignments and exams become difficult. 
No matter who the student, the end of  the year always 
proves to be the busiest time of  the year for all, and ev-
eryone waits in anticipation for the moment summer will 
arrive. 
Story by Shirmeen Ahmad
Design by Megan Ivey and Kristen Ed
Students use organizational planners to track homework, deadlines, work and meetings. Photo Illustration by Danielle Tadlock
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Brandon Combs watched his mother recover from a car 
accident at a young age, which inspired him to be a chiro-
practor.
“When I was five, I told the local chiropractor that I 
wanted to be like him when I grew up,” said Combs. “My 
mom even wrote it in my baby book. So I followed all the 
way through and did it.”
Combs grew up in Charleston, where he attended East-
ern Illinois University.
 After graduating from Logan University for chiropractic 
school, Combs moved back to Charleston to raise his fami-
ly. He immediately joined the Chamber of  Commerce and 
then won a Charleston City Council seat in 2013. Former 
Mayor Larry Rennels passed away in June 2015, leaving an 
open position for mayor. Combs said being elected by the 
community that raised him meant a lot to him. 
“This is my way of  giving back, to serve the community,” 
Combs said. “It’s quite an honor to do so.”
As an Eastern alumnus, Combs believes he can relate 
to the students. On move-in day, Combs and Dr. David 
Glassman, president of  Eastern Illinois University, helped 
students carry boxes and put together bunk beds.
“Every one of  them said, ‘You’re the mayor? But you’re 
so young,’” Combs said. “People asked, ‘Did you ever think 
you would run for mayor?’ and I said, ‘Yeah, probably one 
day, but I thought I would be 54, instead of  34.’”
Karen Gaines, chair and professor of  the biology depart-
ment, found another way for Combs to help the Eastern 
community.
Students in the clinical rotation class follow different 
medical professionals in the area for experience. Gaines 
wanted her students visiting more than just hospitals for the 
rotations, so she approached Combs to add more diversity 
to her class. 
“Some students are super focused, and say ‘I want to be 
a [physical therapist], so I only want to shadow a [physical 
therapist],’” said Gaines. “I really wanted to have somebody 
who was considered alternative medicine.”
Gaines thinks that Combs’ willingness to educate East-
ern students in his free time shows great character.
“He said, ‘Of  course,’ and I just think that’s Brandon, 
that’s why he’s going to be a great mayor,” said Gaines. 
“To have somebody that’s a business owner, whose own 
livelihood, own family, is dependent on the economy of  this 
town, and then understanding what EIU is all about and 
what makes it great, I don’t think you could have a better 
mix.”
Story by Kristen Gisondi
Design by Megan Ivey
Left: Brandon Combs shows student Zyaria Russell, a junior 
biological sciences major, how to properly give a massage at his 
chiropractor office on Wednesday, Nov. 11, 2015. 
Photos by Danielle Tadlock
New mayor lets students 
shadow chiropractic practice
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Tools lay on the table of  Brandon Combs, the Charleston mayor, in 
his chiropractic office. 
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M
ichael Menze resurrects the dead. 
Sure, the dead in Menze’s lab entails 
plant seeds and proteins, but it still 
seems unreal. It’s all part of  his molecular 
research on Late Embryogenesis Abundant 
proteins (LEA proteins), which protect 
plants and animals from desiccation or os-
motic stresses in frigid temperatures.
“LEA proteins were originally found in 
cotton seeds,” Menze, a biology professor, 
said. “When we think about plant seeds, we 
don’t really have a problem accepting that 
plant seeds can be dried and stored, and 
when you expose the seeds to water, they 
come back to life. When you think about 
drying and storing an animal, then bring-
ing it back to life, you think, ‘What? That’s 
strange.’”
The National Science Foundation award-
ed Menze $600,000 for the LEA protein 
research, an ongoing project that started 
seven years ago. Menze currently employs 
five graduate and eight undergraduate stu-
dents to assist him. He says a project like this 
involves many additional people. 
“I couldn’t do the job myself,” Menze 
said. “It’s a team effort, so it wouldn’t work 
without the hands that can actually do the 
research and to identify and troubleshoot.”
Researchers in Menze’s lab take the pro-
tein in brine shrimp, a crustacean that can 
survive the loss of  water, and transfer the 
genetically engineered cells to fruit flies, who 
cannot survive the loss of  body water. Then, 
the researchers look at how fruit flies can 
better deal with the removal of  water.
Brett Janis, a graduate biology student, 
says application of  this project could be 
highly beneficial.
Liquid nitrogen and antibodies could be 
stored in places without electricity to keep 
chemicals cool, an important finding that 
could save lives in countries that don’t have 
these luxuries.
“Applications for the research could also 
be the ability to dry things like blood sam-
ples,” Janis said. “In an ambulance, you 
could just add water and have blood on 
demand for a medical kit.”
Janis, who works 60-80 hours a week in 
the lab, loves molecular biological research 
because the topic interests him and the expe-
rience will help him teach in the future. 
“I don’t think that there are a lot of  chal-
lenges,” Janis said, “I think it’s a lot of  fun.
Several other students, such as Robert 
Skolik, Austin Wiegand, and David Web-
ster, in the lab work to gain experience for a 
career in pharmaceuticals.
Sarah Banister, a senior chemistry ma-
jor, read an article when she was 18 about 
a deadly mishap from mixing of  the wrong 
chemicals in a hospital.
“One oxygen molecule can change 
something from being kind of  hazardous to 
deadly,” said Banister. “I think that’s interest-
ing, and since [Eastern] is so small it’s been 
easier to jump into research.”
Janis said the research resembles detective 
work, because they have to rely on theory.
“It’s really cool to work with natural phe-
nomena, and you never know if  it worked 
until the last step,” Janis said. “So it requires 
a lot of  theory and detective work. Detec-
tives don’t watch the crime happen in real 
time, they see a broken window and from 
that deduce elements of  the crime. A lot of  
our work is like that.”
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Michael Menze, a biology professor, watches as Clinton Belott, a graduate biological 
sciences major, mixes a cell culture on Monday, Nov. 23, 2015, in the Life Sciences Build-
ing. Photos by Dominic Baima
Extra test tubes, some including cells, sit in the fume hood while Clinton Belott, a 
graduate biological sciences major, mixes a cell culture.
Clinton Belott adds media to a cell culture. Belott said that the water in the culture 
evaporates so new media needs to be added. 
Bring
back
the
dead
Biology professor 
uses animal and 
plant proteins to
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The first November weekend in 2015 was a special time for 
many as The Daily Eastern News alums young and old gathered 
on campus to reminisce and reconnect with advisers and for-
mer staffers.
Current and former staff  members were able to meet and 
greet and take tours of  the pressroom and newsroom that week-
end. 
The celebrations were shared with the anniversary of  the 
100th Homecoming. The premise of  the paper was to cover 
sporting events and the inaugural Homecoming events– an 
event that students, faculty members and businessmen wanted 
to make, “the biggest and most enjoyable event ever pulled off,” 
according to the first issue of  the Normal School News, the name 
of  the publication at the time.
The first students to work on the paper were Ivan Bean Cob-
ble, Ernest Bails and Ed McGurty, along with Prather the Print-
er, a local printing firm headed by Bob Prather that printed The 
News as well as the first and succeeding yearbooks, according to 
a letter to the editor from former journalism department chair 
Dan Thornbugh.
That “spirit” of  wanting to cover stories is very typical of  
college students, according to Sally Renaud, chair of  the jour-
nalism department and interim director of  student publications.
“They want to have a voice; they want to tell their story,” 
Renaud said. “I’m glad the university has supported it all these 
years.”
In its early years, The News printed mostly sports news and 
rambling editorials, which was indicative of  its low journalistic 
standard at the time, according to compiled information on the 
journalism department’s history. This was because of  the lack 
of  demand in the journalism profession at the time and there-
fore, the lack of  formal education in the vocation.
Surviving the years
The News has survived all 11 sitting university presidents, 
been housed in nine different locations around the campus and 
Charleston, and been the recipient of  numerous awards, as well 
as criticism from the university.
Out of  the nine locations The News has called home, two of  
the locations are no longer standing – the Bails family home, 
as First Financial Bank now sits on the land, and the “Cement 
Block Building,” which is now the east section of  the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union. 
The News and its editors have also been the recipients of  
numerous awards throughout its 100 years, some of  which 
include “Best Newspaper in its Class” from the Illinois College 
Press Association in 1946 and Pacemakers from the Associated 
Collegiate Press.
Community
“The journalism department supports wholeheartedly what 
the students do,” Renaud said.
Training and support are given to students in the form of  
journalism classes and the advisers who critique the paper and 
offer guidance to students. Alums also come back to speak to 
current students. 
“A lot of  students came to Eastern to major in journalism 
and be a part of  Student Publications,” said John Ryan, class of  
1975, who recently retired as director of  student publications.
100
The Nov. 5 issue of  The News included a special eight-page 
insert chronicling the history of  The News with stories written 
by current staff  members.
Stories included the nine locations that The News has called 
home, a history of  the printing press and oddities that have 
occurred over the years. 
Story and Photo by Jason Howell
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the news turns 100, celebrates 'dentennial'
a century of coverage
The Daily Eastern News achieves 100 years of  printing on Thursday, Nov. 5, 2015. The News printed a special section, which included the first page of  the first issue on Nov. 5, 1915.
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O
n Wednesday, Dec. 9 at 8 p.m.,Victoria Suding was hidden 
away in Doudna, trying to complete her fall semester project. 
Doudna's maze of  hallways to the average Eastern student is 
like a second home for the senior art major. After taking the elevator to 
the second floor and advancing through some hidden hallways, Suding 
swipes her Panthercard to unlock a computer lab.
Most students have written finals to study, but art majors like Suding 
are tested through final projects. For many art majors, “finals week” is the 
week prior, and it can be the most hectic time of  the year.
“I have 12-hour days where I’m just designing stuff,” Suding said.“I 
wake up, work on things, go to class, work on more stuff. Sometimes I 
find time to eat.”
Suding is admitted in the graphic design program. In addition to her 
schoolwork, Suding works as a graphic designer for University Board.
Although she is surrounded by computers, Suding works on her own 
laptop. She views a webpage, designpritation.com, through her black, 
retro-framed glasses on the desktop in front of  her. The webpage contains 
different works of  photography, typography and graphic design to build 
inspiration for her animation project.
“It gets the creative juices flowing to see other people’s work,” she said. 
“I’m like, ‘yes, I want to do something like this.’”
Suding had multiple end-of-the-semester projects, but the animation 
video entailed the biggest workload. The assignment was to create a visu-
al video with animation of  text. Suding decided to produce a lyric video 
to the song “Car Radio” by Twenty One Pilots. 
Suding said the one minute video she completed took three to four 
hours. There was no length requirement for the project, but Suding said 
she has hopes to finish the four-minute song.
“I’ve met people before and told them I’m a graphic design major, and 
they say that they think it’s cool, but it must be easy” she said. “In reality 
it is extremely time consuming. There have been times where I have been 
in (Doudna) until 5 in the morning.”
At the same time in an art studio on the first floor of  Doudna, three 
students were working on final projects of  their own.
Sophomore art major Rebecca Kinnett and sophomore physics major 
Kevin Greaves said they each spent six hours on their final projects.
Tara Starling, a junior art education major, had spent more than 10  
hours on her 3D sculpture. Starling used a different blend of  foam to 
replicate the Double O Arch she saw while hiking in Long Trails National 
Park, Utah.
Art majors may have a lot of  projects, but some still have to complete 
conventional assignments.  
“Hopefully I can finish this assignment by midnight, and then I write a 
paper,” Starling said.
Story and Design by Megan Ivey
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finals 
week
Art majors
stay up late for  
Tara Starling, a junior art education major, adds sanded grout and foam to her 3D 
sculpture on Wednesday, Dec. 9, 2015, in an art studio in Doudna. The materials 
will be used to resemble the texture of  rocks.
Top: Rebecca Kinnett, a sophomore clinical laboratory science major, adds to her 3D sculpture on 
Wednesday, Dec. 9, 2015. Kinnett said each patch symbolized differences in society.
Bottom: Victoria Suding, a senior art major, finalizes a video animation in a computer lab in 
Doudna on Wednesday, Dec. 9, 2015. Suding said the one-minute completed project took three to 
four hours of  work.
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prospective students visit eastern, 
enrollment increases 2 percent
 If  we can bring them to campus, they are more likely to 
attend. This is the mentality and new strategy in Eastern’s 
admissions office.
For the first time in several years, Eastern saw a first-time 
freshman enrollment increase in fall 2015, according to an 
Eastern press release. First-time freshman enrollment in-
creased by 2 percent.
Chris Dearth, the former director of  admissions, said about 
65 percent of  attendees during the Spring 2015 Future Pan-
ther admitted student day enrolled at Eastern.
“Anytime you are over 50 percent for a yield program, it’s 
pretty strong, so we are very happy about that,” Dearth said.
 Death said those in the admissions office see it as a sign 
that their new and reworked recruitment efforts are working. 
The focus has moved to student-centered approach, with per-
sonal attention given to all prospective students.
Dearth said he recognizes this and was working on ensur-
ing that Eastern was not “the best kept secret in the state.”
Eastern has two admitted student days planned for Spring 
2016 on campus and two planned in the Chicago area, along 
with several other individualized visit days and events.
Dearth said the individualized attention students receive 
at Eastern stood out, so he personally signed each acceptance 
letter that was sent out to students.
Dearth left his position at Eastern Jan. 22 to become the 
vice president of  enrollment management at Wesley College 
in Delaware. As of  press time, Kara Hadley-Shakya was ap-
pointed interim director of  admissions.
Hadley-Shakya said that one of  the Chicago events last 
year resulted in almost 80 percent of  attendees selecting East-
ern.
Hadley-Shakya reported during the Council on University 
Planning and Budget meeting on Feb. 19 that the number of  
applicants was slightly lower than last year at this time, so the 
admissions office was focusing on having a higher yield rate 
this year.
Eastern has 11 admissions counselors who recruit and 
admit students.
One of  the counselors, Omar Solomon, arrived in 2007 as 
a student himself.
“I truly fell in love with campus,” Solomon said.
Solomon said Eastern has implemented an application fee 
waiver for students who apply during an open house, which 
makes it more effective for students to visit campus.
“Students can really see themselves (here) for four to five 
years when they visit,” said Solomon.
Eastern President David Glassman said the admissions of-
fice is continuing to work with the marketing office to expand 
recruitment efforts.
“We plan to continue those recruitment efforts that have 
brought us success, intensify recruitment efforts in our nearby 
southern and eastern regions of  the state, and enhance our 
marketability with new initiatives, as well,”Glassman said.
Photo, Story and Design by Dominic Baima
Jaden Jones, a prospective student from Newton, Ill., works on filling out her admittance application on Wednesday, Nov. 11, 2015, with the assistance of  Denise Lee, assistant director of  
admissions. Students who applied during the open house had their application fee waived.
Prospective students and their parents move between sessions during 
an open house on Wednesday, Nov. 11, 2015, in the Doudna Fine 
Arts Center.
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Getting the full EIU experience
Omar Solomon  
 Admissions Counselor
From Student To Employee
Graduation Date: 
Class of  2009, Bachelor of  Arts degree in com-
munication studies with a focus in electronic 
media production
Things involved in as a student:  
Black Student Union, Blue Crew, Student Gov-
ernment, Housing and Dining, New Student 
Programs, Greek Life 
“I have a problem with saying 'no,' haha.”
Favorite part of EIU as a student: 
“The atmosphere during athletic events by far 
was my favorite part during my undergraduate 
career. Having the opportunity to cheer on our 
school with creative chants and even travel to 
Nashville and support the women's basketball 
team will be moments I never forget!”
Favorite part of EIU as an employee: 
“Working as an admissions counselor, I have 
the opportunity to see the growth of  our student 
body.  It truly speaks to the EIU experience 
when I notice how the students we recruit grow 
and become student leaders. No better feeling 
than seeing the students you work hard to re-
Mark Hudson
 Director of Housing and Dining Services
 
Graduation Date:  
Class of  1981, Bachelor of  Science degree in business and a master’s in higher education, Class of  1983
Things involved in as a student:  
Weller Hall President, RHA member, NRHH member & VP for one year & President for two years, two years as National 
Director of  National Residence Hall Honorary while in Grad School, three years as an RA in Stevenson, two years as Associate 
Residence Director in Weller, Student Senator, Vice Chair of  Apportionment Board
Favorite part of EIU as a student:  
“The tremendous feeling of  acceptance and support I felt from my advisers. Especially the then Director of  Housing & Dining – 
Lou Hencken.”
Favorite part of EIU as an employee:  
“The sense of  family within the campus.”
Kelsey Cripe
 Resident Director for Andrews Hall
Graduation Date:  
Class of  2012, Bachelor of  Science degree in psychology, minor in neuroscience and a master’s degree in the Col-
lege of  Student Affairs, Class of  2014
Things involved in as a student:  
Hall Council, Desk Assistant, Housing and Dining Retention Committee, Conference Assistant, Guest Service As-
sistant, Resident Assistant, VP of  the National Resident Hall Honorary, and Psi Chi, Associate Resident Director,  
representative for the Graduate Student Advisory Council, Student Affairs Prep Program Mentor, chair of  College 
Student Affairs Days Committee, College of  Student Personnel Association, search committees for the Housing 
and Dining Department, and two different committees for the department  
Favorite part of EIU as a student:  
“As an undergraduate student, I loved the opportunities that were available to me. As a freshman I did not get 
involved and stayed to myself.  Once I realized that I was not getting the 'full college experience' because of  my lack 
of  involvement, I dove in head first and started getting involved. This was truly the best decision of  my life, because 
I wouldn’t be where I am today if  I hadn’t. For my graduate career, I once again had so many different opportuni-
ty’s to get involved and grow as a professional.  I also had amazing faculty members who pushed me to be the best I 
could be.”
Favorite part of EIU as an employee:  
“EIU truly has a family feel. The people I work with not only care about my work life, but also care about how I 
am doing as a person and how my family is doing.”
Reporting and Design by Shirmeen Ahmad
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Though the weather students at WEIU are trained to predict 
weather like professionals in the line of  duty, their humbleness and 
kind-hearted nature prevented them from predicting their destined 
victory. 
Four Eastern students, Lacey Clifton, a senior geography major; 
Jesse Guinn, a senior communication studies and geography major; 
Derrick Jackson a communication studies and geography major; 
and Braden Harp, a May 2015 graduate, placed for the Illinois 
Silver Dome Awards. 
Clifton placed third in the state for her weather broadcast. 
“I’m super proud of  myself,” Clifton said. “It says a lot about the 
program.”
Clifton said a bigger driving force that motivates her is knowing 
that she and her colleagues continuously strive to reflect their pro-
gram in a positive light. 
Clifton also said she did not think she would make it this far.
“I like to think what I’m doing is to help people stay safe, it’s a 
testament to my hard work and pushes me to do better,” Clifton 
said. “I got something to prove, and I’m on the same level as every-
one else.” 
Since her time as a member of  WEIU, Clifton said she has a 
bigger respect for teamwork which evolves from the difficult yet 
rewarding work that the students accomplish.  
“You’re not there for yourself, you’re there for your team,” Clif-
ton said. “Be ready to commit.” 
Jackson and Guinn said their achievements are a great reflection 
of  the news program Eastern has provided for them. 
“Eastern has one of  the best news stations in the country,” Jack-
son said. “It has brought my full potential out.”
Jackson, who placed first for the best weather broadcast, said he 
always wanted to be meteorologist, giving him a reason to move 
from warm and sunny California to central Illinois. 
Jackson said the program has employed members, and it feels 
like working at a professional station rather than a college station. 
“We’ve put out so many meteorologists every year and have peo-
ple all over the country in huge markets, and it’s opened up those 
doors for us,” Jackson said. 
Guinn said his time spent with WEIU has been great and their 
awards show something about Eastern and the program's ability to 
help students grow. 
“It’s prepping me for my ultimate goal of  being a meteorologist,” 
Guinn said. 
Guinn said when people found out he won they were proud and 
willing to throw more responsibilities at him.
“I’m able to do more on air and more in general to help the 
station,” Guinn said. 
As for WEIU, the three agreed that the program is more like a 
family and Cameron Craig, a geography instructor, and Kelly Run-
yon, the WEIU news director, are the glue that holds them together. 
“You’re a family there at WEIU and you have to have that sense 
of  comradely nature,” Jackson said. “Winning these awards also 
shows the leadership that Cameron Craig and Kelly bring to the 
program, and we would not be where we are today without them.”
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Jesse Guinn, a senior communication studies and geography major, works 
on his forecast for the evening broadcast in the WEIU studio on Friday, 
Dec. 11, 2015.
WEIU Meteorologists Win Awards
Nick Ruffolo, a senior journalism major, and Lacey Clifton, a senior geography major, prepare for the evening newscast in the WEIU-TV studio on Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2015. Clifton is one of  
four Eastern students who placed for the Illinois Silver Dome Awards.
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anuary 29 / 30
Marks a celebration
Called Lions in Winter,
Which had writers’ narration.
At the Doudna Fine Arts Center
Events were held most.
The department of  English
Served as the host.
Day one contained
A keynote reading,
Where Moira Crone
Gave a marvelous greeting.
The weekend included
Some books to explore,
And some of  the readings
Were children's galore.
Others were geared
Toward audiences old.
Either way, visitors
Soaked up the word.
For an hour, students
From far and home,
Uttered writings
Of  their own.
Dan Nerore wrote
Of  a mournful ordeal:
The endeavors of  gays
All around are real.
“I just want them to know not to 
judge themselves. Do your thing.”
He wants people to feel encour-
aged to be themselves and wants 
other gay students to feel comfort-
able.
The weekend catered to
All types and ages,
As varying genres
Were drawn from the pages.
Poetry, fiction,
And memoirs alike.
Andrew Malan Milward, Wendy 
C. Ortiz, and Bradford Tice
Talented authors
Shared their thoughts
With literary enlightenment,
Through their craft talks.
Poem and Photo by Kristen Ed
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lions 
in
winter
authors speak on
poetry, memoirs at 
Charlotte Pence, English professor and co-organizer of  "Lions in Winter," introduces student writers during the undergraduate reading presentation on Saturday, Jan. 30, 2016. Students from 
Indiana State University, University of  Illinois-Springfield, University of  Illinois, and Eastern presented creative stories.
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The Golden Apple Scholars program provides scholar-
ships to high school seniors, college freshmen and college 
sophomores who seek a degree in education.
As a part of  the program, Golden Apple Scholars take 
part in a five-week institute every year. Madie Brown, a 
2015 Golden Apple Scholar, first viewed the classroom 
from a teacher’s perspective in the summer of  2015. “The 
freshmen got to go into Chicago public schools every 
morning and observe and help the teachers out, and some 
of  us got to teach.”
Gabriella Ramirez, another 2015 Golden Apple Schol-
ar, applied for the scholarship as a high school senior. She 
greatly cherishes the opportunities provided by Golden 
Apple. “I will have already had four summers worth of  
classroom experience before I even step in a classroom as a 
student teacher.”
The Golden Apple Scholars RSO has been in existence 
since the fall semester of  2014. All education majors who 
received the Golden Apple scholarship may be members. 
President Golene Thrush stated that ultimately, the orga-
nization aims to draw more attention to the Golden Apple 
Scholars program. They accomplish their goal quite well. 
“Last year we only had about 12 people apply,” Thrush 
remembered. “This year, we had about 42 people apply.”
Thrust notes that the advantage of  the Golden Apple 
Scholars RSO is that Golden Apple Scholars have opportu-
nities to converse with one another. Additionally, it pro-
vides members with a stronger sense of  community and a 
renewed desire to pursue teaching. “Being a part of  Golden 
Apple has always done that to me, but being around those 
people really helps me feel refreshed, and it helps to be 
around those people, because they’re so passionate about 
it.” Furthermore, Brown recounted, “It reminds me of  why 
I want to go into teaching.”
The organization is more than a social group, though. 
They do volunteer work as well. Thrush recalled that in 
years past, members wrote letters to children in hospitals 
and to veterans. “It gave the members a sense of  being able 
to establish Golden Apple on campus and in the communi-
ty,” she said. “They really enjoyed it.”
According to Thrush, there are around 46 scholars on 
campus. Overall, Eastern students have greatly flourished 
from the experience provided by both the Golden Apple 
Scholars program itself  and the on-campus RSO.
Story and Photo by Kristen Ed
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keeping it golden
Golden apple scholars to pursue teaching
(Left to right) Abigail Carlin, a freshman secondary education major, Gabriella Ramirez, a freshman history with teacher certification major, and Madie Brown, a freshman English second-
ary education major, are all Golden Apple Scholars. 
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The language company 
bridges language barriers
Imagine communicating with a person who speaks a differ-
ent language than you. Now, imagine being that person who is 
surrounded by people who all speak one language while you 
only know bits and parts of  it. 
There can be a lot of  barriers in the way when something 
like a means of  communication gets taken away from us.
Here on campus, there are people trying to break those bar-
riers down and learn the language, so they too can delve deeper 
into their undergraduate studies or graduate programs. 
The Language Company is a private English as a Second 
Language institute located in 13 nations across the state with 
Charleston being one of  the locations since November 2014. 
There are different programs provided by the company such 
as intensive English, general English, and business English. 
Lauren Schuberth, the director of  The Language Company 
at the Charleston location, said even though these students 
come to Charleston, they are not officially Eastern students. 
Some, however, do stay to complete other programs at Eastern.
“So far we have had six students enter EIU,” Schuberth said. 
“Although the goal is for all of  our students to bleed blue.”
The school currently has 19 students that come from differ-
ent parts of  the world such as France, China, Taiwan, Saudi 
Arabia, Jordan, Iran, Vietnam, Panama and South Korea.
The classrooms and offices used for the institute are located 
on the first floor of  Thomas Hall. 
“Once the beds were moved out and replaced with desks, 
chairs, computers and white boards, it makes a pretty cozy 
school,” Schuberth said. “Plus, our students have their own 
lounge with ping pong and a TV, so what more could we ask 
for?”
The students also interact with other Eastern students and 
members of  the Charleston community through conversation 
partners and by visiting different places in Charleston. 
“I think one of  our students’ favorite trips was to CCAR 
(Care. Compassion. Acceptance. Respect. Industries) to 
chat with and get to know people with mental handicaps,” 
Schuberth said. “They were so loving to one another, it was 
really special to see.”
Sometimes, those trips extend further than Coles County 
and into bigger cities such as Chicago, St. Louis and Indianap-
olis, and sometimes they do fun things right here on campus 
such as having holiday parties, playing dodge ball, or watching 
FIFA tournaments in the classroom. 
“These types of  events are a great way to bring the whole 
school together as a family,” Schuberth said. 
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Students from The Language Company put out their Panther paws with a 
Student Government social media frame during the Homecoming football 
game on Saturday, Oct. 24, 2015. Submitted photo
Mas Naseri gives a presentation on active and passive tense verbs to his class on Friday, Feb. 19, 2016, in Thomas Hall. Naseri is taking part in classes offered by The Language Company, 
which teaches English to students from other countries. Photo by Dominic Baima
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As the 2016 presidential election approaches, people from 
around the country seem to be divided by their political par-
ties and who they believe should be running their country. 
Eastern students are no exception, and six students – three 
from the College of  Democrats and three from the College 
of  Republicans – came together to debate the most important 
issues surrounding the election.
The students took the stage in the Grand Ballroom locat-
ed in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union on Feb. 
16, which was mediated by John Morris, a political science 
professor.
Both sides had very strong opinions on topics like univer-
sal healthcare and drones. The debate got especially heated 
when discussing how to handle the current budget crisis fac-
ing Illinois.  
Surprisingly enough, both sides agreed that the United 
States should continue to let refugees from the Middle East 
into the country and also agreed that citizens have the right 
to own a gun as long they are not violent criminals and can 
pass a background check.
John Williams, a graduate political science major, said he 
chose the Democratic Party after 9/11, when he was a senior 
in high school. 
“I knew our country would never be the same. I came 
from poverty, and I saw the Democratic Party seemed to care 
more about our issues and had actual concrete plans to make 
it better, and they’ve done it ever since. It makes me a proud 
Democrat, a proud American,” Williams said.
He thinks the result of  the debate may hint at change, that 
the divide may be coming to a close.
Jeremy Lynch, a junior political science major, became 
a Republican after serving in the Marine Corps, a decision 
influenced by the party’s values on veteran’s rights. Lynch 
influenced his family to partake in the political process, as 
none of  them were interested in voting until he became ac-
tive. 
The College of  Democrats RSO was inactive until this 
fall, when Williams and Frida Arellano, a junior political sci-
ence major, decided Eastern needed a Democratic voice on 
campus with the election coming up.
“With a presidential campaign on the horizon, I couldn’t 
sit on the sidelines knowing that EIU had no official repre-
sentation for Democrats on campus,” Williams said.
Arellano hopes that if  students become more involved in 
the political process, politicians will be more open to listen-
ing to their concerns.
“We don’t vote as much, so our problems and our con-
cerns are not addressed as much as other groups and other 
ages,” Arellano said.
Only 45 percent of  citizens aged 18-29 voted in 2012 – 6 
percent less than in 2008 –  compared to 66 percent of  people 
over 30. 
The debate ended with both sides encouraging the audi-
ence to vote and gave students the opportunity to register to 
vote outside of  the debate.
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Members of  the College of  Republicans discuss their response to a 
comment made by the College of  Democrats on Tuesday, Feb. 16, 
2016, in the Grand Ballroom. Photos by Dominic Baima
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Juan Nevarez Jr., a psychology major, debates for the Democratic party during the Col-
lege of  Democrats and College of  Republicans debate. 
Jay Abell, a political science major, debates for the Republican party during the College 
of  Democrats and College of  Republicans debate. 
